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ABSTRACT
The Greek Origins of the Idea of Revolution
(May 1983)
Geoffrey Morrison B.A., M.A. , Amherst College
Directed by Winfred Bernhard
Among all the concepts of political philosophy which
have been studied by modern western intellectual historians
"revolution" is one of the few never to have received a
thoroughly empirical and diachronic linguistic analysis.
Its modern history from the Renaissance to the present
is well known, but its history in the medieval and ancient
periods is only imperfectly understood, while its pre-
history--the semantic elements from which it and its lin-
guistic relatives were composed--has never been explored.
This dissertation has four objects: first, to define
and explore the semantic fields of the Greek root
)eX from which the modern English word "revolution"
and its cognates, ancient and modern, were derived; second,
to catalogue all those Greek roots which convey the image
or the idea of circular or cyclical movement and to suggest
the parameters of their semantic fields; third, to define
and explore the semantic fields of the three Greek roots
from the catalogue—
*
kukX- , *iizX- , and *tcA --which are related
to the *{f )eX of "revolution" through their common
ancestor
iii
iv
in the Indo-European root *quel; and fourth, to illustrate
the capacity of the discipline called "historical linguis-
tics" to locate the social origins of our modern languages'
most abstract terms and thereby to serve as a bridge
between the often competing fields of intellectual and
social history.
A NOTE ON TRANSLATION
All translations from Greek are by the author. When-
ever Greek passages are either long enough, important enough
or both, to be included in block quotation, the English
translation appears immediately below the Greek passage
in the same block format . Whenever Greek passages are re-
tained within the lines of the text of the dissertation,
the English translations appear immediately after the Greek
passages and are placed between brackets . Throughout , Greek
poetry is rendered as English poetry; Greek prose by English
prose
.
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So what is truth? A mobile army of metaphors,
metonyms, anthropomorphisms - in short an
aggregate of human relations which , poeti-
cally and rhetorical ly heightened , become
transposed and elaborated , and which , after
protracted popular usage, poses as fixed,
canonical
,
obligatory . Truths are illusions
whose illusoriness is overlooked
.
Nietzsche ; Truth and Falsehood in an Extra -
Moral Sense ( 1873 )
"
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INTRODUCTION
THE APOLOGIA OF PHILOSOPHY FOR THE NOVELTY OF THE STATE
Revolution in the history of the West is not confined
to modern times
.
In theory as well as in fact revolution
is half the fabric of our culture. It is older than "origi-
nal;" predating as it does the most ancient scraps of histo-
rical languages. It is the warp through which the philoso-
phers, of nature as well as of politics, have run the woof
of "cosmos, " "civilization, " and the "state. " Revolution
is the primordial communal fact against which have been
directed the prohibitions of religion and the codes of jus-
tice. It is the primary theoretical problem to which the
Western philosophical tradition
,
especially in political
theory , has directed its dreams of order , visions of stabi-
lity , and schemes of law . Revolution is neither an anomaly
nor an aberration in our culture . It is the constant among
the intellectual variables . Revolution is the question
to which philosophy proposes answers.
This dissertation claims to lay the empirical founda-
tions for those claims. It uses the methods of historical
linguistics (what in the nineteenth century was called compa-
rative philology ) to retrieve those human experiences which
gave birth to circular, cyclical, and finally "revolutionary"
1
2ways of looking at and conceiving life in the world. It
assumes that an investigation of human experience by means
of the words born from that experience is the only reasonably
reliable way - if indeed there is any way at all - to trace
how ideas move through history; and assumes, furthermore,
that any question presuming to touch upon a problem in Wes-
tern political philosophy must focus on the Greeks - that
is, on the language of the Greeks. Finally, the disserta-
tion argues that the so-called "Great Books" tradition in
Western philosophy can only mislead us in any examination
of the origins of ideas in Western culture. The reason
for that is the simple fact that most of the philosophers,
and many others among the class of intellectuals, stood
in a dissenting relationship to the "traditional" Greek
societies. The judicial murder of Socrates, not to mention
all the other exiles of various "free-thinkers" like Euri-
pides before and after the execution of Socrates, should
remind us of that fact, if we should ever need reminding.
To some degree or other, the philosophers were hostile to
the values, beliefs and attitudes of their countrymen; they
saw their work as intellectual and moral reform, or at least
as admonition. When we consult their works for insight
into the societies they lived in, we must not forget that
we are reading critics of those societies - and critics
who are not above misrepresentation. In no field is this
truer than in political philosophy. From Plato on, the
3philosophical critics of real societies have been concerned
to justify the "state," that ideal construction of the philo-
sophical mind which would bring order and harmony out of
( alleged) turmoil and chaos . The sum of these ideal con-
structions over the past twenty- five hundred years - what
we now call the "tradition" of Western political philosophy
- constitutes the most formidable barrier there is to think-
ing about not only what the organization of the human com-
munity ought to be, but also what the ( various ) organiza-
tions of historical societies actually were before the philo-
sophers entered upon the scene. To no problem of political
philosophy does the "Great Books" tradition act as more
of an obstacle to understanding than to the origin of that
constellation of images and ideas in politics we label,
"revolutionary . " Accordingly , this dissertation proposes
to commence, for the sake of intellectual history, a kind
of archaeological "dig" under that formidable obstacle to
thought which we call the "tradition" of Western philosophy.
The tools for the dig will be provided by the discipl ine
known as comparative linguistics . The obj ect is to sink
a sondage through the layers of foundation upon which the
Great Books tradition in political philosophy so serenely
sits
.
Before beginning our project in intellectual archaeo-
logy, however, let us survey the obstacle itself. Let us
ask: why are the substance and form of the ideal
4constructions of the philosophers so uniformly contrary
to the "revolutionary" foundation on which they sit? In
particular, why does the Great Books tradition in political
theory not recognize revolution as the central problem for
political thought? In modern times at least, what accounts
for this situation is the ubiquity of the myth of the state
and the pervasiveness of the fear of anarchy. Both the
ubiquity of the one and the pervasiveness of the other are
best explained by the triumph of industrial and technological
biases in the academic market of idees fixes . "Systems
paradigms," "functional modalities," "verification criteria"
- these and all the other innumerable clanking, mechanical
neologisms coined in the last two centuries from intellect's
encounter with the new order of industrial economy - reveal
an accommodation which with rare exceptions grants the very
thing most needing criticism. Social science assumes "soci-
ety" and the "state." It considers "change," "variation,"
and especially "revolution" as always problematical, usually
dangerous, and probably pathological. Such an intellectual
accommodation to the new order of the industrial economy
ignores the history of the very languages it uses. It does
not appreciate the twin facts that the vocabularies of the
state and its various institutions developed relatively
late not only in modern Europe (not before the fifteenth
century) but also in ancient Rome (not before the first
century B.C.) whose imperial institutions, and the vocabulary
5developed to designate them, provided the models for the
analogous political phenomena in the modern period. As
this dissertation will establish beyond a reasonable doubt,
at least in the case of ancient Greece, the vocabulary of
change, and especially of revolutionary change, dominated
the thinking of ancient peoples in nearly all the divisions
and areas of their respective cultures before the triumph
of Christianity. To the ancients, change was normal, revo-
lutionary change the true model of justice; to them, the
state was the aberration, its justice the very thing needing
justification. They were too close to the origins to forget
that while the state need not necessarily be a monster among
the varieties of human community, it is at least a novelty
and always an experiment - a more or less useful expedient
among the immemorial practices of human living together.
Modern social science is largely innocent of such awareness,
whether offered by history or by language.
Ignorance of historical fact is not enough, however,
to explain social science's loyalty to the reality and to
the idea of the "state." For that, we must look to the
origins of the state itself. Social science serves the
state because, like the other academic disciplines which
serve it, the only alternatives to service are intellectual
isolation, professional ostracism, and silence. Having
by now successfully outlived for the most part the memory
of its original, ancient novelty, and having perfected the
6methods of force and concentrated the instruments of vio-
lence for the purpose of channeling the human propensities
for envy, greed, and malice, the various historical states
have succeeded in either enlisting or drafting corps of
apologists to make look right what was merely novel . In
the West the process began among the Greeks in the seventh
and sixth centuries B.C. in response to the spread of serf-
dom among freemen, a social crisis which deepened and acce-
lerated with the rise of a money economy. The "philosophers"
emerged shortly thereafter
. The majority shunned the new
"politics" ; others, like Pythagoras, attempted radical and
what we would call "Utopian" social reform, resorting to
new religions or at least new rituals for moral justifica-
tion of the reform; a few, like Solon
,
agreed to play with
fire and try to reconcile the old habits of life and thought
with the new political facts. Both states and philosophers
emerged, then, out of the breakup of the traditional "archaic"
societies of ancient Greece . They were at first suspicious
of one another , however
,
despite their common ancestry
.
Those who were at least suspicious of the new states , and
ultimately embraced their claims, became what even contem-
poraries called " sophists" ; those who presumed to maintain
a degree of independence, and ultimately preferred exile,
or worse , to a loss of critical distance , became what we
consider "philosophers . " But the difference in degree of
7of their attachment to the new states cannot conceal their
familial resemblance when seen through the eyes of the ear-
lier traditional societies which the states supplanted.
The sophists would have the new "citizens" imagine how to
succeed in any real state he happened to live in; the philo-
sophers how he might succeed in imagining an ideal state
worth being a citizen of c The common parents - the histori-
cal states - are taken for granted^ As far as the relation
of intellectuals to their states or to ideal states is con-
cerned^ nothing essential has changed since those early
centuries o For two and one half millenia political philo-
sophy has provided the apologia for the aristocratic, agri-
cultural state; in just the last century and a half its
heir, social science, has provided the apologia for the
bureaucratic technological state . Social ( and political)
science , then , suffers a subservience to the state which
is merely deeper than that of the ancient sophists and pre-
socratic philosophers and their multifarious epigones in
the centuries since . Having now accepted remuneration from
the state as well as assumed the necessity at least for
ideal states, social science has guaranteed its own assimi-
lation to the state's collective myth. Indeed, social
science is now the thing it set out to be - "statism" become
self-conscious
.
Modern historians and political philosophers have done
somewhat better. As long as history in the West remained
8to some degree Christian, it displayed in practice traces
of that original suspicion of and even antipathy for actual
states by which the communities of the early Christians
were so memorably distinguished, and it maintained in theory
a residual skepticism toward the claims of actual states
which was based in the final analysis on the conviction
that not everything may be rendered unto Caesar. Similarly,
the revival of secular history in the Renaissance, far from
glorifying the state as an ideal or as an abstraction, en-
couraged an even greater because more rational suspicion
of real states. States as actually constituted and ruled
were the objects of a criticism amounting often to scorn
and derision for their proven vulnerability to passion and
fortune; and states as ideally constituted and ruled were
imagined as remedies for human weaknesses and worldly chance,
not as goods in themselves. Historians in the tradition
of the Renaissance did not glorify the state. They merely
recommended better states. By the middle of the nineteenth
century at the very latest Christian and Renaissance history,
which displayed more essential similarities than differences
on this matter, had sunk to virtual antiquarian curiosities.
Christian history, having been intellectually as well as
politically and morally vitiated by the two centuries of
blood and horror consequent upon the Protestant Reformation,
took refuge beginning with Vico in philosophies of history
and theories of progress; while Renaissance secular history.
9unable after the excesses of the French Revolution success-
fully to combat the charge that the best state of the en-
lightened philosophical imagination had proven worse in
practice than the worst state of the real world had ever
been portrayed in theory, took refuge in social "science,"
romantic primitivism, or both. When the same minds encom-
passed both traditions, a new history emerged, a history
whose newness consisted precisely in the abandonment of
suspicion and skepticism directed toward real and ideal
states. In a mind like Hegel's where the Christian impulse
dominated, the movement of human affairs called "history"
became not just a metaphor but the very avenue for salvation,
and the ideal of the state became a religion. In a mind
like Saint-Simon's where the Renaissance impulse dominated,
the failure of eighteenth century radical and revolutionary
reform not only took on the character of a fall from grace
but the attempt at regaining paradise led to systematic
fantasies of Utopia, and religion entered in disguise upon
its present career in politics. In both, the assimilation
of residual Christianity to enervated secularism produced
the modern ideal of the state - an entity beyond the reach
of an already emasculated criticism.
These four disciplines - sociology, political science,
history, and political philosophy - despite the difference
in degree of their respective attachments to real and ideal
states, share a common reason for their attachments. That
10
reason is fear of anarchy. it is a very old story. For
the more than two millenia between Plato and Popper Western
thinkers almost without exception have been horrified by
the prospect of an unregulated human activity and haunted
by fantasies of aggression and violence. The perennial
assumption has been that the state is the only alternative
to chaos. All the systems of religion, philosophy, ethics,
and psychology have been obsessed with it. There have been
dissenting voices to be sure: in the Greco-Roman world
Protagoras, Epicurus, and the Stoics in their less hypocri-
tical moments; among the Jews and the Christians (ancient
and modern) the wide range of radical zealots and wild-eyed
millenarians ; in modern Europe Rousseau, Nietzsche, Freud
(when he chose not to repress his occasional optimism)
,
and of course Marx; and in America Jefferson, Thoreau, and
Emerson at their dreamiest. Their dissents, however, always
sounded the note of mauvaise foi because all were protected
to some degree by states if they were not actually involved
in statecraft. The emergence in the twentieth century of
a deep anxiety over political hypocrisy and the correspon-
ding concern for individual "authenticity," especially among
artists and intellectuals, resulted in part from the demo-
cratization of this old dissenting attitude toward the state,
an attitude which spread, ironically, precisely as modern
states were spreading worldwide those very means of material
comfort which made political anxiety and individual
11
authenticity possible.
What has distinguished this fear of anarchy among Wes-
tern thinkers is its psychological irrationality and its
historical groundlessness. Despite the fact that human
beings living in anarchy has never been observed except
where the breakdown of historical states has occurred, Wes-
tern thinkers have not only judged anarchy to be the worst
disease to which historical states are susceptible
. They
have also projected anarchy onto human groups living outside
the reach or beyond the control of the state . Depending
on whatever bias was fashionable at the time
,
anarchy has
been attributed to "barbarians," "primitives," and "natives,*
outside the state and to cults , sects , and parties within
it. The attribution is always in disparagement. That these
groups display more numerous and far stricter rules of con-
duct (if only to survive hostile states or their agents
and sympathizers) is a fact which has rarely deterred the
political systems -builders . The depth of their fear and
the extent of its historical groundlessness points to a
partly psychological explanation. The expression of the
fear of anarchy may be to the conscious mind of the political
thinker in society what the repression of fear of violent
anger is to his unconscious mind as an individual. At both
levels , conscious and unconscious , the fear is infantile
in its origin.
There is, however, a more objective though hardly less
12
controversial explanation. while the imagined horrors pre-
sumed to attend upon anarchy have always provided political
philosophers and other theorists with an important impetus
for the justification of real and ideal states, this irra-
tional and infantile impetus inevitably dissolved before
the intractable fact that examples of anarchy have been
difficult to construe even where they are presumed to exist.
The political philosophers' fevered fantasies concerning
the obverse of their controlled, ordered, and "rational"
states foundered upon the rock of historical fact. Where
does one find historical examples of the imagined enemy?
Where is a case of anarchy to be found in history apart
from historical states? Where is there an instance of anar-
chy which is not a result of the breakdown of an actual
state? These questions pose a dilemma for the intellectual
historian. Is the two thousand year old tradition of philo-
sophical loyalty and service to the state - to both real
and ideal states - to be attributed to pathology alone?
Or perhaps to pathology in some combination with the will
to vicarious power? The history of political philosophy
in the West suggests a less subjective explanation. The
fear in the philosophical literature is only a particularly
emotional side issue, perhaps even a red-herring; it is
a tactical diversion designed to distract attention from
the real enemy, an enemy in equal measure to the psyches
of the political philosophers and to the rulers they serve.
13
That enemy is the idea and the corresponding reality of
revolution. Most philosophers in the West have been unable
to accept the idea that revolutionary change characterizes
not only the products of nature, an idea they have often
entertained, but also the living arrangements of humanity.
Almost every system of state, nearly every theory of poli-
tics (even the Marxist), has amounted to an attempt to stop
at last the wheel of revolutionary change and to make of
human affairs and the human community a realm of order
,
stability, predictability, and control. Enlisting the adult's
fear of death and his corresponding resentment of youth
and new births
,
the vast majority of political thinkers
have imagined either communities without change, or commu-
nities whose mode of change is different from the revolu-
tionary change allegedly characteristic of nature , and have
consequently propounded the alternative theories of "evolu-
tion" and "progress . " But whether the philosophers imagined
an immortal
,
changeless society , or a regularly evolving
or progressing one, the conception of human affairs to which
they are all proposing alternatives is revolution . The
greatest phi losopher s have not denied it. Plato confronted
head on the Eleatic theory of eternal recurrence; the Chris-
tian Fathers
,
especially Augustine, fought to the finish
against the ideas of the "wicked who dance in circles"
;
the Renaissance historians, especially Machiavelli, agonized
over the prospect of humanity ground under the wheel of
14
fortune; Hegel and Marx spent their intellectual lifetimes
- with diametrically opposite results to be sure - refuting
revolutionary with dialectical thinking. (it is not Marx
but Trotsky who with his notion of the "permanent revolution"
is the most consistently revolutionary of modern political
thinkers. His only rival for that title is Thomas Jefferson
with his notion of "revolution every twenty years.") In
these philosophers anarchy was always a secondary problem.
The central intellectual challenge - comprising the acid
test of political theory - was the primordial fact and the
primitive idea of revolution
.
The reason for this ( unacknowledged) primacy of revolu-
tion among the problems of political philosophy is that
only revolutionary thinking confronts political philosophy
on its home territory - the claim to justice. Revolution
is itself, like the ideal states of the philosophers , a
species of order . For most human communities before the
rise of the historical states revolutionary thinking was
the precise opposite of the imagined anarchy of the philo-
sophers, was itself the very image of order and a way of
conceiving eternal and predictable change . Phi losophy was
born, and continued to thrive, as a rebuttal to revolution-
ary notions and impulses not to anarchic ones. In fact,
philosophy proposed an astonishingly new idea of justice.
It imagined a new order of living together in the world.
It conceived this new idea, the state, and presented it
15
as the embodiment as well as the agent of a new justice.
It offered not merely order, predictability, intelligibility,
and control. Revolutionary images and practices of justice
had done that. What the new philosophy offered in addition
was quiet, calm, repose, immutability, eternity. It enter-
tained seriously the one idea which conceptions of revolu-
tionary change always denied, and indulged the one fantasy
revolutionary thinking discouraged - that is, individual
immortality. Philosophy postulated a piece of existence
free from change and change's most radical expression -
death. Indeed, philosophy defined "existence" in precisely
that way. It encouraged in adults the infant's dream of
"being forever." Philosophy, philosophical states, and
philosophical justice are all rooted finally in the rational
cultivation of radical narcissism.
In sum, revolution is not generally recognized by the
established academic disciplines of sociology, political
science, history, and philosophy as the central problem
of Western intellectual and political experience because,
first, the fear of anarchy, expressed or implied, remains
a dominant - and diversionary - impulse in modern thinking
about human affairs and second, because the states which
wield power, drawing upon the apologias of the political
philosophers which have been penned on their behalf in the
last two and a half thousand years, have simply outlived
or outlasted - where they have not obliterated or confused
16
-
the memory of the archaic and largely preliterate arrange-
ments of human affairs. The discoveries of modern "dissen-
ting" academic disciplines
- archaeology, anthropology,
and philology, despite their admission to the privileges
of the Western universities in the early twentieth century
as collective "in-house" gadflies, have not yet subverted
to any measureable degree the loyalty of political theorists
to actual states, or to the idea of the state. This pecu-
liar resistance of political philosophy to ancient and non-
Western historical fact cannot be explained alone by the
fact that Western political thinkers are unaware or ignorant
of the evidence provided by these disciplines. A certain
culture-conditioned neglect and ignorance has something
to do with it to be sure. But the fundamental reason for
the resistance is that modern practitioners of political
philosophy are virtually immune to conceiving human ways
of living together outside the categories of "state" and
"society." Indeed, it is the most substantial of the many
substantial triumphs of "statism" that it has rendered its
own apologists practically incapable of imagining human
life outside the confines of the terms they themselves have
coined. The very youth of philosophy, its admitted histori-
city, ought to serve as a standing caution to such anachro-
nistic thinking. The caution, however, usually goes unheeded
(even where it is comprehended) because many political theo-
rists have confused vulgar historicism, which they rightly
17
condemn as a poor and silly thing, with historical thinking;
and because they have sometimes forgotten that intellect's
search for truth, which is the presumed career of philosophy,
does not mean that any particular historical philosophy
has in fact captured it. Consequently, in their defense
of philosophy against historicism political theorists often
end up adopting the tactics of their opponents: they falsely
identify the quest for universal truth concerning the best
arrangements for human living together with particular philo-
sophers' conceptions of it. On this question of the best
arrangements for human living together, a question which
since Plato has been misconceived as the question of the
"state," political philosophers betray their historicism
in their neglect of or refusal to consider the proposition
that "political" thinking, to the extent that it is circum-
scribed by the categories and terminologies of the state,
is not a universal thing, a phenomenon of the real. Indeed,
each generation of political philosophers and other theorists
draws its portraits of pre-civilized, pre-literate , and
archaic humanity along the lines of "state" and "society."
The inevitable distortion resulting from this anachronistic
- and historicist - way of thinking not only ignores and
misrepresents contrary data, it also miscontstrues the affir-
mative data which do support theories of state-like and
society-like phenomena in early human communities.
The problem for political philosophy is to find (not
18
invent) a vocabulary which does not assume or prejudge the
thing needing investigation. The task is to find languages
- historical languages - which are, or possess elements,
anterior or exterior to historical states. The task would
be made easier for the theorist working within the Western
political tradition if he could locate such a language,
or languages within his own Indo-European language group
whose ancient dialects are the ancestors of his own modern
discourse. Succeeding at this double task - of locating
an historical language anterior or exterior to historical
states and one which is also within the Indo-European lan-
guage group which linguistically underlies nearly all aspects
of Western literate culture - would permit the political
theorist to resist the hidden and probably mistaken analogies
usually drawn between historical societies and historical
states and pre-civilized, pre-li terate , and archaic commu-
nities. It would allow him successfully to avoid the thought-
less retrojection onto archaic humanity of ideas which serve
only to add antiquarian and f iliopietistic rationalizations
to modern Western man's peculiar ways of living and thinking.
The dissertation which follows proposes to locate just
such a language within the Indo-European language group.
It chooses to investigate Greek (and to a far lesser extent
Latin) for evidence of how "authority" was conceived before
the rise of the historical Greek city-states. The choice
of Greek rather than either or both of the other two prime
19
candidates for the role of data base in such an investiga-
tion
-
Celtic or Sanskrit
- was made not only because the
author can claim some degree of expertise only in the clas-
sical languages and is only a bare beginner in Celtic,
Sanskrit, and Indo-European philology in general, but also
because the best way of demonstrating that the "statism"
of the philosophical tradition in the West is a radical
novelty is to show that the very language which holds pride
of place in that tradition attests to an earlier way of con-
ceiving the arrangements of human living together in which
"revolutionary" images and practices dominate. Indeed,
the dissertation argues that the Greek language preserved
into late classical and Hellenistic times words, and word-
fragments, whose "fossil" usages and meanings, based on
the collective experiences of archaic Greek life, reveal
early Greek attitudes toward what we would now, quite mis-
leadingly, call "political authority" which are profoundly
different from those displayed in the apologias of the philo-
sophers - even those of the Greek philosophers - especially
Plato, who began the process which continues to this day
of obscuring the novelty of the state and its institutions.
This dissertation contends, in short, that the archaic Greek
attitude toward their arrangements of human living together
was characterized by what we would now call "revolutionary"
thinking
.
The dissertation begins with an Introduction which
20
poses the problem of the degree of "historicity" in the
idea of revolution. Historical analysis may not in the
end be the only, or the best, way of approaching the idea.
Chapter One then takes up the English word "revolution"
as a convenient point of departure for getting at the older
images of circular motion expressed by the Greek root
//T/eA. The discussion hopes to demonstrate by the force
of example how the method of philology can come to the aid
of intellectual history in its effort to understand the
social experience behind the idea which gave birth to the
word(s). Chapter Two reviews the entire range of those
Greek and Indo-European roots suggesting the image of circu-
lar motion which must be thoroughly examined if a definitive
history, rather than a summary review, of the Greek origins
of the idea of revolution in Western culture is ever to
be written. Chapter Three discusses the most obvious candi-
date for analysis from the range of roots conveying the
image of circular movement. KuxAos has not exactly been
neglected by scholars in the past, but this chapter shows
how, and why, the words and the human experiences it reveals
are something of a "blind alley" for the purposes of writing
the intellectual history of the idea of revolution. Chapters
Four, Five and Six take up *TieA and *Te:A
, the linguistic
first cousins of */f / z\ and * mumAos discussed earlier.
Chapter Four discusses the group of the * tieA -derivatives
which are more numerous and show up in Greek literature
21
connected with more, and more varied, aspects of communal
life than the derivatives of any of the other "revolutionary"
roots (with the possible exception of *
.ep
, which is not
discussed in this work). Chapter Five attempts to thread
its way through the semantic labyrinth composed by the vari-
ous usages of xeXos and the other Greek words derived from
the root * xeA. With the * leA group, we see images of circu-
lar motion sublimated to ideas of "revolutionary" movement.
In this linguistic group, abstractions and concepts clearly
connected with religion and what later came to be known
as "politics" appear for the first time among the deriva-
tives of the Indo-European *quel-f amily . The problem with
these religious and "political" concepts is that their
semantic connection with the image of "revolving" contained
in their common * xeA root is not clear. Chapter Six, there-
fore, attempts a theory of the "semantic bridge" - the under-
lying "life experience" - which united the image of circular
motion conveyed by the root with Greek religious and "poli-
tical" ideas of "doom," "fate," and "divine authority."
Finally, Chapter Seven summarizes the results of the lin-
guistic investigation into this problem in intellectual
history. It argues that the principal meanings and conno-
tations of the Greek words, word-fragments, and roots dis-
cussed in the preceding chapters constitute the distant
but lineal antecedents to those modern notions of "revolu-
tion" which reappeared so dramatically and consequentially
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in the history of the West in the eighteenth century
CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM DELIMITED:
HISTORICAL AND ANHISTORICAL DIMENSIONS TO THE
IDEA OF REVOLUTION
It is neither a fact of nature nor a datum of experience
that repetition occurs in cycles. Instead, the cycle, which
is the image of the rotating circle put forward as a model
of recurrence, is one of the great achievements of the
human imagination, a brilliant poetic sublimation, a projec-
tion of what can be seen onto what cannot, of what is visible
onto what is abstract, of the actual onto the ideal. In
comparison with that achievement, the late, literary exten-
sion of the metaphor to the field of politics, which has
resulted in our concept of "revolution," must be judged
a wholly derivative and relatively easy affair. The extent
and significance of the achievement, for good and for ill,
has been appreciated only in the twentieth century when
the binary computer and the science of statistics demon-
strated the fact that the most sophisticated series of repe-
titions has simply nothing to do, either literally or figu-
ratively, with "cycles" or "circles." Repetition and recur-
rence are just as easily conceived in a line as in a circle;
indeed, the line is not only the preferred but, for the
technology of computer "software," the necessary model of
recurrence."^ Whenever we now employ such phrases as "the
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cycle of the seasons," "periods in the affairs of men,"
or "revolutionary ages," we are indulging in metaphors of
circular movement for abstract ideas which our statistical
science and our technology tell us is at best irrelevant
-
that is, we are attributing a quality, in this case cir-
cular movement, to a phenomenon, in this case the idea of
repetition, which has no necessary connection to it. Statis-
tics does not even condescend to judge the image "wrong":
it simply holds that the image has no place among those
questions concerning the repetition of phenomena for which
answers may be given according to the laws of statistics.
Statistics and computer technology may well have admin-
istered the coup de grace to cycles as the metaphor of
repetition and recurrence, but the intellectual historian
has to deal with two conventional facts. First, cyclical
metaphors have hardly dropped from the vocabularies of those
presuming to talk about repetition and recurrence, in the
sciences no less than in the humanities; second, such meta-
phors have been around for a good long time - roughly 4,000
years, give or take a millenium depending upon which human
community one starts counting from. Consequently, the intel-
lectual historian is inevitably led to the question: even
if the image of the rotating circle as the model of recur-
rence is and always was unnecessary, where did it come from
in the first place and why does it persist?
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The answer may not lie primarily in intellectual his-
tory, academically speaking. Jungian psychologists have
already admitted the circle to the elect company of the
pre- or subconscious archetypes of the mind;^ Piaget-inspired
developmental psychologists, somewhat more cautious than
the Jungian purists, have claimed at least a phase for the
growth in the child of geometric perception and acuity;^
and the new tribe of psycholinguists, taking a cue from
Freud himself who late in life predicted that the great
frontier between unconscious motives and conscious desires
in the individual and between individual behavior and group
behavior lay hidden somewhere in the structures of language,^
has claimed to discover the circular nature of certain
grammatical transformations.^ All these endeavors under-
score the risk the intellectual historian - indeed any his-
torian - runs if he ignores the abstruse and even esoteric
by-ways of the natural and social sciences. The histo-
rical element, properly speaking, may in the end be the
least important factor in the phenomenon.
In any case, whatever may turn out to be the just pro-
portion between the scientific and the merely historical
- between, if you will, the real and the "actual" - factors
composing any particular idea, the historian must proceed
as if some insight is to be gained from the pursuit of (al-
leged) illusions, delusions, irrelevancies and other follies
and chimeras. In the case of the idea of revolution, the
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principal questions are: where did the idea of cyclical
recurrence come from? What were the human experiences which
inspired its formulation? How did the idea of cyclical
recurrence pass over time into the field of politics to
bequeath to us the concept of "revolution"? where did the
image of the revolving circle in "cyclical" thinking come
from? In short, how do we account for the "revolution"
in revolution?
CHAPTER II
PHILOLOGY AS THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF KNOWLEDGE-
THE CASE OF "REVOLUTION"
Let us begin with the word. The English "revolution"
is derived from revolutio, a late Latin neologism first
coined for the arcane and esoteric vocabulary of astrology
to describe the journey of the soul through the rounds of
its various incarnations,^ and later adapted by early Chris-
tian writers, especially St. Augustine, to describe the
drama of salvation
- the progress of the human soul in its
procursus from God, through creation, and back to God."^
The word first appeared in a vernacular language, as rivolu -
£ione, and in connection with secular rather than theologi-
cal or metaphysical thought, when Antonio Villari used it
in his Chronica of 1355 to describe the familial and fac-
tional intrigues of early Renaissance Rome. By the time of
Machiavelli, Guiciardini and Nardi the word had become an
almost common designation for any change in public or pri-
vate life which was unforeseen, unpredictable, or fortui-
gtous
.
Since revolutio had not ceased during the Middle
Ages to be part of the vocabulary of astrology and magic,
it is hardly surprising that when the occult sciences joined
classical Roman antiquity in the cultural renaissance in
Italy after the mid-fourteenth century, revolutio should
eventually pass into the new rational science of astronomy,
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Copernicus' De Revolutionibus Orbium Caelestium of 1543
bequeathed to our word "revolution" that mythical aura which
the Latin word had enjoyed in the vocabulary of the occult.
Indeed, the popularity of the new sciences, and especially
of astronomy, is directly related to the belief, a belief
held even more firmly by the astronomers themselves than
by their educated public, that the new mathematical formulae
of astronomy would produce a sounder foundation for the
theory and practice of astrology.^ The partly fortuitous
confluence during the Renaissance of the assimilation of
revolutio to politics and secular affairs, the renewed popu-
larity and subsequent long-term vogue of the occult sciences,
and the birth of rational astronomy out of mystical astro-
logy, produced by the seventeenth century that peculiar
association of disparate meanings which we now recognize
as inextricable components of the word's modern sense.
When Hobbes in his Behemoth and Claredon in his History
of the Rebellion used the word, they initiated for poli-
tical science and for history that usage of "revolution"
which we in the twentieth century recognize as our own.
All this, in broad outline at least, is well known."'""''
Most intellectual historians have suspended their in-
quiries at this point, satisfied that they have reached
the intellectual Pillars of Hercules when they come across
a linguistic precedent from the classical languages. Their
satisfaction is unfortunate. Every polysyllabic word from
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Greek and Latin is a compound of simpler, less subtle and
more concrete elements, and every one has already become
by the time we encounter it m ancient usage a highly
refined and elaborated abstraction from more sensuous origi-
nal images. These original images and the facts of human
life they were intended to express constitute the fundamental
repository of historical meanings. Consequently, the inqui-
ries of an intellectual historian are not complete until
the linguistic abstractions which are the main objects of
his investigations have been resolved into their constituent
semantic elements and these elements examined for whatever
degree of historical truth may be derived from them.
The province of scholarship devoted to such examina-
tions is commonly called "philology." m the century between
Winckelmann and Miiller the word designated a compendium
of rather amorphous, eclectic, unsystematic, and even ad
hoc procedures for analyzing and interpreting linguistic
12data. These procedures were as various and as divergent
as the questions they were employed to answer. Those scho-
lars who undertook emendation were expected to show that
quality of simple erudition without which no interpretation
of texts could safely be undertaken; such erudition has
constituted the core of the philological enterprise since
the Renaissance. Those scholars interested in textual inter-
pretation were expected to demonstrate, in addition to
linguistic erudition, those qualities of imagination and
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intuition without which no informed speculation could be
made in those areas where empirical data were either incom-
plete or missing altogether. Finally, those scholars inter-
ested mainly in linguistic theory were expected to show
at least a minimal commitment to the canons of scientific
and philosophical method, if only to be able better to avoid
the temptations to nationalism and racism in an intellectual
discipline as susceptible to those prejudices as historical
linguistics
.
All three qualities - erudition, imagination, and com-
mitment to science and philosophy - were presumed to be
necessary to philological study. Of course, no one expec-
ted philologists or any other scholars not to demonstrate
individual intellectual strengths and weaknesses along with
personal intellectual proclivities and even biases. No
one expected philologists to show linguistic merits in equal
proportion. After the death of Saussure in the early twen-
tieth century, however, such a catholicity in the qualities
expected of philologists has succumbed to the same neo-
scholasticism which has so thoroughly alienated the other
contemporary academic disciplines from their original parents,
philosophy and science. Modern scholars in linguistic stu-
dies show no fewer personal intellectual biases or procli-
vities than their nineteenth century predecessors. The
change consists in the modern scholastics' tendency to raise
biases and proclivities to the rank of systems. Theory
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and even ideology now prevail in the place of ad hoc inves-
tigation. Perhaps the change is an improvement, but it is
not beyond a reasonable doubt that historical (diachronic)
or universal (synchronic) truth has been advanced by the
change
.
The historian who presumes, consequently, to use the
findings of philology, or any other modern academic disci-
pline for that matter, to explore a problem in intellectual
history must be prepared to insist on the privilege of rely-
ing on the data gathered by specialists even as he resists
their several claims for the epistemological status of their
theories or the scientific status of their methods. For
the historian to insist upon less would be to admit that
history should not be attempted until the controversies
within the scholastic specialisms have been resolved. On
the other hand, the historian who proceeds in the face of
substantive and methodological controversies among the spe-
cialists must state openly the standards whereby he chooses
some data and methods over others. Eclecticism, after all,
must contain some rule or rules of exclusion.
This study of the Greek origins of the idea of revolu-
tion is eclectic in its procedures for interpreting linguis-
tic data. Its methods do not pretend to conform to the
theoretical stipulations of any single school of historical
linguistics. It professes to adopt the findings and to
accept the methods of modern (classical) philology only
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so_^ as those findings and methods are uncontroversial
.
Wherever controversies exist in either, this study will
try to avoid them altogether or, if that is impossible,
to resolve the controversy at issue according to the accepted
methods of textual interpretation in the discipline of intel-
lectual history. Modern philologists and other historical
linguists may find the eclecticism of the intellectual his-
torian hopelessly unsystematic. The intellectual historian
may answer the charge only by repeating the methodological
tenet central to the discipline of intellectual history
since the 1940s. That tenet holds that a word, line, or
passage in a text is not understood alone by internal cri-
ticism - by an exclusive concentration on what is now called
the "intertextuality" of a text's diction, syntax, grammar,
meter, etc. The word, line, or passage in question must
also be examined in the light of external criticism - by
a broad study of what might be called the text's "contextu-
ality" in economics, politics, culture, and history in
general. The species of scholarly eclecticism calling itself
"intellectual history" maintains that meaning, at any level
of human written discourse, is best established by consider-
ing data from every field in the historical era which pro-
duced it, irrespective of the contemporary academic speci-
13alty which presumes to oversee it.
Even in intellectual history, however, eclecticism
has its limits. This study attempts to conform to two
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general limitations in the use of historical linguistic
data. First, it is empirical. This does not normally need
to be said. Empiricism in history has been taken for gran-
ted since the days of Ranke, and intellectual historians
in this century have not deviated from their brethren in
the other branches of history on this point. An affirmation
of empiricism must be made here, however, because a large
percentage of modern scholarship in philology amounts to
(more or less) intelligent theory and informed speculation,
resting precariously on a narrow base of empirical linguis-
tic evidence. This study adheres to the proposition that
one word, one line, one passage from an extant text is worth
more to sound historical inquiry than the soundest specula-
tive or theoretical statements made by linguistic special-
ists concerning the ninety percent of the ancient classical
literature which has failed to survive into the modern world,
In short, this study will eschew as much as possible the
argument from silence. Perhaps the texts of the ancient
languages extant in our time are not truly representative
of the entire literature as the ancients themselves knew
it in the days, say, of the Alexandrian library. But for
that matter, perhaps even that entire literature, with all
its vast repertoire of conventional, formulaic and even
ritualistic expressions, is not truly representative of
the ancient languages as they were actually spoken at any
time or place in their world. No intellectual historian
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who recognxzes the wxde disparity between the spoken and
the written word in modern languages would ever doubt the
truth in these cautionary reservations. However, historical
inquiry which attempts to proceed empirically may admit
such reservations only as limitations on all intellectual
inquiry. For practical purposes, it must deal with the
linguistic data which have actually survived, and it must
insist in the face of the criticism of the linguistic speci-
alists that the burden of proof requires of these very same
specialists either explicitly contrary empirical data, con-
clusively contrary arguments based on that data, or both.
For these reasons, this study rests on a reading of the
standard classical texts and accepts as authoritative the
etymologies and semantic glosses offered by the standard
lexica except in instances of significant controversy.
For Latin, this study relies on A. Meillet and A. Ernout,
Dictionnaire fitymologique de la Langue Latine (Paris, 4th
ed., 1959); A. Walde, Lateinisches Etymologisches Worterbuch
(Heidelberg, 1930-1950); and Mason Hammond, Latin, A Histo -
rical and Linguistic Handbook (Cambridge, Ma., 1976). For
Greek, it relies on Pierre Chantraine, Dictionnaire fitymolo -
gique de la Langue Grecque (Paris, 1968); H. Frisk, Griechi -
sches Etymologisches Worterbuch (Heidelberg, 1960 and 1970)
2 vols.; and E. Boisacq, Dictionnaire fitymologique de la
Langue Grecque; Etudes dans les Rapports avec le s autres
Langues Indo-Europeenes (Heidelberg, 4th ed., 1950). These
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lexica are assumed here to represent a threshold of consen -
sus among modern philologists on questions of morphology
and semantics. Wherever this study deviates significantly
from that consensus, the deviation is acknowledged.
Second, this study is sociological, broadly speaking.
It disclaims that sense of "sociological" as understood
by academic sociology and that sense familiar to classicists
presently enrolled in any of the several schools of "struc-
turalism," especially of the French variety. it claims
only to point out the elementary but largely inconspicuous
connections between certain families of words and the
social experiences which produced them. In pointing out
these connections this study assumes that the findings of
archaeology, anthropology, and art history are at least
equal in importance with linguistic data for the illumina-
tion of ancient social history. It affirms the intellectual
historian's article of methodological faith that an inter-
pretation of a word, line, or passage of a text supported
by even one fact from another type of data base, like archae-
ology or anthropology, is historically more sound than any
interpretation supported by even a score of additional
linguistic parallels drawn from other texts. The probabili-
ty of attaining historical truth increases, it maintains,
as language artifacts are critically examined in conjunction
with historical artifacts from outside the realm of language.
This kind of comparative method practiced by intellectual
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historians (which xs an interdisciplinary approach not to
be confused with the comparative method of the historical
linguists as exemplified by Henry M. Hoenxgswald
• s Language
Change and Linguist ic Reconstruction [Chicago, I960]) is
hardly unknown to philologists. indeed many of them were
practicing the comparative method known to present-day intel-
lectual historians long before the modern discipline of
intellectual history
- or modern comparative historical
linguistics for that matter - was invented. Among classi-
cists who are trained in areas outside of linguistics, three
have served as methodological guides for this dissertation.
Jane Ellen Harrison's Prolegomena to the Study of Greek
Religion (Cambridge, 1903), John Chadwick and Michael Ventris'
Document s in Mycenaean Greek: Three Hundred Selected Tablets
from Knossos, Pylos, and Mycenae (Cambridge, 1956) and Chad-
kick's The Mycenaean World (Cambridge, 1976); and J. -p.
Guepin's The Tragic Paradox: Myth and Ritual in Greek Tra -
gg^y (Amsterdam, 1968) rarely permit linguistic data or
linguistic arguments to serve alone as the ground on which
hypotheses are formed or conclusions on controversial ques-
tions drawn. Linguistic data and linguistic arguments are
constantly measured against relevant data and arguments
from the fields of archaeology, anthropology, and art his-
tory. The theories of these scholars may in fact turn
out to be wrong, but their works have the advantage of a
broad empirical base whose elements are available for further
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testing and analysis.
Among the works of classicists, or philologists, who
have made similar sojourns into ancient social history but
who have lacked expertise in either archaeology, anthropo-
logy or art history to supplement their linguistic erudition
Walter Burkert
• s Lore and Science m Ancient Pythagoreanism
(Cambridge, Ma., 1972) E.L. Minar, trans., and Structure
and History in Greek Mythology and Ritual (Berkeley, 1979)
are outstanding for the theoretical caution as well as the
empirical care with which scanty linguistic data are used
to reconstruct a probable or likely account of an otherwise
irretrievable historical era. An equal degree of empirical
care, but unfortunately not an equal degree of theoretical
caution, distinguishes the work of Emile Benveniste
whose principal work, Indo-European Language and Society
(London, 1973) Elizabeth Palmer, trans., offers the intellec-
tual historian a gold mine of valuable hints and suggestions
concerning the probable or likely structure of the social
institutions of the (largely pre-histor ic ) Indo-European
tribes to which the historical Greek and Roman tribes were
distantly related. Benveniste 's work cannot be considered
as authoritative as the works already mentioned in the area
of ancient social history because its hypotheses are based
solely on linguistic data (including reconstructions) and
linguistic arguments. It is wholly " intertextual . " His
statements about the structure of Indo-European social
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institutions may be correct, but they cannot now be, or
at least until now have not been, subject to critical con-
firmation or rejection in the light of data from outside
linguistics. Benveniste was a student, and remains a disci-
ple, of Antoine Meillet. The intellectual historian who
would use linguistic data keeps to safer ground when he
relies on the discreet and cautious conclusions of Meillet 's
Linguistique Histor ique et Linguistique Generale (Paris,
2nd ed., 1926, 1936), Introduction a 1
' fitude Comparative
^ la Langue Indo-Europeenes (Paris, 8th ed., 1953) and
Apergue de I'Histoire de la Langue Grecque (Paris, 7th ed.
,
1965) in the technical areas of Greek and Latin morphology
and semantics rather than follow Benveniste into the strato-
sphere of sociological speculation concerning the Indo-
Europeans, no matter how soundly those speculations may
be based on linguistic erudition.
Let us now conduct our intellectual history of the
ancient origins of the idea of revolution along the lines
indicated above. What are the facts of human social life
behind the late Latin neologism revolutio ? The word is
formed from the far more common revolvo, which is itself
merely a compound of volyo. The crucial social fact under-
lying their respective linguistic histories is that neither
word ever rose very far above its original homely signifi-
cations. Volvo
, which means "to roll," or "to make to
roll," and revolvo, which means "to roll back," "unroll," or
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"unwind," are rarely employed to express any experience
more complex than to roll out bread dough or to set a wagon
in motion. 14 Revolvo begins to be employed in the minimally
sublimated sense of "to repeat" or "to return" only with
the Augustan age.^^
^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^
special Roman genius for the concrete.
Far more revealing of the human life and communal expe-
rience which led to our modern conception of "revolution"
is the history of the Greek cognate of the Latin volvo.
cC'Au) (or ciXeuy ), tAAoj (or euAAo) ) , along with their deriva-
tives like nAuaaco and the noun hAl^ (English "helix"), all
find their common origin in the Indo-European root *quel,
and the Greek *{f)eX meaning "to twist, turn, or roll."^^
Greek usage suggests two candidates for the basic experience
behind these words. The verbs in this linguistic family
regularly express the action of surrounding the body with
something, with clothing or armor or perhaps something more
immaterial, even "spiritual." A random example of this
most concrete usage for "putting on" a thing occurs at Iliad
Book 17, 492-93:
TO) 6*L,0us Bninv Boe'ris euAuuc'vcj wyous
auncJo axepefjau
and the two of them went straight out, wrapping
their shoulders in cow-skin shields...
The word is just as regularly applied to gods who are pro-
tecting mortals by surrounding them with clouds, mists.
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auras, and other concealing devices. Observing the over-
powering military prowess, the ipcxrf of the Greek hero
Diomedes, the Trojan Pandar wonders:
et 6^0 Y'otvnp ov ©nuu, 6ao(ppuv Tu6eo<; uCos,
oux oj|(5veijde deou Td6e paLveiai., aXXd tus (?yxl
eainx adavdicov, veqieAr) euXuijevos uyoug...
if he is the man I think he is, the son
of brilliant Tydes, not without the aid of goddoes rage consume him, but near stands some immortal,
wrapping a cloud around his shoulders...
Iliad 5, 184-186
Nor is the image limited to things which surround the body
as protection; the hero may just as well be surrounded by
danger or enveloped in fatal wounds. When Zeus' favorite,
Sarpedon, has been slain and his body repeatedly punctured
by spears and arrows, the poet comments:
ou6'ctv ?Tu (ppd6yajv nep avnp EapTtn6dva 6Cov
nor could any man however shrewd descry
god-like Sarpedon, since with arrows, blood,
and dust his body head to foot was covered...
Iliad 16, 637-740
Even nature, or more precisely, a nature spirit or oaCmv
gets into the act. Homer uses an active transitive form
of the verb to express how the river-god, who is protecting
the Scamander from passage by the forces of the Achaians,
will surround Achilles in drowning water and sand if he
pushes too far toward Troy
:
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Mrao 6c ]itv auTov
T- ,
...and he himself
1 shall surround with sand...
Iliad 21, 316-319
Equally common is the application of members of this word-
family to the maneuvers of an entire army, either as it
moves forward toward the enemy or as it retreats from him.
Apollo, warning Achilles not to be carried away by his own
fury for battle, reminds him that the Trojan enemy has al-
ready escaped behind the city walls:
n^^^^TOL ovxL uiXzt Tptmv uovos o(;s erooBnoaq,
ot 6n TOL els aoTu aAev, au 6e 6eupo Audtadns...
Why, you've given up the fight against the Trojans you routed-They retreat to the city while you are tarrying here.
Iliad 22, 11-12
And again Hector, criticizing his companion Polydamas for
recommending that the Trojans once again retreat before
the attacks of the Achaians, says:
IIoXu6i^yni, au ij"gv ouMffx ' t\ioi ipCXn twt' rtyopeuets,
OS xeXeau xaxot (^oxu ntAnycvau oiutls uovins.
Polydamas, no longer are you giving sound advice.
By recommending retreat behind the city walls.
Iliad 18, 286-287
Just as ancient as these military applications for
the members of the Greek word-family derived from the
root * ) eX , but more common perhaps in the Odyssey than
in the Iliad
,
are the images expressing the early Greek
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pastoral and viticultural ways of life. Certain members
of this Greek word-family regularly describe the action
of the winepress, the grazing patterns of cattle and the
conspicuous, curving feature of their horns. m Homer the
pastoral images concerning cattle are a constant source
of inspiration for both short and extended similes for the
prowess of heroes in battle. For example:
ou6' av Ttu TOTc ye TpSes mol (pau6LUos Eniup
xeoxeos eppr1f;auT0 TtJXas mol yanpov oxnct,
un ap'uilov epv, ZapTtri6o'va ueTLeia Zeus
wpaev in' ApyeLOtau, Xcov%' Poualv cXt^uv.
Only with great difficulty would Hector and
the Trojans have reached the walls' gate and greatlock-bar
had not wily Zeus dispatched his son, Sarpedon,
against the Argives, a lion among the curved-horn
cattle
.
Iliad 12, 290-293
Later uses extend the application of these images of
twisting, turning, or "surrounding" to the new experiences
of an expanding and increasingly sophisticated culture.
Naturally, the old images survive along with the new (e.g.,
Sophocles, Ajax
,
374-376). A metaphorical "bridge" between
the concrete images expressed by the * {f ) eA -derivatives
in Homer and the abstract uses of them in the tragedians
and the later prose writers may perhaps be seen in Pindar's
8th Isthmian Ode:
^
TO 6g TtpO T1060S
apELOu oteu (aMoneCv)^
^
XpPiua Tiav . 6dXuos yap ailwv in' av6pdtau xpEfiJCtiniu
,
eAuaoojv Btou ndpov.
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. . .but better
always to notice what lies before
Pindar, Isthmian 8 , 11-15
It is certainly unsafe, in any case, to try to specify
the exact chronological order, or the precise manner of
linguistic development through which the members of this
word-family were applied to new experiences. The evidence
itself is not so unequivocal that it permits an exact lin-
guistic mapping. The process of poetic abstraction is al-
ready very conspicuous in Aeschylus. By the first half
of the fifth century the family of * (^) eA
-derivatives has
already been projected into heaven. In his last, tormented
cry for justice, Prometheus invokes his mother earth and
sky, and asks:
oj unxpos eyns ae'Bas, m uavTwv
O Holy Mother, 0 Heaven,
Revolving the common light of all creation.
Do you see how I suffer Injustice?
Aeschylus, Prometheus
,
1192-93
Aeschylus' association here of this image of winding, cir-
cling, or turning, with phenomena of the heavens may well
have been borrowed from the contemporary liturgy of the cult
of Orpheus, a liturgy which was apparently rich in such
imagery
.
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MCKAudL inAeuopou aiTvns eAtxauYea mumXov
oupavtaus axpooaAtCo uept6pouov aiLev eAuWov,
ayAae Zeu Auo'voae, nainp tiovtou, nainp cttns,
KAoe uaYYevETop navictLoAe XPUoeocpeYYes
Hearken to the shining orb of the far-reachinq
whirlwind, ^
'''''cou?se?''°''^^
''''^ spinning heavens his perpetual
Shining Zeus-Dionysus! Father of sea, father of air -Sun!
-
gleaming, gold-bearing begetter of all.
Otto Kern, Orphicum Fragmentum
, Fr. 236
In any case, by mid-fifth century the vocabulary of the
*(/:')eA -derivatives had gone from the pastures to the heavens
and back to the mind of man. in the following example
Sophocles is clearly using the participle of £Ataaco to ex-
press a mental or psychological phenomenon.
TotauS' eAiTaawv nvuiov aTtou6n 3pa6uc
XOUTojs o6os 3paxeua Y^-Yvexau uaxpdt.
Turning these things over [in my mind]
I made haste slowly
:
Thus did the short road become a long one.
Sophocles, Antigone
, 2 31-2 32
Finally, the fact that Euripides uses the same participle
a generation later to express the human capacity for preva-
rication and lies, indicates the extent to which the word-
family has passed from concrete images into metaphor:
11 axe pa \\z\> aov eMuayAouuevos
,
GOV 6* ouM CTiotuvwv auvyovov
,
KaAous Kaxou^
Xoyou^ G Auaawv . .
.
He spoke from the two sides of his mouth at once.
Praising your father but neglecting your brother.
Spinning fair words with foul.
Euripides , Orestes , 889-892
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In sum, what is important about the etymologies of
the Latin volvo and the Greek eCX. and their relatives for
the history of the idea of "revolution" xs the fact that
the most abstract, refined and elaborate images of turning,
winding, twisting, and revolving which we find m so-called
"classical" usage are, linguistically speaking, complex
sublimations of primitive perceptions of curling motion
and circular movement which are traceable originally from
the specific human experiences of seasonal wandering with
cows, sheep, and other livestock and to military maneuvering
The linguistic data point to social patterns which charac-
terized the communal life of these Aegean descendants of
the Indo-European peoples. Whether or not an actual conti-
nuity persisted in these social patterns of communal life
between the Greek tribes, as they first appear to our histo-
rical view, and their more ancient Indo-European forebears
is a question which must be left to the speculative tenden-
cies of the linguistic sociologists and to the future empi-
rical work of archaeologists and anthropologists in the
south Russian heartland of the Indo-European dispersion.
At present very few safe statements can be made, one way
or the other, concerning continuity or divergence in pat-
terns of social life between historical Greeks and proto-
historical Indo-Europeans
. All that can be safely said
is that concerning Greek images of "revolutionary" movement
the Greek pastoral and military experiences are regularly
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and often expressed by words of ancient Indo-European lin-
guistic lineage whose roots convey the image of circling,
winding, rolling or rotating motion. Among those words
the group derived from the Greek root M/^ ) eA amounts to
just a small part. We must now turn to some of the others.
CHAPTER III
IMAGES OF CIRCULAR MOVEMENT IN ANCIENT GREEKA CATALOGUE OF THE DATA
Philological analysis of the modern word "revolution-
proves remarkably fruitful in revealing the social history
-
the concrete facts of human communal experience - of those
ancient peoples who developed and passed on to us the com-
plex images and metaphors of change which occurs "in circles."
The foregoing discussion, however, is merely a rehearsal
of the subject and the method of investigation. Happily
for the intellectual historian, the sum of the derivatives
of the Greek root
*(f )eA hardly exhausts the repertoire
of circular images in Greek and Latin. There are more than
a half-dozen Indo-European roots whose derivatives express
circular or revolving motion. In addition to *{f)cX , Greek
derived three more roots from the ancient Indo-European
*qu£l: they are * mumA - from which mumAos and its linguistic
relatives are derived; * from which ncAw
,
TieAoyau , tioAc,,)
,
etc, are derived; and * leA from which leAea)
,
TzXevina)
^
tzXc^io
etc. are derived. Five more Indo-European roots contributed
images of such motion to Greek. From the Indo-European
*streb(h) evolved the Greek root *OTpeTi- which produced the
linguistic family of aip^tpw, axpofp^o)
,
aTpuoaw
,
aipoBeoj
,
etc.;
from the Indo-European * trep (or perhaps *trekw [*treq]
or *trokw [
*
troq ] ) evolved the Greek root * tpcu - which
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produced the linguistic family of Tpe.., xpa.e'., xpo.o'.
, etc.;
from the Indo-European * ghoro(s) evolved (probably) the
Greek root *xop- which produced the linguistic family of xopeu'a>
and xopo's. and perhaps alsoxopeuj; from an as yet undetermined
Indo-European root, and through an as yet also undetermined
Greek root emerged the Greek family of words including 6tve.>,
6CV0S, 6i:vn
,
etc.; and finally, from the Indo-European root
*per evolved the Greek root *Kep- which produced a truly
awesome vocabulary including the prepositions ticpl, tapd,
Tipo
,
the adverbs ixepov nepav, nepnv, etc., and the verbs neprv'a),
itepatvw
,
Tiet'po), Tieupdo), Tte'pvnuL, Tiopt^o), Tiopeuw , and udpoj
.
Among these roots the Indo-European * quel and its Greek
descendants are the most obvious candidates for analysis;
they indeed constitute the subject of this "summary review."
But a comprehensive history of the Greek contribution to
the idea of revolution in Western culture will require
a full analysis of the entire field of linguistic data sur-
veyed above. That full analysis would present the following
main outlines. Greek *aTpeK- and *tp£7:- provided the
largest number of words after the combined contributions
of *>(uhA-
,
*(^)eA-, *TieA-, and *TeA-
. Semantically speaking
both *aTpeTt- and *tp£ti- are close to *(^)eA : The sense of
"whirling" is especially strong in the former, while in
the common use of both the sense in the verbs of the
"middle voice" - that is, where manifest action is impulsive
(coming from within) rather than propulsive (coming from
without)- is very strong. More important still, these two
Greek roots, especially *aTpeTi- , are commonly employed to
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descr.be how Justxce
- a.'kh - moves through the cosmos.
This is evident from even a cursory look at Aeschylus or
Pindar, but also is to be seen in the texts of the pre-
socratic philosophers and Orphic cult literature. The three
remaining roots are narrower in their semantic fields and
more specialized in their uses. Greek * xop - provided a
vocabulary intimately bound up with "rural" transhumance
and later with agriculture. its members became semantically
specialized rather early, and their only important "subli-
mated" forms are connected with the ritual circle dances
of the various Greek Dionysian festivals. The semantic
family of 6t'vos and its relatives is by far the obscurest.
Until its etymological history is established only one point
can be safely made: in regular Greek usage, whether at
the level of the 6tvos of material culture or the Suvn of
speculative philosophy, the semantic field displays an unmis-
takeable aspect of violence. Finally, the development of
the root *Ttep - from the Indo-European *per is, along with
the * TEA *quel history discussed here, not only the most
complex, semantially speaking, but its implications for
the history of Greek thought in particular and of Western
thought generally are perhaps the most profound of all the
word-families mentioned. Its history remains one of the
great, unwritten chapters in the story of Western thought.
That history must account for three broad semantic phenomena.
First, how and why did a word-group whose oldest associations
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are with notions of intensity and excess in some thing or
activity (like uep.aad,
) assimilate the image of the (revol-
ving) circle as in .ep. p second, how did these two images
then produce those various manifestations of what we now
call "linear" thinking in such words as netpaco and
.o'pog
.
Third, how did the three ideas of excess and intensity,
circularity, and linear pervasion unite semantically to
provide Greek with one of its major conceptions of Fate,
the Kenpu^MCvov eaxu
.
That future historical study of the
development of * .cp < *per will go a long way to explain
how it was possible that "linear" conceptions, especially
the philosophers' notion of the Xoyos
, could emerge out
of Greek "circular" or "revolutionary" thinking.
CHAPTER IV
KYKAOI: THE IMAGE OF THE CIRCLE IN GREEK LITERATURE
Intellectual historians - including classicists, philo-
sophers, and political scientists - have not failed to no-
tice the importance of at least some of these word-groups,
especially of xu'kAos and its relatives. If modern students
of political revolutions and their rhetoric have ever thought
to trace concepts of revolution further back in history
than the late Latin revolutio
,
they have invariably come
across the Greek historian Polybius' famous ivaKUHAtoous in
Book VI of his Histories
. The scholarly literature on this
concept in political philosophy is hardly inconsiderable,^^
but the modern discovery, or rediscovery, of this first
fully articulated concept of revolutionary change in nature,
history, and politics has often seduced scholars into analy-
tic complacency. Mesmerized by the concept's justly famous
simplicity, elegance, and clarity, they have treated Poly-
bius' image as the distillation, or culmination, of intel-
lectual developments transmitted along the line of the Greek
schools of philosophy. Especially those scholars employing
the method of Begriffesgeschichte have discussed f^vaKux Aroous
as if the history of Greek thought from the pre-socratic
philosophers was sufficient to explain the origin as well
1 R
as the mode of expression of Polybius' concept. They
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have failed sufficiently to consider the possibility that
Polybius owes his revolutionary imagery far more to the
reservoir of circular imagery at the level of "popular-
culture than to the direct line of intellectual influence
from Plato to himself. There can be no serious doubt of
course that Polybius knew his own philosophical forebears,
especially Plato and Aristotle. Their ideas, even in some
cases the precise expression of their ideas, reappear every-
where in Polybius' work, and not just in Book VI .^^ Such
influences explain, however, only the expression - the cla-
rity, simplicity, and eloquence of the style - and not the
origin of the content of Polybius' ideas. For that, we
must look not just, or even primarily, to Polybius' philo-
sophical forebears but to the culture of his personal fore-
bears in Greece and to his acquaintances at Rome. The cul-
tural "bridge" between Greece and Rome was, of course, the
Greek language itself; and if modern intellectual histo-
rians are to understand how revolutionary imagery became
a permanent acquisition of Western thought, and especially
of Western political thought, they must understand in broad
outline the relation of Polybius (and indeed of all his
philosophical predecessors and successors in the ancient
world) to the great reservoir of revolutionary imagery in
their common Greek culture.
A summary of the Greek usages of xOxAos and its rela-
tives will begin to suggest the depth of that reservoir.
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The word is derived from the Indo-European *quequlo^, mean-
ing "wagon" or "cart," which is itself related to the Indo-
European root *quel, to "turn." Since from this root the
English word "wagon" is derived along with the Germanic
line of the Indo-European language group, we have before
us an ancient example of synecdoche - that is, a word in
which a quality or property of a part of a thing is used
to express the essential quality of the whole. (To use
a modern example: when we say that the regatta consisted
of "fifty sail," we mean that the expedition consisted of
fifty complete ships, not that it possessed only sails.)
The kOkAol, the wheels, came to be used as the easy signifi-
cation of the cart, wagon, or vehicle to which they were
attached. (A modern American indulges precisely the same
linguistic usage when he expresses a desire to own his own
"set of wheels.") The concrete image of the wheel is the
most common use of muhAos in Homer, and usually pertains
to the chariots of the warrior-heroes (see Iliad 5.722;
18.375; 20.280; and 23.340). The second most common image
in Homer is the circle of warriors fighting with the enemy
for the armor of a fallen companion, or the circle of hunts-
men who are surrounding their prey. Describing the melee
of Achaeans and Trojans around the body of the fallen
Patroclus, Homer compares the configuration of the strug-
gling warriors to a group of tanners standing in a circle
to stretch a hide:
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cos 6 ox otvnp Taupooo Boos ueydXoLo Boeunv
XaoLOLv 6uri^TavueL,v, yedu'ouaav dAoL(5ri
6£/:apevot 6'apa toiT ye Si^aatauTcs Tavuouoo
xuXKoa,^ acpap 6e xe Cnp^as eBn. 6uveL 6e xaAoucpn
KoXAojv eAMovxtjv xavuxau 6e xe naaa auanpo
ws 00 Y evda nau ev9a vc'muv oAuyg eut xcjpg
eoXxeov aytpo'xepou •
As when a man gives the fat-soaked hide of a great bullTo his workers to stretch, and they take it and stand
Srxes '
P"'"' "^^^^^ moisture
^"""^hide
penetrates from so much pulling, and the
Is stretched full out, so they dragged the bodyBack and forth across that small space in oppositeDirections.
Iliad 17, 389-395
The image is applied as often to the hunt. Describing Pene-
lope's distress as she ponders the plots of her suitors.
Homer compares her to a surrounded lion:
» s
, , ,
oaaa 6e yepunpt^e Aea)V av6pa)V ev bwCXt^
6euaas. oimo'xe hlv 6oAlov nept kumAov ayMOL,
xoaaa yuv opuauvouaav eunAude vn6uyps uttvos.
In the way a fear-struck lion trapped in a crowd of men
Twists about as the men surround him in a devious
Circle, so a deep sleep enveloped her as she
Pondered
. .
.
Odyssey IV
, 791-794
The one concrete image of the circle which is unmistakeably
associated with what we would consider a "political" situa-
tion occurs when Homer describes the physical dispositions
of gods and men as they sit in their councils or public
assemblies. Of the numerous examples of this usage of
mumAos in Homer perhaps the most famous - and certainly
the most artistically self-conscious - is the description
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of the council of elders emblazoned on the shield of
Achilles
:
XotOL 6'au(poTepoLatv ennnuov, ay(r)"U ipwyoL.
Mnpuxes^ 6'apa Aaov eprltuov. od 6e y^povxes
nai' ETtt CeoTOLau Xl^ous ilepu evY mJmXu),
axTiTiTpa 6e Kepuxuv ev x^po'^xov Aepow^vuiv.
And people were speaking for both parties as
counsellors
And the heralds restrained the people while the eldersS 3.t
On polished stones in a circle holding the stavesIn their hand while they spoke...
Iliad 18, 502-505
Almost as common in Homer, and certainly more so in
Hesiod, is the use of x^5^Xol to signify the eyes of men or
beasts ( Odyssey 9 . 106-107f f
. ; Theogony 62
, 139
, 144). This
poetic device of using the shape of the eyes to stand for
the eye itself is also common among the lyric poets and
even among the pre-socratic philosophers (e.g., Parmenides,
frag. 10.4; and Empedocles, frag. 84.8), and by the fifth
century mukAos as an epithet of the eye has become a virtual
cliche. Sophocles has a special fondness for it (Philoctetes
1354-1356; Antigone 966ff.; Oedipus Rex 1266-1269; Oedipus
at Colonus 694-706).
In the fifth century kumXos became, quite naturally,
a common designation of the choral dance in Greek drama
and its adjectival form a common, if somewhat redundant,
modifier of the choral dance pattern itself. (See generally
Euripides Alcestis 499; Xenophon Economist ; Aeschines Against
Ctesiphon 232; and especially Aristophanes, e.g.. Frogs
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440-444, and Clouds 331-334.)
in sum, Homer and Hesiod, and the lyric poets and the
dramatists, to the extent that they were following the tra-
dition of the first two, testify to four principal areas
of human activity to which ku'kXos and its relatives were
regularly applied. Those areas were military maneuvering,
aristocratic hunting, public deliberation and consultation,
and finally, ritual dancing. (The use of kuhAou to designate
the eyes seems to be a purely poetic phenomenon without
conspicuous social origins or implications. it is a simple
visual image, apparently unconnected with a social activity.)
More ancient than these four activities, yet perhaps provi-
ding the social foundation for all of them, is the immemo-
rial pattern of Indo-European seasonal pastoralism, for
which the wagon or wheeled cart provided the indispensable
means for mobility. The remains of these carts - and even
toy models of them - have been unearthed regularly by archae-
ologists in the twentieth century across the wide range
of the Indo-European homeland in the south Russian steppe.
Whatever may have been the avenues of influence among these
activities in the formation of the historical Indo-European
languages remains a mystery. That is to say, whether the
wheels on the wagon or chariot provided the image for circu-
lar motion in other areas of human activity, or whether
one of those other activities - ritual dancing perhaps -
provided the image, or perhaps even the idea, for the
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others
- these questions of origin and influences are not
now answerable through linguistic analysis alone. Perhaps
one day archaeology will come to language's assistance.
Until then, however, what can be safely said is that four
areas of human activity, all connected with a seasonal pas-
toral way of life, constituted the ground of human experi-
ences upon which language created the images of circularity
expressed by xumAos and its relatives.
The process whereby these original images became meta-
phors of ever more abstract and complex human conceptions
is clearer than their origins. Surprisingly, ku«Aos does
not become a common or popular designation for celestial
phenomena until relatively late; it is missing from Homer
and Hesiod. As an epithet for the sun or the moon it does
not appear until the fifth century. Aeschylus has Prometheus
invoke the "circle of the all-seeing sun" to witness his
suffering at the hands of Zeus and the other Olympians:
oj^6uos auOnp, xat xaxuniEpoL nvoat
itoxayou xe Tmyoti^, hovxlcjv xe xugaxwv
avTipoOyov yzXaoua, untuunxdp xe yn
,
Mau xov uavonxriv kuxAov n Alov naXu).
ibca^i u', Ota upog Oeojv ndoxu^ 9eos.
0 Holy Heaven, and swift-winged wind.
River-rapids and fathomless laughter
Of the Ocean-waves; O, Earth, Mother of all.
And the all-seeing circle of Sun, I call:
Look at me - a god! - I suffer evil from the other gods.
Aeschylus, Prometheus Bound
,
88-92
Sophocles has his guard for the unburied body of Polynices
employ the phrase AaiJTipos hAtou xumAos almost casually to
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express "high noon":
Xpovov Ta6' nv toooOtov, eax'ev ailsepo
yeato MaieaTn Xaynpos nXuou xuxXos
nat xaOy' e%a\Ke...
,
...and in the middleOf heaven stood the sun's brilliant diskAnd his rays beat down upon us.
Sophocles, Antigone
,
415-417
Euripides extends the image to the period of time marked
by the full moon:
unvos 6Lxi1pns. .
.
Above, the moon's circle reached full compass
Dividing month from month...
Euripides, Ion
, 1147-1148
Moreover, the religious cults which took their inspiration
from the (mostly) mythical Orpheus, and the speculations
of the still quasi-religious cosmologists now commonly call-
ed pre-socratic philosophers - both active by the middle
of the sixth century - are rich in this as in other types
of circular imagery. While a late sixth century devotee
of an Orphic mystery cult in Thurii in southern Italy prays
that his soul may fly from the "circle of grievous suffering"
which is this world to the company of the immortal gods:
xoLL yap iyt^dV uuwv y^voz oABtov eiJxou'TtL eCycv
aXXd ue MoLp(a) e6a\iaaaz xal adavaiot %eo\, olXXol
(""''") xao aoTcpoBAnxa Mcpauvov.
muhXou 6 e^ETiTav SotpuuevSeos apyoiAeoLO . . .
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For I pray that we may remain a pious familyBut Moira and the other immortal gods yokedAnd bound me to the circle of grievous suffering
Diels-Kranz, Orpheus B 18 (1,16,10-13)
the roughly contemporary Heraclitus of Ephesus recorded,
if he did not invent, the first usage of the word "wheel"
to designate what we now recognize as the mathematician's
"circle" :
2UV0V yap apxn xau uepas euu mumXou
Kepucpepeoas
For the beginning and the end are a common point on the
periphery of the circle.
Diels-Kranz, Heraclitus B 103 (1,174,2)
Neither Orphic ritual liturgy nor pre-socratic philosophy,
however, is a safe guide to the images and metaphors common
to the popular culture of the Greeks. There is no evidence
that Orphism entered Greece before the sixth century, and
its religious organization and practices were certainly a
21departure from convention; while the very argument that
the pre-socratics invented "philosophy" as we have come
to know it in the West presupposes their sociological as
2 2
well as their intellectual novelty. In judging the extent
and depth of revolutionary (or any other) imagery in ancient
Greece, the linguistic evidence provided by the Orphic cul-
tists and the pre-socratic philosophers can do little more
than mislead. It is rather the fifth century dramatists
who reveal that mumAos has entered the linguistic reservoir
of popular culture. When Sophocles has Neoptolemus ask
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his father why he is gazing on "the circle above":
TiT TirapacppoveCs auj xC tov Svco Xeu'oaeus mu'mXov;
Is your mind wandering again? why are youGazing at the circle [of the heavens] above?
Sophocles, Philoctetes
. 815
the modern reader may safely conclude that mukAos has become
a common, and even proverbial, expression for the "sky"
or "heaven." when Aj ax decides that it is right to defer
to the traditional leaders of Argos from the house of Atreus,
arguing by analogy from the hierarchical order of heaven
TOLYotp TO AouTiov zia6\jiCaQa yev deoug
etHGLV, ua^nadueada 6 ATpcL6as oeBeuv.
apxovxeg euauv, (SaO' uneLxxeov, tl ynv;
Kau yap xa 6etva xau xa xapxepf^xaxa
XLpaCs UTiecKeu. xoGxo uev vu^poaxuSeCg
Xeuuoives exxoopouoLV euHapTcco depeu.
i^LOiaTa 6e vunxog ailavns mumAos
xri XGUKOTifjjXt|) (fcyyog nuepqt (pAeyGLV.
From now on I shall learn to yield to the gods,
And reverence the Atreidai, for they
Our leaders are whom we must know to obey:
What's the alternative? Even the forces of
Nature are quick to submit. Snow-swept winter
Retires before fructifying summer,
And the disk of immortal night retreats before
The horse-drawn fire of day.
Sophocles
,
Aj ax
, 6 6 6-673
the modern reader may correctly infer that xuxAog as a consti-
tuent element of the order of the cosmos has already entered
the language of popular culture as a metaphor for political
activity. Finally, when Euripides puts into the mouth of
a messenger a speech parts of which are more self-consciously
lyrical than the choruses which even in their own day were
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famous for their lyricism (ion 1147-48 quoted supra, p.
78), the reader may justly conclude that the category of
celestial imagery, of which kokXos and its relatives was
by this time such an intimate part, had in fact become a
dramatic stock-device introduced de rigueur to meet the
expectations of an audience thoroughly accustomed to meta-
phor
.
From the dramatists the image passed into the prose
writers. Herodotus must be given credit for having first
applied the image to human affairs without, as in the drama-
tists, either an explicit or implicit reference to cosmic
or mystical speculation. He is certainly familiar with
the older, mystical usage ( Histories I, 131):
OL. [iTepaas] voulCouql Auu u£v inX la uc^nAo'iaTa
Twv ope'tov avaBaJvovTEs Ouauas £p6eLV, tov kuhAov
uavxa TOO oupavoO Aua xaAeovTEg.
The Persians go up to the highest summits of the
mountains to sacrifice to god, for they invoke Zeus
as if he were the entire orbit of heaven.
Herodotus, Histories I, 131
but he also brought the image back down to earth from the
divine ether by imagining the affairs of men in the image
of the kukAos. He virtually invented the now time-worn phrase,
"the cycle in the affairs of men." Narrating the story
of Cyrus the Great's encounter with the fierce Massagetae
on his northern Bactrian border, Herodotus puts into the
mouth of Croesus, once the opponent and now the attendant
and advisor of the Great King, a speech intended to dissuade
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him from adoptxng a course of action for which only the
immortals could hope for success:
^ ^aatXcv.
.
.ei uev a^dtvaios 6oMeeLs eZvat
Kai. axpaxuT^s Totao'ins apxeuv, 6u6ev hv eCn
Ttpnyya yvwMas eye oo\ aTiofDaiTveaOaL
. eu
eyvwHas oil av^pwuos xol au eZg xol
exepojv Touuv6e ^apxGLS, exeuvo npSiov pade
ws ku'kXos twv rtvQpwnnLuv cot'l upnyuctTuv,
uepucoepdyevos 6£ oux iq. aiei tous auroug
euTuxeeuv
.
0 King... if you think you and your soldiers areimmortal, there is hardly any point in my speakingmy views; but if you would recognize that even youare one man among the other men you lead, then
understand this primary fact: there is a cycle inhuman affairs which, as it turns, does not allowthem to continue to prosper forever.
Herodotus, Histories I, 207
Cyrus followed Croesus' advice and won an initial victory
against the Massagetae, but the wheel of human affairs con-
tinued to turn and soon after Cyrus was defeated and himself
killed at their hands. To Herodotus, then, the history
of history owes, along with so much else, the notion that
change in the course of human affairs, propelled by the
force of chance (Tu'xn, fortuna)
, occurs in circles.
With Herodotus' Histories
,
mumAos has become part of
the stock of circular imagery used to describe human affairs.
In Plato we find ku'mAos applied to every aspect of life -
from the human to the cosmic and to everything and to every
spirit in between. The mythological passages in his middle
dialogues and large portions of his late dialogues - espe-
cially the cosmological fantasy Timaeus - are exceptionally
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rich in uses of x.'.Ao, and its compounds. (See generally
^^P^^^^^ Symposium 190ar Phaedo 72b; Laws 898a; states
"^an 296c; and Timaeus 36b-39e„)
The intellectual historian who hopes to get a better
understanding of Polybius' avctMUHXa)aLs by examining the under-
lying popular imagery contained in the ancient historian's
own language must not conclude from the virtual embarras
de richesse offered by xuxAos that he has discovered in that
word alone the substratum of Polybius' revolutionary imagery,
Such a conclusion is premature. KuxAos and its linguistic
family display a semantic ambiguity which makes them dubious
candidates for the role of explaining the source of revolu-
tionary imagery in either Polybius or in Greek thought gene-
rally. The semantic ambiguity pertains to movement. The
nominal ( xuhAos ) and adjectival (mukAuo's, a, dv ) forms are
generally static and not dynamic images: that is, the cir-
cles do not necessarily move; they do not necessarily revolve
or rotate. This fact is demonstrated by a comparison of
KuxXos and kuxAuo's with their compounds and with their verbal
and adverbial forms. In Homer and Hesiod the fact that
kukAos is, by itself, usually motionless is shown by compounds
like xuxAotepns ( mukAos plus an adjectival form of the verb
TEupti)
,
meaning to "rub hard" or "press"). The thing des-
cribed as KuxAoTepns is presumed to be made into a curved,
circular, or rounded shape by some act of bending through
pressure. That is to say, a verb stem must be appended
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to the Ku.Acxn order to make it move. (See generally Iliad
4 .124-125; Odyssey 17
.
208-210
; Hesiod, The Shxeld_^£^chni^
207-209.) Nor is the distinction ignored by the later wri-
ters. Herodotus observes it in his account of the Hyper-
borean notion of Ocean flowing around an Earth which herself is
round, as if drawn by a compass:
oo^Slxeavdv.
. .
peovTa ypacpouoL niptE. Trjv ynv,
eouaau xuxXoxepea cog onto xo'pvou...
They write that Ocean flows around the Earth,
which IS circular as if drawn by a compass.
Herodotus, Histories IV, 36.2
Among the philosophers the need to put the mvj'xAos in motion
is regularly recognized. (See generally Empedocles B 26.1
uepLuAouevouo humAouo; 27.4 Ecpatpog xuxAoiep^s
; 45 xuxAoTepcs. . . 'pSjs
in Diels-Kranz; Plato, Phaedo 72b yi^Yvoyeva ^ancpzl xuxAco uepuudvict;
Aristotle, On the Cosmos 391°22 HUKAocpopouuevns.
Similarly, the verbs xuxAeoj, xuxAo'oj and nearly all their
prepositional compounds are new forms in the fifth century.
The novelty of these verbs and their compounds is under-
scored by the fact that only one appears in Homer:
xuxAnaoyev £v^d6e vexodoc
Douoo xat riuoovouauv
And we shall gather the bodies circling the field
with our oxen and mules...
Iliad VII, 332
Again, it is apparently Sophocles who took the lead in the
process of poetic abstraction from the concrete and parti-
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cular to the abstract and even metaphysical. The simple,
visual images are hardly lacking in Sophocles, of course
(see Ajax 19 and Antigone 226), but his metaphoric expres-
sions reveal that the idea of the "moving circle" was evol-
ving from the visual toward the conceptual. m a chorus
of the Electra the poet explicitly associates this moving
circle with the idea of time and of repetition consisting
of equal, yet alternating, segments making a sequence:
noXXai MUMXouaL vvjxxes nue'pau t ' Caao
Many are the days and nights which circle aboutin equal numbers.
(1. 1365)
and in a fragment (871) the poet associates the moving
circle with fate as it revolves along the inexorable course
of the gods
:
ouyos azL Tioxyos ev nuxvtp dcoO rpoyjl) xuMAeCTctu.
On god's thick wheel my fate revolves forever.
Sophocles, Fragment 871
Euripides is particularly fond of the lengthened form, mumAo'u
(See Orestes 1379, Iphigenia in Aulis 775, Cyclops 462,
and The Bacchants 1066 ) and of xuxXos in prepositional com-
pounds. Indeed, only three of these compounds precede
him: Aeschylus coined the word ntufPL-MUKAoountu (Persians 458)
Sophocles the word eKLxuKAe'to ( ini unuct xau xnon KctoL huxAoOol
,
Trachiniae 130) and Herodotus the seemingly redundant ticplmv;«Ao'(i)
( Histories VIII, 78) to signify the encirclement of an enemy.
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By the fourth century koxAo, and its various compounds have
become so common that the image of the revolving circle
is used as a shorthand designation for ordinary, everyday
human affairs: iy.^.xCa constitute the business one does
every day as one "makes the rounds" of the city (See Iso-
crates, Nicocles, 22: £v xoCs iy.^.xCo., toCs xa^' l^yepav YcyvoMevo.s
^P^^^^^^' Letter to Pythocles
, 85, and Fragment LVIII . x";; iy-
KOMAJa Ha\ noXoxLM^; Aristotle, Politics 1263^ 21, upog x^g 6La.o-
vCag x^s £ymuhAu'ous ) , while the lengthened form, t5 eyxuMAnVTa
came to express the idea of "moveable property" (which
in modern French is expressed by meubles ) .
The proper conclusion to be drawn from these linguistic
data is that the attachment of the word mukAos to the image
of revolutionary, or circular, movement - an attachment
which is at the very heart of Polybius ' avaxu'MAtoaus - is large-
ly an invention of the fifth century, and of the late fifth
century at that. The image of the revolving ku'hAos as an
expression of change in any area of human experience does
not precede the Athenian "classical" period. If the several
uses of MuxAos in the Orphic texts and among the speculations
of the pre-socratic philosophers are to be admitted as an
exception, the intellectual historian must keep clearly
in mind the fact that neither group had much influence on
the "popular mind" until the Hellenistic period because
their audiences were always small, usually elite, and some-
times in a dissenting, if not outright subversive, relation-
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ship to the surrounding popular culture. Those modern his-
torians who would argue for the centrality of "cyclical
thinking" in the ancient pagan Greek mentality from the
evidence provided by .ukAos and its relatives are leaning
their argument on a very thin reed. The oldest uses of
xvJhAos are very simple, and almost always static; the image
did not, because it could not, serve as a metaphor for change
until the idea of the Mu'^Xog "in motion" was developed, an
idea which does not emerge until well into the second half
of the fifth century. The dynamic significance of
MuxXos does not appear until the dramatists, especially
Euripides, and only becomes common in the fourth century.
On the other hand, those modern historians who have ques-
tioned the pervasiveness of cyclical thinking in the ancient
, ,24world are misled by their procedural assumption that the
linguistic family of hu'mAos exhausts the reservoir of revo-
lutionary imagery from which an ancient author like Polybius
might draw his inspiration. in fact, mu'kAos and its family
comprises only a very small part of such imagery in Greek.
Far and away the largest part is comprised of word-families
which have not, by and large, contributed such dramatic
neologisms as Polybius' avaxuMAooaus to the common stock of
revolutionary or cyclical conceptions transmitted to Western
political philosophy. To these more obscure images we must
turn if we are to be able to appreciate the extent of circular,
cyclical, or revolutionary metaphors in the mentality of
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the ancient Greek world
CHAPTER V
- nOAOZ: PUTTING THE CIRCLE IN MOTION
Twice we have moved from the most highly abstract words
back to the simple images of which they are composed. We
have moved from the modern "revolution" back to its imme-
diate Latin antecedents, revolutio, revolvo, and volvo,
to their Greek cognates aveUuc.
, and eUu'a,
, and finally to
their common Indo-European root * quel
,
meaning "to turn,"
"rotate," or "spin." Similarly, we have looked back from
the ancient avaHu>(Aa)aus
, which as a neologism in Polybius'
Histories was as complex a conception in his day as "revolu-
tion" is in our own, to its immediate Greek root in KUMAosand
finally to its Indo-European root *quel meaning "to turn."
Along the way we have made two very important discoveries.
First, kukAos and its linguistic family, upon which most
intellectual historians have laid their claims to the ubi-
quity of "cyclical" thinking in ancient Greece, are images
which remained in their earliest forms largely static and
motionless, displayed little abstraction or sublimatin be-
fore the middle of the fifth century, and achieved linguis-
tic sophistication only among groups of "intellectuals"
(the pre-socratic philosophers) or among religious "cultists"
(the so-called Orphics) who were not representatives of
the mainstream of ancient Greek thought. Second, the deri-
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vatives of the two Indo-European roots *(f)eX and *quel,
especially in their early uses in Homer, Hesiod, and the
lyric poets, reveal a strong connection with ancient pasto-
ral and military ways of life - with, generally, the pheno-
menon of "transhumance" among the proto-histor ical Indo-
European peoples of the present-day south Russian steppe
north of the Black Sea.
Let us now reverse our method and, dispensing with
the strictly archaeological approach of analyzing complex
words into their simpler components in order to reveal the
more concrete realities embedded in their historical texture,
proceed to take up directly those Indo-European roots which
express circular or revolving movement of any kind and trace
how Greek developed from them specific images, metaphors,
symbols, and concepts. This approach will prove beyond
any reasonable doubt both that the Greeks were saturated
with circular and revolutionary ways of thinking in all
areas of life - least of all in the perception of time as
"cyclical" and most of all in their notions about what we
call "politics"; and that the historical source of these
"revolutionary" metaphors was a pattern of specific pheno-
mena associated with "transhumance" - that semi-pastoral
and semi-agricultural way of life which was practiced for
millenia by the Indo-European peoples before they began
their great dispersal in the middle of the third millenium
and which continued, certainly to a gradually diminishing
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degree, into historical times, and which has persisted ac-
cording to Fernand Braudel in isolated areas of the Mediter
ranean basin well into the twentieth century.
Intellectual historians who have grounded their argu-
ments for the "cyclical" conception of time in Greek thought
on hukAos and its compounds have neglected their data base
by two-thirds. The Indo-European root *quel not only pro-
duced the Greek root * xukXos but also the roots *neX , * teA
,
and, as we have already seen, *{f)z\. Each root taken sepa-
rately not only contributed more words, in absolute numbers,
than did Ko'xAos, but the words thus contributed were of much
more common and extensive usage. They were not the mere
mental playthings of intellectual elites or religious cul-
tists, but were used by everyone in everyday speech.
From * TteA was derived ueAw and ueAouau whose regular
meaning is "to come into existence," "to become," "to be."^^
w 2 7Just as cCAw assimilated the idea of "going about," of
"going to and fro" to its original image of circling or
winding motion, so ncAw and itcAoyaL have assimilated the
idea of "being" or more properly of "becoming" to their
original root images of revolving or circling motion. Un-
like zZXh)
,
however, it^Ao) and TtcAovictL have by historical times
lost that original independent signification of circular
movement through physical space. The spatial image of cir-
cling movement has already been thoroughly absorbed in
Homer's time by the more abstract notions of "being" and
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"becoming." m short, long before Greek literature com-
menced its career with Homer, certain words for expressing
the ideas of existence (being) and development (becoming)
had been grounded upon the spatial image of "circling about."
On the other hand, the frequentative verb forms koAc., koAcu.,
and toXzomL and their various compounds have all retained,
at least to some degree, the sense of circular or revolving
motion which niXi. and ueAoya. have lost. In poetic usage from
Homer to the dramatists uoAeo. and noAeuo- both mean "to turn
over the soil" or simply "to plow" (Hesiod, Works and Days
,
462 : ?Ku uoAeCv; Sophocles, Antigone
, 341: "uTietto yeveu uoAeu,ov ).
In expressions closer to conversational usage, the frequen-
tative forms mean "to go about," "to range over," or "to
come round to." When Homer tells how Achilles in his anger
refused either to attend war councils or to join in the
fight against the Trojans:
OUT TtoT'et-s otyopnv nojAeaMETo Ku6i.aveL-priv
ouxe not'es itdAeuov...
Neither would he turn up at the assembly of nobles.
Nor ever turn out to muster for battle...
Iliad I, 490-491
the poet is using uoAeaxeTo precisely as we would say in Eng-
lish that someone refused to "turn up" for town meeting
or to "turn out" to muster for military duty. And when
the poet has Telemachus complain to an elder of Ithaca that
his mother's suitors do not first come to her father Ikaros
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as was traditionally expected by the Greek aristocratic
rules of protocol, but instead "come round every day" to
Penelope's own house:
oC 6'eCs nueiepov TiwAeuuevou nuaia uavia
Odyssey II, 52
the poet is using the image of "coming round" precisely
as we do in English to express the idea of paying regular
visits. Similarly these Greek verbs express the notion
of "going about" or of "making the rounds" of a place.
Homer uses loAeucLv to mean simply "to go about one's busi-
ness in town" ( Odyssey Book XXII, 223: Max^ aoxu noXcuetv).
Aeschylus employs noXzZ to create the image of a Bactrian
officer attached to the Persian fleet marooned and walking
about on a small island after the naval disaster at Salamis:
Tevdytov T'otptaxe'us BaHxpuajv iLdaoYevris
^aXaoaoTcAnxTov vnaov Aildvxas TtoXct
The noble-born Bactrian, Terragon,
Walks about a sea-swept island.
Aeschylus, Persians
,
306-307
While Euripides uses the verb in a virtually colloquial
usage: "Why are you hanging around here?" asks Death of Apollo
in Alcestis (1. 29), and in the Orestes uses the same word
to express a casual stroller or loiterer who has momentarily
come up to "hang around" the door of Electra's house:
TUS o6 otp ctu-
(OL ueAd{)pov TioXcL aov otYPOxn^ ntvnp;
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ToVloZlstT' '''^ "^^"^-^
Euripides, Orestes
, 1269-1270
Nor is the usage of this revolving imagery to express
the idea of "going about" merely fortuitous or coincidental.
That it is the spatial aspect, the circular shape, pattern,
or configuration of the movement, and not the bare fact
of movement itself, which is emphasized in the * neX verbs
is confirmed by the fact that Greek possesses other words
for expressing movement in a haphazard or random fashion,
words which do not specify direction or the shape or pattern
of movement. The most important of these words are
TiXa'Co)
,
TiXav(^a> and their various relatives. In Homer, nAavo'ojv
Tao is used of animals who leave the path or road (Iliad
XXIII, 321: "thiol 6e it AavdojvTau avct 6pdviov) [And the horses
wandered off the road]). In later writers, the word family
is employed to designate both a wandering, irregular motion
through physical space, and a discursive, misled, or even
misleading motion in the realm of mental or psychological
phenomena - of thoughts, motives, and intentions?^ What
is significant about this word-group in Greek is its regular
usage in expressing the notion of aimlessness, or direction-
lessness, whether "aim" or "direction" is conceived as move-
ment in a circle, or movement along a more linear path (e.g.,
TUYX«^'jJ^^^ opeyw ). No matter how loosely noAdw , icoXeuto , and
TiajXeouat are translated as "to go about," "to wander," or
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"to range over," the * neX root always emphasizes the core
image or circular movement through physical space. -
The prepositional compounds formed from the * ueX root
retain, and even underscore, the original spatial image
-
even sometimes to the point of redundancy. One of the
most touching episodes in the Odyssey occurs when Penelope,
hearing the poet Phemios sing for his audience a doleful
song about the unhappy homecoming of the Greeks and being
reminded once again of her own share in that grief, asks
him to choose another theme for his improvisations. Telema-
chus opposes his mother, counseling fortitude in the face
of a theme which was then proving itself popular by its
novelty and because it was just then "making the rounds":
tov5tv 6' du veyeaus Aavawv xaxo'v outov aeLieuv.
Trjv yap aou6riv yaAAov ETtoxXcooua ' avdowTiOL,
n XLS anovovTeaoL vewxain otucpuueXntaL
,
There is no sin in his singing the sad fate of the
Danaans
For men applaud that song most recently making the
rounds
.
Odyssey I, 350-352
otycpuTieAoyaLoccurs only this once in Homer, but by the end
of the fifth century the notion that a thing, or an idea,
is au courant or a la mode because it is "making the rounds"
or is in "general circulation" has become the main signifi-
fication of the * leX root prefixed by eitu. The verb enuTtuAaj;n)
and the adjective enuuoXaods , dv regularly mean that something,
or someone, is fashionable or popular. Xenophon speaks
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Of the arrogance which was presently fashionable among the
young at Athens as opposed to the young at Sparta ( The Con -
stitutions of the Lacedaemonian. 2: tol s xnAtMouTocs
. . . Ggpug
£u..oAace.); Plato mentions the gossip or chit-chat then
making the rounds of the fashionable intellectual circles
in Athens (Achiochus, 369d: ex xfig e...oXaCooans vOv Xeaxnve.'a);
and Aristotle notes the intellectual sufficiency of discus-
sing only those versions of happiness among the general
populace which possessed a modicum of sense ( Nicomachean
^^^^^^ 1095a: aua'aas yev o5v e^eia'cetv tc?s 6d^as uaTaudreDov Co,os
eaxL'v, tlxavov 6e xas udAuaxas enunoAa^duaas n 6oHou'aas cx^lv xuv« Adyov.
[While it is perhaps somewhat wasteful to review all opi-
nions (on the nature of Happiness) it is certainly suffi-
cient to consider those opinions which now commonly circu-
late and make some pretense to sense.]). From the notion
that a thing or an idea is fashionable or popular because
it was "making the rounds" it was easy, especially for a
self-righteous orator, to associate fashionableness with
superficiality. Isocrates uses the adjective enoTioAaoos to
designate an education which is merely mediocre:
xov yap cxovxa xnv uev (];uxnv eupeuv xau uct-^etv
Mau iiovnaau xat LivnyoveOoau 6uvayevnv, xnv 6e
cpwvnv
. . .
exu 6e xnv xdAyav . . . xl's ouk ot6cv
oxu xux^v d xoLouxos uaL6etas yn ins
dnnxpLSuyevns , aAAa xns euLHoAauou nat Tiaou
Mouvns, xotoijxos av eiTn pntwp oLos oux ou6ev
e" XL-s xu)v 'EAAnvdiv vEyovev;
Consider the man who has a mind with the capacity
for research and learning, for discipline and
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remembering and also a good speaking voiceand self-confidence: who does not realize thatsuch a man, even without formal education and withonly a common run-of-the-mill education, might
ever'seen.^''^''^''
°' "^'^^ "° ^^^^^ has
Isocrates, Antidosis (XV) 189-190
Demosthenes, in a not altogether ingenuous and certainly
puritanical protreptic on morality, uses the same adjective
to designate pleasures and pastimes which are common -
therefore vulgar - therefore unseemly:
TO yev o\5v epov t^v epyov eilneCv a aou
avu^iocLV nyoOuat iteuDa^dao, aov 6e BouXeuaaaSai
Tiepu auTov. Ttpoanxeu 6g Mat tous SAXous tous
CHToOvTas oinzLbiZ Ttpos ae euaxeCadau, un las
eiu-noXat'ous n6ovas xat 6LaTpoBas ayctTtav, uri6'
enu xavjias HpoaxaXcCaOaL
, aXAa tpuAoTiovcCv
Mat axoueCv otiws tov aov 6uov Aaynpo'taTov
MaxaoTnaouaLv
.
Now while my interest has been to say what course
of study I think will bring you the best advantage,
you yourself must decide the matter. Moreover, it
is appropriate that those who seek your friendship
and intimacy neither themselves settle for super-
ficial pleasures and amusements nor recommend them
to you, and that they be careful enough of you to
be on the lookout for how they might make your life
as brilliant as possible.
Demosthenes, Erotic Essay (LXI) 56
However, the oldest comoound of ent and noXiii) is less
colloquial. When Homer has Odysseus tell King Alkinous
how Calypso urged him finally to leave her "as the eighth
year rolled around" ( Odyssey , Book 7, 261: aAA ' Sie 6n oy6oov uol
euLuAdpevos ctos ?iAdev) , the poet has employed a word which
connects a spatial image of circular, or revolving, mov^i-^.T^nt
usually used to signify the more mundane movements of men
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and animals to the idea of commencement of a new year.
In this connection c...Aduevo, projected onto heaven an image
which elsewhere had been employed to describe the motion
of "going about" on earth. The word thereby provides Greek
with one of the earliest - perhaps even the first, although
this cannot be proven - metaphors of "cyclical time." This
expression for the passage of time is continued by Hesiod
^^h^232IlY 493 and The Shield of Achilles 87: e.LTrXopc'vc.v evtauxav)
and thereafter became a cliche in Greek.
The same phenomenon of poetic sublimation is apparent
in the even earlier forms of ucAoyat prefixed by uept
. The
uepLiAoMe'voL evtauxot are merely more graphic images for the
eutiiAoyevoL evLauxot
- for the years which "roll around" in
their passage (See generally Iliad XXIII, 833; Odyssey,
Book 1, 16; Hesiod, Works and Days
, 386; and Theogony
,
184).
In both compounds, in all their significances, the * tccA
root, which originally signified circular motion among men,
animals and things on earth, has been abstracted into heaven.
Most important of all for the history of the image of revo-
lutionary movement or circular motion in ancient Greek
thought
- concerning conceptions of time or of anything
else
- these two compounds and their relatives are more
common in Greek than all the compounds of hu'xAos taken toge-
ther, the pre-socratic texts and the Orphic fragments not
excepted. If intellectual historians are to understand
to what extent and in what ways the ancient Greeks were
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influenced by "cyclical," "revolutionary," or "circular-
modes of thinking, at least a rough estimate of the distri-
bution of these images in Greek must be established if any
sound
- that is, empirically based - conclusions are to
be drawn.
The most common fifth and fourth century appearances
of this ncpL compound continue the Homeric spatial image
of circular movement, and once again the image is grounded
on terra firma. nepLuoXeo), like the uncompounded uoXeu
,
noXeu'co,
and nwAeopat means generally "to go round" or "to go about."
Sophocles puts the word into the mouth of the messenger
who describes the psychotic behavior of Oedipus before the
door of the room where Jocasta has retired to hang herself:
Sorov yap eioenatocv OLdCiiovz, ucp ou
OUM nv TO xeuvris exdeaoaadau xaxo'v,
aXX* eus exeCvov uepLitoAouvt ' eXeuoaouev.
Oedipus rushed in shouting we knew not what.
And we stared at him as he rushed madly round.
Sophocles, Oedipus the King
,
1251-1253
Euripides has Orestes use the word to describe his wanderings
through Greece, pursued by the furies of his mother, before
reaching Taurus
:
eA^ojv 6e a npuxnaa ittlis TpoxiAdtTou
ous e^oyox^ouv uepLUoXaiv xa%' EXXa6a,
I came to you asking how I might attain the
Consummation of my madness and my pains.
Which I've labored for, wandering the lands of Greece.
Euripides, Iphigenia in Taurus, 82-84
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while a guard-captain to King Rhesus uses the word when
he thinks he has seen a couple of "prowlers stalking about"
his camp:
Aeu'aaw 6e^(?(I)Te itepuuoAoOvQ ' nySv aipaxdv
TtUKuns 6l op(pvriS.
I saw two men prowling round our campThrough the deep darkness « o o
Euripides, Rhesus
,
773-774
Although Plato, Aristotle, and the later Greek philosophers
quite understandably refine the celestial projection be-
queathed by Homer and Hesiod (e.g., Plato, Timaeus, 41a
ff.; Aristotle, Fragments
, 10; Epicurus, Letter to Pythocles
,
112), the image remained generally "earthbound" and largely
reserved for the military vocabulary. At Athens and at
Sparta, kepltioAos was a "scout," "guard," or "watchman,"
or some other type of military policeman who patrolled round
a camp or fortification (e.g., Thucydides, Book 4, 67-68,
92); a TtepuTCoXcov was the fortification itself, some "station"
or "guardhouse"; the nepLioAapxns was the commander or captain
of the TieptTioAoL ; and nepLupAeLv was the verb designating the
activity of "making the rounds" or "going on patrol." (Xeno-
Phon, On Expenses and Revenues
, Book 4, 52; Isocrates, Pane-
gyricus 145). The connection between these concrete mili-
tary experiences and the forms of nept plus noAeoj employed
by the Greeks to express their spatial aspect is too obvious
to need much comment. Indeed, the military experiences
were so common, and their corresponding spatial image of
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circular movement so taken for granted, that Plato felt
free to assimilate the military image to the celestial meta-
phor taken from Homer by describing all that has soul as
"patrolling" the heavens:
Tiaaa n ^uxn navios euLueXctTctt xoD acj^uxoo,
TiavTa 6e oupavov TtepLTtoXeC, aAAot' ev aAXous
zCbeat ytyvoyevn...
Soul, in her entirety, has the care of everything
soulless, ^
And she polices all heaven appearing in various forms..
Plato, Phaedrus
, 246b
Compounds formed from * neX - derivatives prefixed by
ev(cy) constitute an important family of Greek words concer-
ning trade and commerce. When we say in English that money,
goods, and merchandise are "in circulation" a Greek of the
fifth and fourth centuries, especially if he came from one
of the maritime cities, would understand exactly what we
were talking about. CuuoXn and GyndAnyoi are the common Greek
nouns for "merchandise," "freight," or "cargo"; an
eyuoAeus is the common name for a merchant, or more gene-
rally, a "trafficker" in any kind of goods; cuTtoAatos, a, ov
the regular adjective describing something or someone con-
cerned with commercial traffic; and cuitoAotv the usual verb
for expressing the activity of getting, procuring, or other-
wise dealing in commodities or other merchandise, and meta-
phorically, for expressing the notion of "having to do"
with someone or something in the course of one's daily
affairs
.
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interestingly enough, nineteenth century philologists
incorrectly linked euuoAav to the older Greek verb .uAeCv
,
meaning "to get by exchange or barter," or simply "to buy
(and sell)"; and inferred, again mistakenly, that cu.oXn
and ep.dXnya were whatever things (or persons) were bought
and sold.^1 That the Greeks themselves made the same mis-
take in associating these words is virtually certain.^^
This modern case of mistaken linguistic identity, which
is certainly understandable enough if the Greeks made it
themselves, might have been avoided had the history of Greek
trade and commerce been kept in mind while the linguistic
history was being researched. During the so-called "Dark
Age" in Greece after 1,000 B.C. almost all exchange was
by truck and barter. "To give and take" is certainly the
oldest meaning of uwXeCv
, a meaning with very ancient reli-
gious connotations and very primitive psychological associ-
ations, all of which may point to ancient and probably imme-
morial social organization and mores among the proto-histo-
rical Indo-European tribes. On the other hand, the word-
group including eyTtoAn, eyiioXeus, euuoAav
,
etc., hardly antedates
the fifth century; its pervasiveness thereafter reflects
the inter-city and overseas trade which had begun its revival
in the late eighth century. The words emphasize not the
traffic in_ goods and merchandise, but the traffic of goods
and merchandise into (and out of ) the various cities. The
semantic emphasis in this family of words is not on sale
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and purchase but on movement and distribution - on traffi
And that traffic was imagined moving, as the * eeA root indi-
cates, in a circular pattern. Consequently, the Greeks
bequeathed to Western thought the idea that when things
or people move about for the purposes of commerce, they
move "in circles"; in a word, they "circulate." Modern
lexicons still confuse these distinctions between purchase
and sale on the one hand and movement and distribution on
the other. The rendering of iunoXA and eyTto'Anua as "goods"
or "merchandise" is ambiguous at best; the rendering as
"freight" or "cargo" is certainly closer to the mark. But
perhaps the best translation is "imports," the cunoAeu's being,
consequently, the "importer." If the semantic emphasis
in these compounds has been mistaken in the past, it may
be because the normal Greek verbs for import (and export)
are formed from other roots: CLonyzLv and clomoul^gl are the
Greek equivalents of the English "import," and i^dycLv of
"export," Perhaps then it was only natural that classical
philologists living in the classic bourgeois century would
be misled by the circumstantial fact that icaiAclv and euioAav
are morphologically quite close, that the usual Greek verbs
for import and export are not derived from the * tieA root,
and that the words associated with epitoAav were so regularly
used to express the notions of sale and purchase as well
as movement and distribution . Nevertheless, other linguistic
evidence should have raised suspicions about the correctness
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of the etymological connection. Several of the Hellenistic
and later variants clearly underscore the aspect of movement
and distribution over the aspect of sale and purchase.
The Hellenistic neologisms i^^6Xr,a., and a.c,udAnaos, and a.cu.o-
Xnxns
,
meaning respectively "the process of trafficking
in a thing," "the act of divesting oneself, or getting rid
of, some person or thing," and the person who acts as a
"seller" or "dealer," or as we say in English a "middleman"
in commercial transactions, are only circumstantially con-
nected with sale and purchase. And most tellingly, Euri-
pides coined a word which clearly reveals the aspect of
movement at the heart of the loXe'a) compounds. His apparent
neologism TiapeuTto><ovTos( as if from TiapeyuoAav ) , seems to contra-
dict the connection with the idea of sale and purchase,
and can, in its context, only mean "to bring in" or "import
surreptitiously"
:
•
^ s
.
^
ELKos Yotp opyots %f\Xv uoueCaOau yevo£,
yctyous TiapEynoAuvTos ctAAouous ndaet.
It's natural for a wife to make a stink when
The husband plays around with other women.
Euripides, Medea
,
909-910
The force of the napd conveys not only the moral idea of
circumspection, deceit, and underhandedness , but also the
physical act of Jason's bringing in his yd\iovz aAAotous "round
by the side (door)," as if he were "smuggling" them into
3 5his house and into his bed.
A more common - and more ancient - group of words is
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formed from .oXi. prefixed by au..'
, a group whose members
convey, virtually without exception, the idea of someone's
service to or attendance upon another person, or on a thing,
an animal, or even a divinity. The image at the heart of
the idea is always the action of "moving around" or "being
busy round about" the person or object of care. m Homer,
the adjective ay.t'.oAos, when used as a substantive, desig-
nates someone in some variety of domestic service, a service
always connoting dependence and involuntary servitude.
This domestic aycptTtoXos is remarkable precisely because it
lacks semantic specificity: that is to say, the object
of service or care is not located within the word itself.
The force of the * ueA root in the word conveys the image
of the pattern of the physical movements of the servant
as he (or she) "goes round doing" the assigned task, while
the force of the prepositional suffix au^i: conveys the idea
of "alternating work" tasks: an aycpuTioAos
,
then, is a person
who "goes round" "doing one thing and another," two notions
which, taken together suggest that the servant is "at the
beck and call of the master." The poet regularly uses the
word to signify a household servant, as, for example, in
the Iliad when Priam orders his ayguiioAot to wash his hands
in preparation for the ritual to be performed for the burial
of Hector:
Ti pa, xau oty QLTio Aov TotuLnv oTpuv' 6 y^D^i-os
XcpoLV u6ajp EKuxeuau axnpaxov. n 6e napcoTn
Xe'pvuBov awpCnoXoz ^po'xoc5v 0 ' aya x^pi^tv ixovoa.
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And then the old man asked the servant girl to pour
''^It''
^he stood alongsideHolding the pitcher in her own...
Iliad XXIV, 302-304
or when in the Odyssey Athena, in the shape of Mentor, intro-
duces herself to Telemachus as a long-time friend of his
grandfather, Laertes, who is now so old that he needs con-
stant attention:
Tov ouKETL (paoi tioAuv6g
eoxeod^' aXX' andvcv^izv en 'otypou unuctTct uaaxeuv
YPnt ouv ctyrpuTidAo), n oi Bpiau'v le udatv tc napTL^zZ...
No longer does he come to town, they say, but back
At home endures his woes, attended by an old
Slave woman who sets out his meat and drink...
Odyssey I, 189-192
Among later writers the substantive designates a priest
or priestess in attendance upon the shrine or temple of
some divinity (See Euripides, Iphigenia in Taurus and Frag-
ment 982). When employed as an adjective in the attributive
position cipcpLTioXos is a common epithet of Aphrodite. Its
usual modern tranlation as "ministering to" or "attending
on" is too bland in this connection with the goddess. VJhen-
ever the poets use the word to describe her, there is always
present in the context the pejorative sense of her constant
- and unwanted - meddling in human affairs. When Sophocles
has his chorus of women from Trachis say ct 6 ' aufpunoAos mvjkpls ava'j6os
(oavepct / T(I)v6' t'odvr\ TtpdHTo]p( The Women of Trachis , 860 ) the chorus'
state of lamentation requires that we translate the lines
not as "the Cyprian Goddess, ministering in silence"-^" or
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as "that silent / handmaiden, Cyprian Aphrodite," but
as
:
That busybody Aphrodite!
Though silent, clearly she is
The doer of these deeds.
When used as an adjective in the predicative position
ivitpiTiioXos, ovmeans simply a person, or more frequently a place
much frequented or visited. For example, the tuuBov aucpJ.oXov
in Pindar's First Olympian Ode (93) is obviously what we
would now call a "shrine of pilgrimage."
The domain of the verbs ayrrjuuoXeu'w (and
-eto ) is more
extensive. A human being may, as we have seen, be engaged
in serving his, or her, superior, but even the chthonic
eatyovesmay serve their superiors in the spirit world (e.g..
Works and Days
, 803-804 : cv neiinir^ yap cpaauv Eotvuas r^uou-
uoAeuELV OpKov yeu'voyevov, tov Epug teke uny' enudpxots
. ; and
Empedocles, Fragment 41: ^Xtos ue'yav oupavov ayrouTioAeu'ei ) . But
while spirit creatures like the Harpies might give the dau-
ters of Pandareus as slaves to the hateful Erinyes (Odyssey,
Book XX, 78: xai' p' E6ooav OTuyepriaLV EpuvuaLV ayoLTtoAEUELv )
,
most such employments remained somewhat closer to the human
*
world. AyrpuTioXeijeLv and aurpuTioXcuv regularly designate the acti-
vity of herding cows, grooming or stabling horses, or ten-
ding orchards or gardens . Odysseus uses the word to sound
out his old, unsuspecting father by asking him why Laertes,
his "master," does not take as good care of his servant
as the servant takes care of the master ' s orchard
:
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YEpov, ouK a6ariyovi:n a' e'xeu apcpunoXe^ieuv
opxaxov, aAX'...
^npa
AuYPOv exets auxyeCg tc xaxSv aeuMect eaaau
• • •
xeu 6yu)s elg av6pwv; teO 6' opxaiov
aycpLiioAevjeus
;
Dear Sir, no disability has overcome yourGarden tending, but... not old age aloneLies upon you: But filthy and decrepit clothesYou wear ...
Whose serf are you? Whose garden do you tend?
Odyssey XXIV, 244-257
while Penelope, in what is certainly the most delicate uses
of aycpLTioXeue.v in Homer, tells how her own renown as a woman
is made greater and fairer by having her life "attended"
by such a man as Odysseus:
ci Ketvo's y'gAQwv tov cyov 6lov ccpffluuoAeuou
yel^ov TE MXe'os eCn euov Kau xaXAtov ouxojg.
If he would come and serve my life attentively.
So much more famous and revered would that life be.
Odyssey XVIII, 254-255
Finally, and perhaps most important of all for the
social history of Greece, is the varied and diverse group
of words formed from
-uoAos used as a suffix. In all the
principal areas of Greek life - in the agricultural and
pastoral modes of production, in military affairs, in reli-
gion, and in politics - the
-noAos compounds express the
idea of human activity "centered round" a specific object
or class of objects. In the area of agriculture, the adjec-
tive ipLTtoAos indicates a field plowed three times over,
that is, a field plowed in each of the three seasons before
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the fall seed-sowing. (see Iliad, Book XVIII, 542-543:
uteopav apoupav, cvpeZav t ptnoAov ;odyssey
, Book V, 125-127 :
us 6' o%ot' 'laaofovL euTtXdxayos Anynrnp,
And so it was when with lasion for whom
field"^^"^
^° ^^"'^^^^
^ thrice-plowed
Newly made for a wedding bed...
Odyssey V, 125-127
(See Hesiod, Theogony, 969-971.) m the realm of pastoral
herding, an auuoXos ( compounded with -uoAos ) was a goat-
herder
( Odyssey
,
Book XX, 173: McXa'vdLos auiio'Xos
. . . aCytiv )
,
the doKoAuov his herd of goats ( Iliad , Book XI, 691: aUdXta aLyU^^>)
the activity of herding goats found expression - rather
late in Greek
- in the verb ctCitoAelv (Theocritus VIII, 85:
otuuoAeovTa)
,
while any of the range of activities characteri-
zing the life of an atTcdAos was designated ailuoAtMo's (Theocri-
tus I, 56). So also with the herder of cattle, the Bouho'Aos
(3ous compounded with h(%)oXoz ), references to which are
very numerous throughout the entire chronological range
of Greek literature (e.g., Iliad
, Book XIII, 571: eouxoAou
av6pes; Odyssey
,
Book XI, 293 : BoumoAol aypoLwrat ; Aeschylus,
The Suppliants
,
557-558 : uxvetTao 6n auvouueva BeAcl / fiouKoAou
TtiepoevTos; Herodotus, Histories
, Book IV, 108-119: the story
of Harpagus; Plato, Ion
, 540c: BouxdAos 6ouAos ; etc.) The
SouKoAuaor BouxoAuov was the herd of cattle, and 6oukoAgCv the
activity of tending cattle, and BouxoAuxdg the character.
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first of any one or any thing associated with cattle herding,
and then of that special meter of poetry, the "bucolic,"
which celebrated that pastoral way of life. Similarly,
from the Greek word for sheep - ot, - was formed the substan-
tive, ouono'Xos
,
whose original meaning was undoubtedly "shep-
herd," but had by Homer's day re-asserted its adjectival
function to express the notion that a place was "lonely"
or a person "solitary" or "alone." The semantic connection
between the shepherd and the solitary nature of his occupa-
tion is self-evident. By the fifth century the solitary
character of the work had so overshadowed the work itself,
that Euripides felt free to coin a verb - o.onoXeCv
( Cyclops
,
74)
-
meaning "to wander" or "to roam about alone."
In the realm of military affairs, there are at least
two
-TioAos compounds of some significance. The first is
CiiuoTidXos, the Greek equivalent of the American "cowboy" -
that is, in his capacity as stable-hand, horse-breaker,
and sometime warrior, and not, as the English word suggests,
as "cowhand." In Homer, the l-iitiotioXou were usually associated
with Thrace and were not considered members of the class
of the "Homeric" warriors or heroes. The reason was that
the Thracian horsemen fought on horseback, a practice which
the Homeric heroes considered demeaning: they used the
horses instead to pull their chariots from which they dis-
mounted for single combat on foot. Homer is certainly aware,
in any case, that the Thracian innondXoL constituted the first
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"cavalry corps" in Greek military history. The second word
of some importance is uupudAog, which designated the soldier,
or servant who lights, tends, or guards a campfire or beacon
fire, a Ttupno'Xnya
. "To light" or "to keep watch" over a fire
was the common meaning of the verb nupiioXeCv throughout Greek
history (e.g., Odyssey
, Book X, 30; Aristophanes, Bird
,
1580; Xenophon, Cyropedia
, Book 3, 25, etc.), while its
more specialized meaning as the military tactic, or device
of "putting the torch to" a building, village, town, or
city, was all too familiar to the Greeks of the ancient
world.
By far the largest number of
-noAos compounds in Greek
appears in the realm of religion. Anyone moving round an
altar or any other sacred spot in order to perform sacri-
fices was dunitoXos ; the place or spot itself became OunioXos
,
ov;
(Aeschylus, Persians
,
202-203 : auv dunno'Xv x^o^t / Bwuov uooae'ainv;
Euripides, Iphigenia in Aulis
, 746 : auv Ka'Axaviu t^j OunndAoi;
etc.) and to perform such sacrifices was SunnoAeuv (Aeschylus,
Agamemnon
, 262 : euvYyeAAouaov eAiloov QunicoAeUs ; Euripides,
Trojan Women
, 330 : avaxxopov OunnoAil) ; Plato, Republic
,
364e,
etc.). A chief priest in attendance at any religious cere-
mony was the LepaTidAos ( Pindar , Maiden Song 1, 5-6: uavrts 'os
TcAeoaw / uepoudAos ), while the caretaker, or "custodian,"
of a temple was a vaoiio'Aos (Hesiod, Theogony , 990-991: Aphro-
dite.o.uuv ^a^Goog ivt vnot<; / vnoTcdXov vux^o"^ noLnaaxo ), as was
anyone who haunted round about temple precincts (Pindar,
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Fragment 51: vao.dXov ua'vx.v 6a.ea6o.atv ouo.Xea ) . The religious
enthusiast who, moving round about in an agitated and presu-
mably inspired trance, undertook divination in order "to
pronounce prophesies"
- uavt..oAeCv (Aeschylus, Agamemnon,
979: yavT..oAeU 6'a><eX.uaxos SyoaOo, ao.6a) - was called a uavxt.dXos
(Euripides, Hecuba, 121). The enthusiast who was concerned
"to read the entrails of birds" - ouovouoXeCv - plying his
trade as augur, was called ouo>vo.o'Xos
( Iliad
, Book I, 69:
KdXxas OeaxoDL5ns, oCojvoudXov ox' apuaxos
; Aeschylus, Suppliants,
55: EL 6e xupeC xos ueXag oLwvoTto'Xuv
; Pindar, Paean 4, 30:
6eiievov oLu,vondXov ycpag), while the man who knew how to read the
meaning of dreams was called the ovelpokoXos (Iliad, Book
I, 63); and Herodotus, Histories
, Book I, 128).
Finally there are several important
-noXos compounds
which belong to the realm of what we now loosely call "poli-
tics." The BouxoXeuov at Athens (Bour compounded with MCx)dXo^ )
was the official residence hall of the aoxojv SaouXeu's, certainly
one of the oldest and, even in imperial Athens, one of the
most prestigious if not very powerful public offices (Aris-
totle, Constitution of Athens
, 3, 5). The term is a forceful
reminder that the Athenians never forgot entirely the an-
cient pastoral origins of their society, despite their re-
cent embarkation upon a maritime and commercial way of life.
The office of judge, 6LKaoT:oXLa , especially in the field of
criminal law, was executed or administered by learned elders
who were designated 6uMaa7io'XoL (e.g., Iliad , Book I, 236-238:
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cu xeaipcoTo., / ,pos A.o. eCoJaTa..). They were judges who went
around from village to village throughout the countryside
administering the criminal law - (...A. These a.HaoudXoc had
their exact counterparts in the nineteenth century American
•circuit court riders" (via the "circuits" of the English
"judges of assizes") who brought the procedures of criminal
justice to an equally rural and certainly more dispersed
population in the American "far west."
CHAPTER VI
TEAOE: THE IMAGE OF THE MOVING CIRCLE-GREEK IDEAS OF WAR AND PUBLIC OFFICE-*
FATE, DOOM, AND DIVINITY
The third source of "revolutinary " imagery derived
from the Indo-European root *quel is the Greek root
* TzX
,
In analyzing the family of words derived from this
root, the intellectual historian who is concerned to estab-
lish the human experience expressed through language must
proceed with extreme caution. The landscape is littered
in this case with linguistic booby-traps, a fact which
makes analysis especially hazardous and the drawing of in-
ferences from linguistic data about Greek social life and
experience
- let alone Greek "thought" - uncommonly dan-
gerous. There are four principal difficulties. The first
is morphological. That is, the forms of the words - prac-
tically speaking, their spelling - is no sure guide to their
derivations: words spelled alike may not necessarily belong
to the same etymological group, nor do words spelled dif-
ferently necessarily belong to different etymological groups.
The second difficulty is etymological. That is to say,
the derivations of these words is largely hypothetical and
wholly provisional: not only are these words only tenta-
tively derived from Greek roots, * teA ^ and *TeA 2 ' whose
distinction is a matter of assumption only, but the second
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of these roots xs only tentatively derived from the Indo-
European root *quel. The third difficulty is semantic.
That is to say, the meanings of these words are not only
so diverse and even opposed to one another that they seem
to have no apparent connection with each other, but also
the meaning of each word in the group displays only the
most tenuous semantic connection with its own (alleged)
Greek root.
Moreover, underlying all these difficulties - their
sufficient "cause," if you will - is the fact that all the
words in question, including many of their compounds, appear
in Homer. Many intellectual historians, especially among
those who practice the discipline of Begrif fesgeschichte
would be surprised to hear this fact cited as a difficulty.
They assume that if an idea can be traced back to Homer,
then not only has its pedigree in Greek culture been estab-
lished, but also an intellectual license has thereby been
conferred for pursuing the idea through the rest of later
Greek literature. In the case of the family of * tzX deriva-
tives, however, nothing could be more misleading. The li-
cense for this method of intellectual history might be gran-
ted if the morphological, etymological, and semantic prob-
lems associated with this family of words could be sorted
out from the evidence of their usage found in Homer. They
have not been. The problem is precisely Homer's status
as the point of departure for the history of Greek literature
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the veritable apxn' of Greek culture. Nothing precedes
him except the sketchy Mycenaean "shopping lists" recorded
in the Linear B script. Consequently, since all these
* TzX derivatives in all their wide diversity appear in Homer
and appear, as the old saying goes, like Athena "born
full-grown from the head of Zeus" - it is next to impossible
to discover from the evidence provided by the Homeric texts
themselves how this family of words had diversified into
all the forms - and with all the separate meanings - which
they display there. For once, the Iliad and the Odyssey
as the literary pillars of Hercules are as much hindrance
as help.
What, then, is the intellectual historian to make of
this recondite and esoteric material? The first thing is
not to make too much of it. That is to say, etymological
theories offered to explain the wide semantic diversity
of this word group must be taken with several substantial
grains of salt. At present, there is a consensus among
philologists that while most of the members of this word
group are derived from the Greek root * jzX (itself derived
from the Indo-European root * quel meaning to "turn" or "ro-
tate") some others in the group may be derived from a postu-
lated second Greek root, * TCX2 meaning "to rise up" or "to
40
support." From this (postulated) root may be formed the
family of words in Greek consisting of leXXm (aorist tran-
sitive TeCXau and leCAaadaL ) meaning "to accomplish" (in the
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active voice), and "to make to rise up" (in the mxddle voice
and *TXd^ (aorist transitive xaXccaaau and tXnva.
) meaning
"to bear," "suffer," or "endure." The second Greek root
* TEA 2 - is postulated wholly on semantic grounds: that
is, philologists have as yet been unable to find any connec-
tion in meaning between the words suggesting the image of
"turning" and those suggesting the image of "rising up . "
Morphologically speaking, however, there is no insuperable
obstacle to deriving the entire vocabulary from one
*TeA root meaning "to turn" or "to rise up." This possi-
bility has been resisted, however, and the postulate of
the two Greek roots put forward because, as John Chadwick
has pointed out, an etymology cannot be established upon
"a guess that two superficially similar words have a common
origin": rather, "etymology must proceed on philology's
cardinal principle that the words compared must have either
identical meanings or at least meanings close enough for
it to be plausibly shown how one has developed from the
other." No such plausible connections, let alone identi-
cal meanings, have so far been found among the members of
the family of the *TeA derivatives. Consequently, the intel-
lectual historian who would attempt to investigate language
as a source of revolutionary imagery in Greek must begin
with those words which unquestionably retain, transmit,
or otherwise display the image of revolving motion. Like
the philologist, moreover, he must not yield to the temptation
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of offering as fact those theories which, even though they
enjoy the status of a consensus, have been put forward only
because
- and indeed precisely because - clear semantic
connections have yet to be established.
The second thing the intellectual historian must do
is to contribute to establishing these connections wherever
historical data suggest them. since "the cardinal principle"
of philology is semantic correspondence, any data which
might point to the connection ( s ) between words which are
usually considered widely disparate in meaning may help
to narrow the range
- or at least shorten the list of words
- over which theory has to extend the cover of a second
possible root. in the present case, historical data exist
whose interpretation may lessen, if not eliminate, the need
to postulate a second * jcX root to account for the multi-
farious meanings of the * icA word group. The data come
from the ritual and cult practices of archaic Greek religion,
whose performances may go a long way toward establishing
how a spatial pattern, or figure, of "turning," "rotating,"
or "revolving" provided the image underlying the highly
metaphorical and abstract notions expressed by the
* teA derivatives in Homer.
Let us begin with the * tcA derivatives which are clear-
ly identical with, or plausibly connected to, the image
of "turning," "rotating," or "revolving motion" conveyed
by the Indo-European *quel root. As with the Greek
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derivatives of the
) eX and * n.X roots, .any words are
taken from Greek archaxc experience with agriculture and
military life. The point at the end of a furrow where a
Greek plowman turned his team of oxen or mules in order
to begin a new furrow was called a xe'Xaov ^^.^^
Homer depicts the god Hephaistos emblazoning on the shield
of Achilles the very moment when such a plowman, having
turned his team around in preparation for making the next
path, stops long enough to take refreshment:
Ey 6' ETL^ev [Hephaistos] veJov uraAaMnv
, lueLoav apoupav
eupeuav tplkoAov... '
OL, 6'6TfrtOTe aipe^avxes ilxouaxo teXaov apoupns,
ToCau 6|eixetT'ev x^pot dznaz yeALn6Eos oCvou
6ooxev avnp etilwv. to\ 6e aTpE^^aaxov av'oyyous,
ueyevau vgloCo Badeuns teAoov txcaSau.
And on it Hephaistos emblazoned a wide field, soft and
moist
From new plowing...
And when the plowmen had reached the end of the field
and turned
The team around, a man approached and gave them sweet
Wine; they then turned back their teams along the
furrow
And made new deep cuts until they reached the other
side
.
Iliad XVIII, 541-547
It can be no mere coincidence that the passage begins with
a reference to the wide "thrice-plowed" - that is, "thorough-
ly plowed" - field. The presence of xpCnoXov along with
two appearances of teXaov (not to mention the presence of
aipec^avxec
,
axeci^aaxov , and 6oveovx£s ) underscores the intimacy
of the connection in Greek thought between certain activities
associated with agriculture and images of circular movement.
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Te'Aaov is considered by most philologists as a thematic
enlargement of the more common xcAo, ,^3
^^^^.^^ ^^.^^^
in its most concrete and tactile sense, is "turnpost in
a racecourse"
- especially the turnpost at what the Greeks
considered the "finish line." There are many references
to these races in Homer - both chariot and foot raes - which
to the military way of life were a combination of recreation,
relaxation, and religious ritual Hesiod has the image
of the Homeric footrace in mind when he advises Perses to
avoid violence, since Justice always overtakes it at the
finish line:
^
...66os 6'eTepriq)L uapEASeuv
Mpeuaawv es la 6CxaLa. Atxri 6'uTiep YBpi^s taxeu
Better is the path that passes the other side.
For Justice outstrips Hubris coming to the finish line.
Hesiod, Works and Days
,
216-218
Bacchylides follows Homer's concrete image in his own des-
cription of Pherenicus, the chestnut stallion that carried
Hieron of Syracuse to victory in the horse race at Olympia
in 476 B.C . :
ovTid) VLV vno npoxipuiv
"titcojv ev ayUiVL HaiEXPOivev hovus
npos teAos opvuuevov.
Never did the dirt from any of the
Lead horses in the race every besmirch him
As he strained for the finish line.
Bacchylides, Epinicean Ode V, 43-45
The fact that the image of "rounding a turnpost" had already
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been assimilated by the fifth century to the metaphor of
"winning a race" by crossing a "finish line" is clearly
shown in a couplet of Pindar's fourth Isthmian Ode, where
the poet, composing a variation on the old homily that one
ought not to judge a man happy until his life is over,
writes that one's luck cannot be reckoned good or bad until
the race is over:
eoTLV 6'acpaveua xuxcts koL yapvayevcov
npuv xeXos anpov Lxea^at.
Among contenders Chance remains unknown
Until the final round is reached.
Pindar, Isthmian IV, 31-32
To resolve Pindar's metaphor: just as the runner cannot
cross the finish line before he has rounded the last "turn-
post
,
" so the outcome of any race is not revealed until
the runner has successfully passed the last turn of chance.
From this metaphoric usage of tcAos the finish line just
beyond the turnpost it must have been an easy step (meta-
phorically speaking ) for a Greek to imagine the leXog
the "prize" awaiting the first runner to cross that finish
line. Pindar took just that step:
AdpuxXos 6* e^^zpe nvyuag xcXog
.
And Doryclus carried off the boxing prize.
Pindar, Olympian X, 67
Sometimes, the prize at the end of the finish line was a
bit unconventional , at least by fifth century standards
.
Pindar relates the story of the daughter of Anaeus whom
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her father placed at the f.nish line of a race and awarded
as the Te-Ao. for the first man to run up to her and touch
her robe
:
X.N
Koaunaeus xe'Aog eypev ctMpov,
zZtz 6\vuzaooL^ aTtdyeaOctL, 6g 5v iiDCxog dopSv
...and then he placed her at the finish linePresenting her as the principal prize;
AnH l"" ^u^t"" "^^f^^ whoever first would rund touch her skirts would lead her home.
Pindar, Pythian IX, 117-120
And from this equation of the prize with the finish line
which was crossed to win a race, it was only a somewhat
greater metaphorical step to equate the prize with the more
abstract notion of "result" or "outcome" of which the prize
was merely the tangible expression. Bacchylides imagines
the goddess Victory dispensing "results" - for defeats as
well as for victories - in the same way prizes were awarded:
ev TioAuxpuaw 6'OAuijTit^
Znvu uapa axaueva
MpLVGLS x^Aos ctQavdxoL -
auv xe Hau OvaxoLS apexag.
Victory
. . .
On gold-strewn Olympus
You allot the prizes for virtue
To mortals and immortals alike.
Bacchylides, Ode X, 1, 4-7
Nor were the prizes, or results, restricted to athletic
competitions : life too is a field where the gods dispense
xcAn
. Pindar cannot imagine the goddess Moira ( Fate ) ever
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granting to any mortal a happiness which is whole or com-
plate
:
(pu^^ 6'eMaaTos 6ua(Tiepoviev Boorav Xaxovteg,
o^yev Ta, Ta^6'aAXoi., xuxeCv 6 ' e v a6uvaT0v
eu6atyovirav anaauv aveXduev. ouk exo)
ELuetv, To'va TouTo MoCpa xe'Aos euTie6ov
wpe^e
. .
.
For each man differs from every other by the nature
of the life he gets.
One gets this life, others that one: but it isimpossible
For any one to meet with perfect happiness.
Nor can I say to whom Fate extends my lasting prize.
Pindar, Nemean VII, 54-57
Although reXos does not appear in Homer as any kind
of turnpost - either of the agricultural type (a meaning
probably supplied by xe'Aaov ) or of the competitive type (a
meaning supplied by yeoas and ae%\ov ) , it is next to impos-
sible to resist the inference that the sense of "turning,"
"rotating," or "circling" around some thing or some place
is the essential visual image, or spatial pattern underlying
all the uses of xeXos
, its various forms, and its compounds,
not only in the fifth century poets, but in Homer as well.
Philologists have not resisted drawing that inference, argu-
ing that though the evidence is scanty, the semantic connec-
4 5tion IS clear.
The evidence is far more substantial concerning the
connection of xeAos with military affairs, properly speaking.
In Homer, the word usually means a "squadron" or "detachment"
of a larger military force (e.g., Iliad IX, 730 : 6dpTiov eneuS'
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adueaoa nax^a axpax^v £v xeAeeaa.v [And then we went to mess,
the entire army by squadrons.] and Iliad XVIII, 298). Some-
times the word designates the "duty" or special assignment
which the squadron has been given to perform. To be sta-
tioned as "campguards" or "lookouts" was considered so im-
portant a duty for any xe'Xos of Achaeans before Troy that
it earned the epithet Up6, - sacred ( Iliad
, Book X, 54-
57: iyl^ Neaxopa 6Zov / euyo, Ma\ oxpuve'co avaxn'uevau, o^t x'cOgAtiolv /
iX%eZv £s -puAdKwv iepov xe'Xos n6 ' euuxet Aet [ And I shall go for divine
Nestor and prod him awake / to come to the sacred band of
guards and give them their / Orders...]). Both senses -
of squadron, and of that unit's particular assignment or
duty - persisted throughout ancient Greek history. (E.g.,
Herodotus, Histories I, 103: speaking of the Median King,
Cyaxares, who reportedly upCjxo's le eAo'xtae Kaxa xe'Aect xous ev xri
»
AatTn ... [was the first to organize his forces in Asia into
squadrons...]; Euripides, Rhesus, 311: uoAAol
ueATaaxwv xcXq; and Thucydides, Book II, 42, speaking of the
Athenians who divided their fleet and its command naia leXn
axpainYV TtpoaTeTayyevoL
. . . ) ,
The semantic connection between the martial leXog or
TzX^ and the image of circular or rotating motion would
seem to lie in the patterns of their movements across a
terrain : leXog may convey the image of a file of troops
as it twists and turns in its various maneuvers . The con-
text of the word's usage strongly suggests this interpreta-
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tion. Homer describes Odysseus and Diomedes wading through
the gore of battle to engage a perhaps "encircling" file
of Thracians who were approaching them:
TO) 6^ Bainv Tipoie'po) 6ucJ T'£vTea Ka\ uzXav aim.
And the two went forward through the armament and goreAnd came upon a file of Thracian warriors.
Iliad X, 469-470
Aeschylus has his chorus in the Persians relate how their
kings were traditionally arrayed for battle:
TCoXAoCs apuaauv e^oppuiaLv
,
6uppuud TC^Hot TpLppuya i^Xn.
cpoSepav oci^uv itpoai.6eodaL
In files of four and six horse chariots
They drove out,
A sight fearful to behold.
Aeschylus, Persians
,
46-48
Finally, Thucydides refers on several occasions to the "cur-
ved lines" of warships which were formed just prior to en-
gagement in battle (e.g., I, 48). A parallel with LXn sug-
gests itself. Just as LXn would seem to convey the image
of a "whirling," "rolling," or "turning" maneuver in battle
by the company of men composing the LXn , so te'Aos may convey
the image of a "circling" or "rotating" maneuver performed
by the men composing the icApg . Thus, leAos would be seman-
tically related to its root in * teA as LAn to its root in
*(f ) eA .
The martial references in the repertoire of teAos also
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go a certain way toward accounting for those uses of the
word
-
a use new in the fifth century - in connection with
public office and civil government, and with the power and
authority to execute or fill those offices. The historians
use TcAos to signify any one, or any group, in possession
of public office of any type (Herodotus, Histories III,
18 and 36, IX, 106; Thucydides I, 10 and 52, IV, 15; and
Xenophon, Anabasis II, 6-4). m this usage the historians
only followed the lead of the poets. Pindar employs
teAos to designate the presidency of the Council of Tene-
dos whose recent occupation by Aristagoras is the occasion
of the poet's "intallation ode" (Ninth Nemean Ode, 9), and
Sophocles uses the expression cv reAeu - "in office" - so
often that one must conclude that the expression had become
common coin by the middle of the fifth century (Aj_ax, 135,
Agamemnon to Odysseus: xAu'euv tov ea^Aov av6pa xpn iwv'ev tzXcl;
Philoctetes
,
925-926 : tuv yap ev tcXcl kAu'euv / to t'cv6umo'v ue
xaL TO auycpepcv itoAet ; See also Philoctetes
, 385 and Antigone,
66). Even in the first half of the fifth century, however,
the expression has already acquired a portion of its later
currency. Aeschylus uses it to mean simply "the government."
( Seven Against Thebes , 1030: Creon ' s messenger concludes
the reading of his master's decree with TouauT'c6o^e T(^6c /
Ka6iJCL;i)V teAgl ) .
Intimately connected with tcAos as public office is
teAgs meaning the "authority" to hold or the "power" to
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execute such an office. This meaning also gained currency
only in the fifth century. Examples of this meaning of x.'Xo,
in Homer are few, and those few quite questionable. (E.g.,
Iliad, Book XVI, 630 : ev yap xepa. xeAo, .oXeyou, inc.v 8ouA^.)
The first use of xe'Aos which might plausibly be rendered
as "authority" appears in Hesiod in connection with the
immortal gods:
ev ToCs yao tgAos eaxlv oyug ayadfov le xaMwv le.
Among them lies the power of good and evil alike.
Hesiod, Works and Days
, 669
The Boeotian poet's association of the word with a divine
rather than a merely human capacity is echoed by Semonides
(Odel.l)attheturn of the sixth century ( le'Aos u\v Ze^s exci^..^avT,ov oa'tar^)
and continues straight through the line of the fifth century
tragedians. In every case but one, the authority or power
designated by teXos belongs to some god or spirit. In the
Prometheus Bound Hephaistos speaks of Violence and Force
as exercising a commission from Zeus which possesses rc'Xoq
- "authority" - and therefore cannot be resisted:
Kpaxos, Buaxe, crpSv uev evioXn Alos
exei- xeXos 6n M6u6ev e;uTio6(jjv ext.
Power and Force, through you Zeus' will
Reaches consummation, and nothing now obstructs it.
(11. 12-13)
In the Seven Against Thebes the chorus speak of Apollo as
the son of Zeus who possesses the awesome and holy power
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to decide a battle's outcome -
uoAeyoMpavTov ayvov xeXog exeu
0, child of Zeus, who holds
The sacred power of battle's war-fulfillment.
Aeschylus, Seven Against Thebes
, 161-162
- and most emphatically of all, in the Suppliant Women
,
the chorus describes Zeus not only as "lord of lords" and
"most blessed of the blessed," but also in his might as
"the most powerful of the powerful":
avaC ctvctMTwv, yanapajv
MaxapTaxG nal xeXecov
xeAeLOTaTov xoaxos, oXBue Zeu...
Lord of lords, most blessed
Of the blessed.
Most powerful of the powerful,
Happy Zeus!
Aeschylus
, Suppliant Women
,
524-526
Many ideas may separate Aeschylus and Euripides , but this
divine character of xeXos is not one of them. In his Orestes
Euripides depicts Zeus in terms which would be perfectly
unimpeachable to the judgment of the older poet:
xeXog Ix^^ 6aLy(i)v BooxoCg
xeXog OTia deXeu
yeyctXa 6£ xus ot 6uvauLS
His holy spirit holds dominion over mortals
Authority for whatever purpose he wishes:
And great is his power.
Euripides , Orestes , 154 5-1547
Even the exception proves the rule. When Oedipus invokes
a curse on both his sons for their failure to help him in
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his agony, he asks the gods not to exercise their authority
to decide the outcome of the battle, but, in this case where
Oedipus' two sons are fighting for control of Thebes, to
transfer that power of decision to himself:
aXA'oil deoL ocqlv uhte inv uenDwijevriv
epLV xaTaaBeoELav, ev 6'e;jol leAos
auTOLv yevooTo Tna6e ins ua'xns lepu...
May the gods never extinguish their fateful
Feud, but let the outcome of their battle
Lie with me.
Sophocles, Oedipus at Colonus
,
422-424
Clearly, teXos is a function which under most circumstances
only a god or 6aLyo)v can exercise; for a mortal to exercise
it remains only a heart-felt wish. Not until the fourth
century does the idea of authority or power designated by
the (nominative) xeXos become "secularized." (E.g., Isaeus
4, 11, and Aristotle, Politics
, 1322bl3 and Book VI gene-
rally) .
What are we to imagine were the connections for a Greek
of the "classical" period among leXos meaning a squadron
or some other unit of a military force, te'Aoc; meaning the
authority or power of a god, and finally the authority or
power exercised by men in the institution of the polls?
To the modern mind the hypothesis that teAos meaning "public
office" and (human) "authority" is connected historically
to the Homeric tgAos meaning squadron seems logical enough.
The argument would go something like this. First, since
every unit in an army - every ixA and leAor had some kind
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of commander
- an iox^v who was usually a king, BaaUeOg -
we are justified in expecting that the word for the unit
of command, whose duties - xe'Xn - were the responsibility
of the commander, became the word for the duty itself, or
for what we might call the commander's commission - his
"office." If this development occurred in Greek military
history, it would hardly represent the first or only in-
stance of metonymy in their experience; the names for civic
institutions in many of the Greek states were taken from
their archaic military past and adapted to new pacific ar-
rangements. In fact, however, there is no empirical connec-
tion in this case. No variant of xeAos meaning "squadron
commander" or his specific "duty" appears in Homer, or in
any later Greek writer, for that matter. The second step
in the argument would have required that reXog meaning
(human) "authority" be semantically derived from teXos mean-
ing "public office." Such a derivation is true only for
the period embraced by the fifth and fourth centuries.
The evidence flatly contradicts, however, any attempt to
connect the fourth century use of leXog to an alleged tzXoz
meaning a commander's "office" in Homer. Just the reverse
development is the actual case: the word for the office
emerged from the word for authority to hold power, since
the former does not emerge, as we have seen, until the fifth
century, while the latter, which is restricted to the com-
pany of immortals, must go back long before Homer.
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Here, then, is the central problem presented by the
linguistic data. if ,iXo, meaning, in the fifth century,
"public office" and, in the fourth century, meaning human
"authority" is not an example, or only a marginal one, of
a Homeric military term adapted to the new institutions
of the Greek polls, from what source in Greek experience
and language are we to derive these terms? Let us review
the remainder of the principal meanings of xe'Xos to see
if we can locate the image, and the experience behind the
image, from which the ideas of public office and human autho-
rity might historically be derived.
The evidence from Homer, Hesiod, and the early lyric
poets reveals two broad "families" of usages for te'Xos
which correspond to two stock phrases. The first is tgAos
uoAcuoto, a generally unequivocal expression which means the
"temporal end" or "point of termination" of war and fighting
(e.g., Iliad
,
Book III, 290-291: auiap eyi^ xnt cuetia uaxn'ooyau
CLvena noovng / aodu yeivcov, hog ne xeXos noXeuouo hlx^^^ [Now I
too shall fight for the ransom, remaining here / Until I've
reached my duty' s endo] ) , or more commonly war' s "issue,
"
"outcome," or "result." ( Iliad
, Book XVI, 630: ev yap x^pot
xefAog tioAguolo ; Book XX, 100-101: ci 6g Oedg Tceo / Zoov reCvzLzv
TioXeuou TcAog [But if God would just hold in balance the out-
come of war...]; Hesiod, Theogony , 637-638: ou6c tlg i^v Gpu6or
XaAeung AOols ou6e xeAcuTn / ou66:TepoLS loov 6£ T^Aog leiaTO utoA^ijouo.
[From their bitter strife there was neither respite nor
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/ Result for either side, but the issue of the war was drawn
/ Evenly...]). Te'Aos as a boundary marker of time for aspects
of human life other than war is rare in Homer. (See however,
Iliad, Book IX, 56: oo xe'Xos oneo mo^cov ). The second stock
phrase in Homer is xe'Xos Wtolo
, a far more abstract and
ambiguous expression, conveying a related but distinct "fami-
ly" of meanings. In this usage xe'Aos binds closely together
three sets of ideas. The first set consists of the ideas
of "perfection," "completion," and "fulfillment"; the second
of the ideas of "fated death" and "doom"; the third of those
conceptions of "divine authority" whereby "fated death"
and "doom" are administered to mortals. Which of the three
sets of meanings takes historical precedence over the others
may remain impossible to determine empirically. But if
we apply the historical "law of metaphor" - that the meanings
of words evolve from the concrete to the abstract and from
the particular to the general - we may reasonably speculate
that the first set of meanings of teXos is the latest be-
cause they are the most abstract and general, while the
other two meanings are older because they are somewhat more
concrete and particular. Between the two "older" meanings
no precedence can be established, because the notion of
"fate" in xe'Aos makes the word no less metaphorical than
the idea of "authority." In short, the notions of "fated
death" and the divine authority to impose it are older than
the ideas of "perfection" and "fulfillment." Odysseus may
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believe that there is no greater fulfillment in life than
the "good will" (eu.pcouvn
) which a community derives from
enjoying good food, good wine, and good poetry together
1 ox Gucppoauvn yev zyr\ naxa 6nyov aou6ou
And I for one think nothing comes round to us morePleasant than when joy pervades the population...
Odyssey IX, 5-6
-
and he may ask for the fulfillment of his prayers ( Odyssey
Book XVII, 496 : Et yap U ctprjaov xeXog npexepriau yevoi^xo ). g^^^
Hera may boast that Zeus' word will not reach fulfillment
(Iliad, Book XIX, 107: cl^euaxn'oeus
. ou6'ai5xE xeXoc uuOi^) enudr^aeLc )
.
In most cases, however, xe'Aos in Homer is simply a synonym
for death ( ^avdxos ) . Priam understands all too well that
only Zeus and the other immortals know on whom "the death
which is fated" shall fall:
Zeus uev uou xo ye oZbz ><a"o aSctvaxoo ^zol aAAou,
ouuoxe'pijj davdxouo xeXos UEupwyEvov saxuv.
Zeus and the other immortal gods know on whom
And how the death which is fated shall fall.
Iliad III, 308-309
On the Achaean side, Achilles sums up not only his own di-
lemma, but that also of every Homeric hero eager for glory
who would trade a long life without fame for a short one
with imperishable renown:
yr^XTip yap xe \iz rpnau ^izn. 6e'xls aoyupduECnt
6Lx9«6uas xnpas fpepEUEV davdxoto XEXpa6G.
EL Ue'v x'aJ^L UEVdJV Tpu'wv TCo'Atv aiJ90U«X0lJ"'^ >
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6e xev ooxae'uMcoyL (oiTXnv es iiaTpL6a yctCav,
uXexo uoL KAe'os eadXdv, euY 5npov 6e you atwv
faaexaL, ou6e xe u'^Ma teAos Oava'xouo xtxeiTn.
My mother, the silver-footed Thetis, tellsMe that I carry a double destiny toward death-If I stay here fighting around the city of TrovMy return to home is ruined as my fame is won
•
But If to the dear land of my fathers I returnMy noble name decays even as my years grow
Long, and swift death fails to overtake me.
Iliad IX, 410-416
The idea of "fated death ordained by the gods" is the mean-
ing of te'Aos from which all others must take their semantic
point of departure. (See also Iliad
, Book XI, 451; XIII,
602; and Odyssey
, Book V, 326 and XXIV, 124.)
In the centuries between Homer and the Attic dramatists
the three sets of meanings surrounding leXos were secular-
ized and generalized. Human beings were imagined as sharing
in the dispensation of xeXn through the institutions of
the city-state, especially the criminal law courts and the
public assemblies. The Homeric xiXoz - the "fated death
ordained by the gods" - gradually, though never completely,
yielded to the less "terminal" and more humane verdicts
or decisions voted by mortals. At the beginning of this
process the old meanings are still ascendant. Mimnermus
still imagines two black Keres holding the twin leXn of
burdensome old-age and death itself over the lives of
mortals
:
... Kfipes 6e TiapeaxnaaaL ucAatvotL,
n ii£V txo\)aa. xeAos ynpaos ctpycAeou,
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n 6*eTepri davaxoto...
•o.and two black keres stood by:
One holding the doom of painful age,
The other the doom of death.
Mimnermus, Elegy 2, 5-7
And Aeschylus sees the old Homeric xe'Xos Oavdiouo as the di-
vinely inspired result of that conflict whose chief cause
is wealth:
OTzvzL 7ie6ov cpLXotv6pov. ueveu
6l ' a)V auvoydpoL [s]
[xau] davdxou xeXog
Wailing pervades the city
;
The battlements groan
;
The land weeps for her sons.
There remains the wealth of their children
On account of which ill fate arose;
Then strife came
And the doom of death,
Aeschylus
, Seven Against Thebes
, 9 0 0-90 6
But by the beginning of the fifth century xeXog shows signs
of demystif ication and humanizat ion . Aeschylus ' Eumenides
shows this development very clearly . When Orestes , follow-
ing the advice of Apollo his patron and sponsor in murder,
takes refuge in Athens at the temple of Athena, he is pre-
pared to face the pursuing Furies in "fair trial" - npdaeuut
6a3ua KOL Bpexas xo aov, ded / auxou rpoXacatjov avotyGva)V xeXo^; 6LHns[God-
dess , I approach your house and statue : / Holding fast to
these, I await the decision of justice.] (242-243); but
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after the Furies concede to Athena "the adjudication of
the case:
- aCx.'a, xsAos (431) - they begin to fear (rightly)
that she may not uphold their traditional view of justice
u'oeu XaK iiu'/aris. uoova yap eueatau. [Above all else I say to you:
revere the altar of justice. / Neither trample it with a
goddess- heel for some expedient. / Vengeance is there to
pay. / Immutable is Fate .]( 538-544 ) -and will fail to dis-
pense "the proper sentence" for the crimes Orestes has com-
mitted
-
Hupoov ue've. teAos ( 542 ). Even Apollo predicts such
an outcome and is portrayed as virtually gloating over the
distress which Orestes' acquittal will cause his chthonic
enemies
-
au tou tcxx'oum exouaa xns 6Cxt]z xe'Aos / eucZ tov tov oo6ev
ex-^poCaov Bapuv [when you no longer determine the outcome of
justice / Your bile will be harmless to your enemies.] (729-
730). Elsewhere in Aeschylus a clear distinction is drawn
between the divine xeAos and the human xeAn - between if
you will a "final" and "efficient" causes. When the daugh-
ters of Danaos ask their father which way the decision went
in the assembly at Argos concerning their petition for re-
fuge and asylum from the sons of Egyptus - evuaiie 6'miCv tiol
Me)<i5pwTaL teXos / 6nviou KpatoOaa x^^^P o^'? nAn^uveiaL [But tell us
which way the decision went. / Which show of hands resolved
he case? ]( 603-604 ) , he answers that while the citizens of
Argos assented to the arguments of their king in favor of
granting the asylum, it was really Zeus who ordained the
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decision
- 6nynYopous 6'nKouaev e^.oO>is oTpo.l, / Snuog neXaay^Lv.
Zeis 6'ae'Mpaoev xeXos [The Pelasgians heard the speakers' wily
/ Tongue-turning, but Zeus decided the outcome
.]( 62 3-624 ) .
By the poet's inclusion of both senses of riXo, in the same
passage he is showing himself making a conscious effort
to justify and to rationalize the new idea of human secular
authority by imagining it as merely the immediate extension,
or the worldly agency, of the divine will. After Aeschylus,
the religious and mystical senses of teXos quickly decline.
By the fourth century its religious sense has been complete-
ly subordinated to its secular uses, and is best rendered
as "final verdict in a court of law" (e.g., Plato, Laws,
761e, 767a, 768b, and 957b).
The foregoing analysis of the various meanings of
T^Aos is confirmed by a similar semantic analysis of other
words in the *xeX group. The noun leAeuTn conforms so close-
ly to the first semantic "family" of te'Aos that we must
consider the possibility that the word was coined for metri-
cal reasons alone. In a majority of cases its uses belong
to the first semantic "family" of tgAos
,
meaning the "tempo-
ral end" or "termination" of some phenomenon. (See the
adverbial expressions eg TeAeuxnv , Homeric Hymn to Dionysus
,
29; Hesiod, Works and Days
, 333; Sophocles, Oedipus at Colo -
rvus, 1223 ; and eg leAeui^
,
Aeschylus, Seven Against Thebes
,
936; and Pindar, Seventh Olympian Ode , 26; and also Iliad ,
Books VII, 104 and XIV, 787; Hesiod, Theogony, 638; Sophocles,
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"-^^Trachxs
„ ) Less of ten ,xeAeuxn belongs to the second
"semantic family" of xeXog meaning the "end," "outcome,"
or "result" of some phenomenon. (See Iliad IX, 625; Odyssey
Book I, 249; Aeschylus, Agamemnon
, 745; and Sophocles, Oedi-
pus at Colonus, 1198.) Only rarely does x.AeoTn display
any of the second "family" of meanings of leXos
: it is
used only once to mean "fated death" (Hesiod, shield of
Achilles, 357), and it seems to lack entirely the connota-
tion of divine "authority" or "power."
The verbs teAew and xeXeuTcxa) on the other hand rarely
display the simple meaning of "temporal end" or "termina-
tion," but regularly convey the meaning of divine "authority"
or "power." A review of the uses of these verbs from Homer
to Euripides reveals that their fundamental meaning is "to
execute (and thereby fulfill) the will, design, or intention
of a god." Only rarely are the words employed of men acting
on their own behalf, and independent of some divine agency.
This specific religious context of the * xeX verbs may be
summed up with a few examples. The archetypal use of leAew
occurs when a god or some other divinity gives assurance
that he, or she, will do what he, or she wills . Thus, Zeus
reassures the sea nymph Thetis that he will grant her wish
concerning her son Achilles, and not execute the fate of
Troy until he has rejoined the fighting:
euot 6e xe lauta peAnaetaL, ocppa rcAcaoto
What I put my mind to, that I shall accomplish.
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Iliad I, 523
Similarly, Athena to Achilles:
oj6e yap eCepe'w, to 6^ Mat TeieXeayevov) eaiau
For as I speak, so shall it be accomplished.
Iliad I, 213
Thus also Aphrodite to Hera:
, ^
...leAeoau 6e yc Ouyos avwyev,
6uvotyaL leAeaau yz H(u. ci xeTeAeoye'vov eoiu'v,
. . .My heart commands me to do it
If I am able - and if it is fated to be done.
Iliad XIV, 195-196
Even mortals understand that it is some god and not them-
selves, who brings major events to pass. Phoenix tries
to shake Achilles' resolve to stay out of the fighting be-
tween the Trojans and the Achaeans by reminding him of the
curse which the gods fulfilled for his father, Amyntor,
against his own recalcitrant son: %eol d'cTzXcLov euapcts (Iliad
Book IX, 456); while Achilles himself, watching the retreat
of the Achaeans before the triumphant Hector, and worrying
if the fateful events had taken place - ct 6r) xETeXeayeva T^vzv
- which his mother had prophesied would signal the death
of his friend, Patroclus, prays that his premonition may
remain "unfulfilled":
CO yoL eyw
•
• • \
(."s noxi yot ynxnp bLCTiiopa&c . . .
Ah me
.
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May the gods not fulfill my heart's anxietiesAs my mother prophesied...
Iliad XVIII, 6, 8-9
The son of Peleus never forgets, however, that whatever
he or any other mortal may desire is not necessarily what
god will do:
aAX ou Zeus avapeaoL vonyaxa uavia leXeuTqi.
But Zeus does not fulfill all the intentions of men.
Iliad XVIII, 328
And Achilles' great rival on the Trojan side, Hector, points
out to the two contending armies locked in a stalemated
battle that Zeus may even refrain from fulfilling his own
resolves - his opxua
- if it suits his purposes.
opxuot iiev Kpovt6ns v^Ciivyo^ ouk eieXeaaev,
aXXa Motxa ppovewv TexuaLpeTau au^poTcpouaLV
Kronian Zeus on high does not fulfill his oaths:
We find him plotting evils for both sides round about.
Iliad VII, 69-70
Even the poet echoes the sentiments of his heroes on this
point
«
Not only does Zeus accomplish what he wishes - Jj6e
yap nTiGuXnaa Kpovou uaug , teXeeu TtGo[ What the son of Kronos threa-
tened, this he does
. ]
(
Iliad
, Book VIII, 415) -but the ful-
fillment of his will applies to the very episode which is
the sub j ect of the poet ' s songs
:
^ ^
Auog eieXeueTo BouXn,
iE, ov 6n Tct uowTot 6LaaTnTri inCaavje
At pe IT 6ri re avac, av6ooov nat 6lo g AxuXXeug
.
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...Zeus' will was fulfilled
Itreus'%on"'the'r S''"/"^ confrontationA eus s , he lord of men, and god-like Achilles.
Iliad I, 5-7
In light of the plurality of gods and goddesses on
Olympus and of spirits inhabiting earth and ocean, there
are, naturally enough, severe conflicts between leXn
.
Poseidon is more than a little annoyed by the fact that
his brother's aid to the Trojans continuously prevents
Achaean victory. As he watches another Trojan attack upon
the Achaean ships, the sea god can hardly believe Zeus will
allov/ such an attack to succeed:
to noTiOL n yeya dauya 106 ' ocpdaAyouaLV 6prouaL
6euvdv, 0 ou uot'gy'^ Yg TGAeuinaeadau e^paotov
TpSas eco
' npeiepag uevac veag.
Oh no! Indeed a great and aweful thing I see
With my own eyes - what I never thought would happen -
The Trojans attack their ships.
Iliad XIII, 99-101
Similarly, the interminable domestic squabbling between
Zeus and Hera underscores the potential for conflict between
divine xeXn • Despite his wif e ' s vehement arguments
, Zeus
announces that he will abide the promise he made to Thetis
to arrest Achaean victory over the Troj ans until Achilles
'
anger against Agamemnon has been assuaged:
... OUT ap ' eyw uotvjw x6\o'^ ouie XLv'aAXov
otdavaTojv Actvouatv ayuveuev £:vOa6 * eaa/j,
TtpLV '^o IIr|Aeu6ao TeXeuTnOnvat eeX6(oo...
Neither v/ill I stifle my anger , nor any
Other immortal allow to defend the Danaans
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Before the desire of the son of Peleus is filled.
Iliad XV, 72-74
Moreover, mortals in Homer themselves realize that
their own actions are only the worldly agencies - the "effi-
cient causes"
- of divine leXn
. This relationship between
divine will and human action is clearest in connection with
the sacrifices and ritual performances of priests and other
religious men. Agamemnon accuses Calchas, the chief priest
in the Achaean expedition to Troy, of having never in his
entire career as a servant of the gods prophesied anything
decent or "accomplished through inspiration" anything noble:
^
~ ~ , , \
.yavTu KaHojv, ou koj kote uol to Kpnyuov eZnaz.
aCeiT^TOL TO. Man 'call, cdlXo (ppeou yavxeueaOaL,
ea^Xov 6'ouTe it utj ?i.Ttas out ' eteXeooas
.
Seer of evils! Never have you spoken fair words.
Always evil things your mind is quick to prophesy.
And nothing good have you ever done or spoken.
Iliad I, 106-108
Agamemnon vows to his fellow warrior Teucer that the leader
of the Achaeans will succeed in destroying Troy if that
success has already been given him by the tc'Aos of Zeus
and Athena:
00*1- 6' eyiii if^epeu.) ws )^otL igte AcauEvov eaxau
otL. KEV yoL 6b^r] Zeus t'olyi-'oxos y.rti ^Adnvn
IAl'ou E^aAaud^ao eumtluevov utoAu'e-Sdov
This I'll say to you, and even so shall it be.
If Zeus the bearer of the aegis and Athena
Shall give me this strong-built citadel to sack.
Iliad VIII, 286-288
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in fact, the ability, capacity, power, or talent of any
mortal to act or accomplish any thing at all is really the
manifestation of a divine gift. Mortal nature is the embod-
iment of a divine xeXos. The relation of Odysseus to Athena
is instructive here. Homer imagines the goddess as covering
the head and shoulders of her favorite mortal with "a grace-
ful appearance" in the same way a sculptor, inspired by
Hephaistos, overlays a silver statue with gold:
ws 6'oTe Tos XPVJOOV iteptxeueTau dpyupaj avnp
L6pts, ov Hcpauaios 6e6aev xal IlaAXas AQn'vn
xe'xvnv uavTOunv, xaptevxa 6e epya tzXclcl,
ii£ apa Tijj Maiexeue x«'ptv MetpaAg te xal wyous.
As when an artisan overlays silver with gold,
A man Hephaistos taught and Pallas Athena
Every kind of skill, and all his work turns out well.
So grace Athena laid upon his head and shoulders.
Odyssey VI, 232-235
The poet represents the divine origin of this graceful ap-
pearance as conspicuous to other mortals. That Odysseus'
capacity to perform noble deeds is the gift of some divinity
is clear to his Phaeacian hosts. Over him
Adnvn
^eaTiGGLnv Haxex^^c X'^P'-^ neoaXri tg moil (T)uoLg,
Hat |juv yaMpdrepov xao itdaaovTa Onxev L,6caOaL,
6eLvog T'aL.6aCds tc, kol eKTeAeaeLev aeSAoug
TToAAoug, Toug ^aunxeg eneupnaavi ' 06uanog
.
. . .Athena
A wondrous grace then laid upon his head and shoulders.
To observation she made him taller and broader
That loved by all Phaeacians he might become
;
And , awesome and revered , he might perform many
Tests of strength they might assign him. .
.
Odyssey VIII, 17-23
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In short, there is no human action apart from a divine teXos.
The proper conclusion to be drawn from this review
of the uses of the verbs TcXi. and tcAeura. in Homer is that
they conform in general to the three sets of meanings in
the second semantic "family" of the noun tsAos
. That is
to say, teAco) and TeAeuidu) usually signify the three closely-
related divine activities of "ordaining death," of "authori-
zing" or "prescribing" either that doom or some other less
terminal destiny, and of "completing," "perfecting," "con-
summating," or otherwise "fulfilling" some divine plan,
intention, or design
- some immmortal teAos
. To be sure,
there are a not inconsiderable number of uses of leAew
and xeAEuxao) in Homer where mortals accomplish some plan
or intention and no Olympian or other deity is either con-
spicuously at hand or even remotely present. We must not
be misled, however, to construe these uses as exceptions
to the semantic rule governing the *TeA verbs. It is possi-
ble that some of these uses constitute early evidence for
that process of secularization which has clearly begun to
overtake these words by the middle of the fifth century.
The possibility is not very likely, however. The reason
is that Homer never portrays his warrior-heroes as acting
or thinking about their own actions apart from divine pur-
poses. The poet always sees them - and he portrays them
as always seeing themselves - as the instruments of the
Olympian gods or some other activating divinity. It is
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not a mere poetic conceit when Homer makes his heroes ad-
dress each other as Ocoe.6ns
, or %eoe^neXo,- as the "godlike"
this and the "godlike" that. The communities of the Homeric
warriors conceive that one of their members is "like" a
god precisely because his capacity for action, his power
of getting things done, is seen as the immediate agency
not of his own mortal and personal will but of the divinity
whose xe'Xos he executes.
We have now accounted for the commonest meanings of
teAos and its principal relatives in Homer, and have thereby
discovered the "divine" origin of the fifth century concep-
tion of "public office" and the fourth century idea of "poli-
tical authority." To sum up: from the Homeric idea of
a "divine power to act," which in its most common and con-
crete manifestation signified a divine authority to impose
a death-sentence (le'Xos ^avaiouo ) on mortals - though never
restricted to that one form of action - evolved the fifth
century conception, especially in Aeschylus, of a "public
office" which a mortal may occupy ( ev xeAeu ) but whose
exercise is a sacred trust given by the gods, and the fourth
century idea of "human authority" in the realm of politics.
Historically speaking, until the turn of the fourth century
most Greeks, including educated Greeks, conceived of divine
authority as the origin of and the sanction for human acti-
vity. Philologically speaking, the attempt to derive any
of the metaphorical or abstract meanings of the *TeA group
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con-
as
in the writers from Homer to Euripides from the more
Crete meanings like xeAos as military squadron or xeXaov
turnpost oversimplifies the semantic situation to the point
of falsification. The most concrete and particular meanings
of le'Xos appear "cheek by jowl" with the most abstract and
general. The intellectual historian may only assume the
operation of "the law of metaphor" for the members of the
* T€X group in Homer; he may not prove it.
The present effort at consulting this word family as
a means of analyzing the Greek contribution to the idea
of revolution halts before this wide semantic chasm in the
linguistic data. On the one hand are concrete images of
"turning," "rotating," and "circling about" contained in
the * teX vocabulary with their irreducible root drawn from
the Indo-European *quel ; on the other hand, a large majority
of words in this vocabulary express highly abstract reli-
gious and mystical notions which display no apparent connec-
tion with the underlying Indo-European root. If the expla-
natory function of historical analysis - or indeed of any
method of analysis - is "to save the appearances" of the
phenomena, such a phenomenon in the realm of ideas is not
satisfactorily explained until all its constituent elements
have been located and their relations to one another accoun-
ted for. If the contribution of the * leX vocabulary in
Greek is to offer any help in understanding the idea of
revolution in Western culture, some semantic bridge or
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common ground must be found which can unite the concrete
and specific meanings in the word group with the abstract
and general. How, then, might the immediate visual images
of "rotating," "turning," and "circling about" be connected
with the ideas of "doom," "divine authority," and "fulfill-
ment"? What was the common ground of these words in Greek
life and experience?
Let us return to Homer and Hesiod. in each there ap-
pears a usage of a member of the * tzX group which points
the way toward a resolution of our semantic problem. The
twenty-third book of the Iliad concerns the games held by
Achilles in honor of his dead friend, Patroclus. One of
these games was the chariot race, in which the poet portrays
the young Antilochus, son of Nestor, exercising his special
excellence ( otpein ) for horsemanship by defeating the older
and more experienced drivers like Diomedes and Menelaus
through his possession and utilization of "crafty intelli-
4 7gence"
- his ynrus . The poet also sings the (^pexn of
horses. Their merits in relation to one another do not
show up on the first leg of the racecourse,
AAA 'ore 6n Tiuyaxov leAeov 6odijov 'miec, utitiol
at|> ecp'otAos uoAons, tote dr\ ctpcin ye exaoiou
But when the swift horses ran the course's home stretch
Back toward the grey sea, then the virtue of each
Appeared
. . .
Iliad XXIII, 373-375, 768-
Most translators have rendered the first of these lines
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as follows: "...but when the swift horses were running
the last leg of the course... "^S rendering of xc'Xeov as
"were running" is incorrect. it is a makeshift designed
by the translators to convey what, to their minds, is the
more important half of a double meaning. Homer's nvmiov
TiXeov 6po'yovis an example of a semantic syncopation which
combines two distinct ideas to form a single phrase. The
new phrase retains parts of both original constituent images
and dispenses with other parts. In this case, %eZv Tiuijaiov
6prfMov meaning "to run the last lap of a race course" has
been syncopated with xeXeCv Kuyaiov leAos or leXetv Tiuuaxov lexuaip,
meaning "to round the last turnpost." nuyatov meaning the
"furthest" or "last" part (of some phenomenon) is the ele-
ment common to both images which has been retained in Homer's
actual phrase; 6pdiJov meaning "race course" is thereby forced
to do double duty in Homer's actual phrase by standing both
for itself and for the missing xe'Aos or xexytDp from the second
of the two syncopated images; and finally xeAeCv meaning
"to make a turn" is forced to do double duty in Homer's
phrase by standing both for itself ("to turn") and for the
missing 9eCv
. Thus, Homer's actual phrase has sacrificed
logical clarity for poetic vigor - a not uncommon practice
in poetry. The logic inhering in the syncopation, however,
is recoverable by analysis: the two syncopated images ex-
press the idea that "when the swift horses had rounded
the farthest turnpost and were running the last lap of the
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race course, then the excellence of each horse showed it-
self." The standard translations sacrifice Homer's poetic
vigor with its accompanying semantic ambiguity to the modern
non-Greek reader's need for clarity. what are lost in such
translations are the two images leXog / le.ycup and the specific,
and perhaps even original, meaning of xeAcCv
. The poet has
dispensed with the first - probably because he thought the
image sufficiently conveyed by the verb leAeCv (This is the
reason why teAos and not rexuup is the likelier candidate
for the missing word.) The translators have dispensed with
the second - probably because they believed that by render-
ing TeAeCv as if it were deCv they were conveying Homer's
principal sense, even if they thereby obliterated the second.
In short, Homer has merely dropped a word (probably
TeAos ) whose meaning is already conveyed in the verb tgAelv
while the translators have dropped the "root" meaning of
the word which actually appears in the text. It is precise-
ly the "revolving," "turning," or "circling" image in xeAcov
which has been lost in the shuffle between Homer and his
translators
.
The significance of these types of uses of teAelv in
Homer lies precisely in their visual concreteness . Here
we see in a verb of the * xeA group a specificity which
matches that of some of the nouns in the group. No longer
are we considering such sophisticated abstractions as "fated
doom," "divine authority," or "completion," "fulfillment,"
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or "consummation." instead, we are looking at concrete
images to which the abstract and sublimated metaphors are
somehow related in human experience. A parallel development
in the history of .e'Aa, and KcAoyau is instructive ( supra
at 71ff). Just as the specific visual image of "turning,"
"rotating," or "circling about" conveyed by the Greek root
* TteX from the Indo-European *quel has been lost, evidently
long before Homer's day, and the two verbs assimilated to
the far more abstract notions of "being" and "becoming, "^^
so we witness in these uses of leAeCv in Homer the last ves-
tiges of a concrete image which, centuries before, may have
been quite common but now is on the verge of being lost
to sight and are about to become assimilated to metaphors
and symbols which only the mind's eye can see.
Our conclusion that these uses of xeAeCv in Homer pre-
serve the old, and probably original, image of "turning"
and "circling" movement derived from the Indo-European root
*quel gets support from another linguistic quarter. The
adjectives icAneus (- eaaa , - cv ) and xeAeuos ( -ct
, -ov ) which
are identical in every respect except form, have undergone
mistranslations similar to those of leAeCv . In Homer, the
word usually appears in the stock phrase leAneaaas eKatduSas,
5 0which translators usually render as the "sacrificial of-
fering of a hundred-lot of cattle at its full complement
of one hundred" or somewhat less commonly as sacrifices
of such cattle which are "full-grown" or are "perfect because
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they are without spot or blemish." The connection between
the notions of "full complement,"
"full-grown," and "perfect-
in this case and the underlying image of rotating or circu-
lar movement in the * xcA root is not unfamiliar to English
speakers. when we "round off" fractions to the nearest
"whole" numbers, or when we invite one more person to our
parties in order to "round out" or reach "the full comple-
ment" of our guest lists, we are making the same semantic
connections between a visual image and an idea of perfecting
which Homer makes when he employs tgAti'els
. For us as for
him, "turning," "rotating," or "rounding" expresses the
idea of "perfecting," "completing," or "fulfilling." (Per-
haps it is well to remind ourselves at this point that there
is no empirical evidence for the view that the image of
the circle in Greek thought is the source of that semantic
connection. The idea of the circle as the perfect geometric
shape is itself derivative, since it does not predate Pytha-
goras, whose earliest possible floruit is two centuries
after Homer (See supra
, pp. 77-78 and footnote 22). The
notion that the circle is "perfect" is derived from images
like leAneaaas ExcttoMBas, not the other way round.) In Hesiod,
the adjective appears in another stock phrase f2MeavoLo teAnevTos
uoTauouo which translators have rendered as "Ocean, the per-
51feet river." Unfortunately, the connection between the
idea of "perfect" and the image of rotating motion is vio-
lated by such a highly metaphorical translation - a semantic
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violation made all the more puzzling, if not reprehensible,
because the entire repertoire of Greek cosmogonical myths,
and not just Hesiod's version in the Theogony
, testifies
to the fact that Ocean is the great River-God who flows
"around" the earth and thereby protects Moayos from x^'os .^^
The idea of perfection is not precluded, of course, from
the sense of the word. But the mistake of the translators
lies in their obliterating, or at least obscuring, the seman
tic ambivalence inherent in leAneLs
. The same mistake is
made when the phrase TeArlevtes oL^vot in the Homeric Hymns is
rendered as "the birds whose flight provides sure omens. "^^
Surely the expression means, primarily, "the birds which
circle overhead"; and only secondarily does the phrase con-
note auguries which are certain. Indeed, the auguries were
considered sure and certain - "perfect" - because the flight
paths of the oiluvoo were circular in shape.
Here, in these scattered special usages in Homer and
Hesiod, we have located the spatial image, the concrete
pattern, which underlies the many abstract and metaphorical
meanings in the immense repertoire of the * tcX vocabulary.
For a Greek, the image of turning, rotating, or circular
motion is not only associated with, but is actually the
source of, those religious ideas which modern translators
render as "completion," "fulfillment," and "accomplishment";
"doom" and "fated death"; "divine authority" and "divine
power." Precisely how and why the Greeks made the connec-
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tions between all these disparate senses within the
* TEA group may lie forever beyond the grasp of a strictly
empirical demonstration, but from circumstantial evidence
-
from the data provided by the history of Greek religious
practices
- it is at least possible to locate the general
field of human experience to which the various meanings
refer
.
CHAPTER VII
TEAOZ
:
THE IMAGE OF THE MOVING CIRCLE
A THEORY OF ITS SOCIAL ORIGINS
The chapter which follows offers a theory of the seman-
tic field of the family of Greek words derived from *ieX.
It is an original theory, a sociological hypothesis, not
to be found in either the standard lexica or the secondary
philological literature. The theory points to a specific
area of ancient Greek communal experience as the probable
or likely locus for most of the meanings of the words in
the * tgA vocabulary. The theory purports to resolve most
of the semantic disparities and contradictions within that
vocabulary. It does not presume to enter any area of tech-
nical controversy, especially in the field of morphology.
Consequently, it has nothing to say one way or the other
on the question of the alleged existence of a *tcA 2 root
in Greek; the theory pertains only to those words which
are conceded by all informed opinion to belong to the Greek
* TzX-^, derived from the Indo-European *quel meaning to turn,
rotate, spin, or revolve. Moreover, the theory frankly
denies any interest in the contemporary scholarly debate
over the teAos ytaOoCo , judging that discussion to be a minor
skirmish at the margins of the semantic field composed of
the members of the *tzX group as a v^hole. However the
question of the leAos uloQoZo is resolved in the end, that
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resolution wUl not signxf xcantly affect the outcome of
the central semantic problem presented by the *tcX vocabu-
lary. Making allowances for these two exceptions, the theo-
ry claims to have located an area of human experience whxch
can account for
- can "save the appearances of - the broad
range of disparate meanings which the members of the
* teX group display in the extant literature.
What experience in Greek life displays some phenomenon
whose expression in language is aptly conveyed by visual
images of turning, rotating and circular motion through
space? The answer to this most elementary question, one
which philologists have apparently forgotten to ask in their
efforts to explain the semantic field of this word-group,
cries out from nearly every Greek text concerned with reli-
gious ceremonies. The xeX in tc'Xos and in all its linguis-
tic relatives may have been the act of circling or turning
around, or rotating about some sacred object or spot in
the course of a religious ceremony. The leAos was perhaps
a specific element, a defined phase, in the conduct of the
ceremony of worship or any other cult observance. It may
have been one of those elements in a festival or ceremony
concerned with the movement of priests and participants
around an altar, temple, or some other sacred object. It
was, therefore, perhaps a type of going about, a 3cx6Laurt
,
whose more common representatives in the extant literature
are the procession - the Ttourtn ; the revel - the Ma)uoc; ;
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and the circle dance
- the xopo's . Speaking theoretically,
a Tc'Xo, could have been, for a Greek, that episode or moment
in the conduct of a religious ceremony or festival - a £opxn
-
when the priests and the participants had finished with
the generally stately
.o,.n , or the enthusiastic
.r.uo,
, and
proceeded in a conspicuously circular pattern around an
altar or temple. This species of Sd6.am in all likelihood
may have constituted the very act of consecration preceding
the actual sacrifice. Nearly all Greek cults and ceremonies
manifested this specific pattern of worship. Perhaps all
did so at one time.^^ Such were the Eiresione, and the
Oschophoria the carrying of a bough of olive and grapes
respectively wreathed with wool around the town to promote
fruitfulness, at the festival of the Pyanepsia during the
month Pyanepsion; such was the Bouphonia
, the ritual of
the "ox-murder" which required that the bull be driven round
the altar before his sacrificial death on it, conducted
at the festival of the Dipolieia during the month of Skiro-
phorion; such too were the xoooJ , the choruses which origi-
nally danced round the smoking remains of a slaughtered
bull as it burned on the Ouue'Xn , the altar at the center
of the orchestra at the opening of the festival of the
Dionysia
. These examples, taken only from the calendar
of Attic festivals, could be greatly multiplied were we
to consider the religious festivals of Greece as a whole.
Moreover, the history of cult practices in the rest of the
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Mediterranean bas.n beyond the borders of the Greek-speaking
states provides overwhelming circumstantxal evidence both
for the ubiquity of this special element of relxgious festi-
vals and ceremonies and for the identification of these
defined phases in the ceremony, these xe'An
, with their paral-
lels and analogues in Greek ritual. m these primitive
and archaic communities throughout the Mediterranean region
the circular or revolving pattern of the religious ceremony
originally concerned human and animal sacrifice alone, but
as religious practices were refined and elaborated, the
choice of the victim might change, substitutions made, and
the ultimate end ameliorated, but the spatial pattern of
the ritual may have remained the same. In the course of
Greek religious history
- and long before any sustained
intellectual contact with the civilizations of Mesopotamia
or Egypt
- such patterns of encircling movement, taken from
religious cult and ceremony, were sublimated, projected
up into heaven, attributed to the designs of the gods, as-
signed to nature in the way living things grow and inanimate
objects move, and eventually brought back down to earth
and "humanized" to account for the activity of the intellect
and the movement of ideas. Along some such historical,
and semantic, route the concrete, visual image of turning,
rotating, and circling movement may have travelled its imme-
morial course of continuous abstraction until it issued
at last in the still semi-mystical cosmologies of the pre-
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socratic philosophers, the ontolog.cal speculations and
the teleological theories of Plato and Aristotle and the
rudimentary political science of Polybius.
Beyond this "circumstantial" historical evidence provi-
ded by the history of Greek, and Mediterranean, religion,
what specific linguistic data taken from the Greek language
supports such a theory concerning the meaning of the
* Tex vocabulary? Most important is the fact that, in some
uses, Te'Aos and its somewhat younger relative xeXeiA
, mean
simply "sacred ceremony." The oldest use of le'Aos in this
sense appears in Homer and applies to the ritual of marriage,
the xe'Aos yayoUo
.
(E.g., Odyssey
, Book XX, 73-74 : eSi ' Ac?po6i:Tn
aCa itpooe'axLxe yaxpov OAuyuov / xoupris aLxnoouaa teAos deAepoCo YayoLO...
[And then Aphrodite bounded up to high / Olympus, requesting
the ceremony of marriage.]). The later poets are also fami-
liar with this sense. Sophocles' messenger in the Antigone
reports to the chorus of Theban elders that King Creon wit-
nessed the suicide of his own son over the already dead
body of his betrothed and was thereby forced to attend a
"frightful nighttime nuptial in the halls of Hades":
S N N
xeuxac 6e vexoos neou VExpy, xa vuycpuxot
xe'An Aaxwv bzC\a\^oz euv Al6ov 6ouols...
There they lie, corpse embracing corpse,
A frightful night-time nuptial in the halls of Hades.
(11. 1239-1240)
And earlier in the Eumenides of Aeschylus, the poet portrays
the goddess Athena trying to placate the anger of the Furies
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over having been tricked out of their blood revenge against
Orestes by offering the. the prospect of universal praise
and recognition as the patron divinities of marriage and
childbirth
:
TioXAns 6e xwpas Tna6'eT anpo^tVLa
exous'es aCel tov 6 ' eitaLveaeLs Xdyov.
From this bounteous land forever more you'll
or^hT?i''\\''^f sacrifice at the feastsOf childbirth and marriage, and praise this speech.
Aeschylus, Eumenides
,
834-836
And finally, the scholiast's comment on le'Aous in this pas-
sage seems to be conclusive on the meaning of le'Aos in this
ceremonial sense
„ Preliminary ceremonies (TiooieAeta
) were
offered to the Erinyes because "marriage is a sacred cere-
mony" :
ojs upoxeAeua dudvitov Adnvnau xaCs
EpLvuau. xeAos 6e 6 y^Vos.
As preliminaries to the sacrifice [these were
offered] by the Athenians to the Erinyes: for
marriage is a sacred ceremony.
Scholiast on above
The Greeks certainly recognized other xc'An than the
xeAos of marriage. Moreover, the fact that the word usually
appears in the plural indicates that the Greeks generally
conceived of a xeAos as the sum of discrete xeAn , of "sacred
acts," carried out in the course of a ceremony's performance.
The poets and playwrights are certainly conscious of these
distinctions. They know that there is a xe'Aos of propitia-
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tion, a TsAo, of initiation, of consecration, of commemora-
tion, and of civic induction, to name just a few. Each
of these ceremonies was composed of the "sacred acts" neces-
sary to accomplish the desired result in relation to the
gods concerned. Atossa, the wife of one failed Persian
conqueror and the mother of another, stands before an altar
with sacrifice-bearing hands in order to conduct the rites,
the xe'An
,
which will propitiate the spirits that have visi-
ted her in her dreams with premonitions of disaster for
her son:
^
...auv ^unncjAtL) x^P^
Bwyov Ttpooeoxriv, auoTpoTiOLaL, Sauyoatv
de'Aouaa ^uaau ue'Aavov, uv leAn Ta6e.
OB* with sacrifice-bearing hands
I approached the altar, hoping to offer a cake
To the averting spirits; for these are their rituals,
Aeschylus
, Persians , 2 02-2 04
Several of Pindar
' s Odes refer to the normal ceremonies
of ritual propitiation. The poet accounts for the success
of Theoron of Acragas in the chariot race at Olympia by
pointing to the attention paid by him and his family in the
past to strictures of religious worship:
6npcoL T ' e Adeuv hu6os . . .
OIL Ti Aeuatauau BpoxSv
^euvoaog auxoos GTioLxoviau TpaTtc;;aug
,
euaeBeu yvbdiiC} QuAaaaovT£s yotxapajv TGAeias
.
.•.To the Emmenidae
And to Theoron come glory. . .because they bring
Goodwill to their households by a hospitality of
Table superior to all mortals,
In reverent piety preserving the rights of the Blest.
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Pindar, Olympian 3, 37-41
A line from a lost play of Aeschylus expresses the chill
which a candidate feels at his rite of initiation into the
(Eleusinian? ) mysteries:
ecppu^ ' epojTL Tou6e yuaxuxoO xeXoug
I got goose-bumps from this mystical ceremony to love.
Fragment 387
Many passages from Euripides and Aristophanes indicate that
xe'Aos and tzXetA were regularly used in the fifth century
to designate the special ceremonies accompanying the initia-
tion into the mysteries of Dionysus, Orpheus, and Aesclepius
(E.g., Aristophanes, Frogs
, 340, 1032; Wasps, 121; Peace
,
413-420; Euripides, Iphigenia in Tauris
, 958-960; Bacchae,
237-238.) Sophocles is familiar with a te'Aos of consecra-
tion when new altars and new ceremonies are established
for a god. He portrays Heracles as doing precisely that:
ctMTil Its cat'EuBott's, evO'cpLCeiau
Bcjyoijs leAn j'cyxdpna Knvat'w All.
There was a crag on Euboia. There I
Set up altars and first-fruit sacrifices
To Cenaean Zeus.
Sophocles, Women of Trachis
,
237-238
Heracles was considered a "founding father" of many such
xeAn . Pindar portrays him as establishing the boxing mat-
ches at Olympia ( Tenth Olympian Ode
,
50-54). However, some-
times the gods can set up their own xcAn . Dionysus certain-
ly requires the leave of no mortal to do so:
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eus Tnv6e upwiov, ?iAdov EXAn'vuv uo'Alv,
xaxeu ^Xopc'uaas Mai xaxaoTnaas eyas
leXetds, Cv'eCnv eycpavns aau'wuv BpoxoCs.
To this Greek city first I came, and there
1 danced and set up my rituals that
My divinity were manifest to man.
Euripides, Bacchae, 18-20
And while there is a xe'Aoc of dedication to which dead
heroes are conceived as offering their armor to Zeus as
an acknowledgement that it was his le'Aos that decided their
fate in battle -
enxa Aoxayo^u yap Efp'euxa nuAaug
xa)^devxes Caou upog uoous eAuiiov
Znvu xpouduaj ndyxaXxo. x^An...
Against seven gates seven captains
Equal heaps of armor set in order
Gold-covered gifts to Zeus, the defeat-defeater
.
Sophocles, Antigone
,
141-143
- there is also a xeAog of commemoration in which the immor-
tal gods return the complement by establishing rites of
remembrance for dead men:
ou TTOXVLau acpva xu^nvouvxao xeAn
^VaXOLGLV
. .
.
The goddesses set up sacred rights to
The dead. .
.
Sophocles, Oedipus at Colonus
,
1050-1051
In short, Greek religion consisted of as many ceremonies
- that is, collective xe'An ~ as there were human needs,
hopes, desires and aspirations addressed to the gods or
other immortal spirits, and each festival or ceremony con-
sisted of the repertory of "sacred acts" whose proper and
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complete performance a worshipper expected would achieve
or fulfill his hope, or desire. These uses of tsAo. and
TeAexn would be greatly multiplied were we to consult the
prose writers.
To the notion of leAog as "sacred act" the Greeks may
have connected the idea of tcAos as sacred obligation, task,
duty, or service. This usage is clearly a religious counter-
part or analogue to the notion of le'Aos as a military duty
or assignment. Indeed, we may even suggest now with some
confidence that the latter was originally conceived by the
Greeks as a wartime manifestation of the former. That is
to say, the organization of the armies of the Homeric
warrior-heroes may well have been established along lines
either parallel to those of religious festivals or ceremonies
or at least laid out and "consecrated" by them. The circum-
stantial evidence for such a view is substantial: the reli-
gious functions of the Homeric BaauAcCs
,
and the subordina-
tion of all these kings to their chief uctvius or ilepoudAos are
well known (e.g. Agamemnon to Chalkis). It is not incon-
ceivable, then, that tg'Aos meaning "military detachment"
or "squadron" was imagined by the Greeks as a martial analo-
gue to the teAos of the religious ceremony; each may have
been a specific element in a large group activity sanctioned
by religion. The idea that would unite these two manifes-
tations of teAos is the notion of religious duty and service.
In any case, there is no denying that xc'Aoc; can mean "duty"
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and "service" throughout the range of Greek literature.
Cassandra realizes that her powers of prophecy are a gift
of Apollo given to her to be performed "in his service":
pavTus u' Atio'XAgjv T(I)u6 ' eueoxnoEv leAeu.
Apollo set me up, a prophet in his service.
Aeschylus, Agamemnon
, 1202
Pindar imagines that, having already - and often - sung
the glory of Delos, Apollo will not begrudge the poet the
additional hymn he is about to sing to the glory of the
Isthmos. Pindar proposes to offer both, in fact, as "a
sacred service to the god"
:
%coZz CeuCijJ te'Aos.
0, island of Apollo, yield! I shall yoke
Both hymns of praise to the service of the gods.
Pindar, Isthmian 1, 6
Naturally, this use of te'Aos as duty or service became "secu-
larized" with the passage of time. In the course of the
fifth century the word is assigned to human duties and obli-
gations. It may remain an open question whether or not
the word has been secularized by Aeschylus at that tense
moment when Clytemnestra
,
believing that she is the human
embodiment of avenging Dike, chides her slaves for failing
promptly to perform their duty of spreading the royal red
carpet for Agamemnon to walk on. The slaves' tcAo'-
, she
most certainly thinks, is owed to herself as a divinely
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appointed agent of Justice:
T[e6ov HeAeu^ov axopvu'vaL Kexaayaauv;
YOU there! Slave girls to whom this duty isAssigned: Why do you hesitate to spread t^eseRugs upon the path? F^^cia n
Aeschylus, Agamemnon
, 908-909
Clearly too there is some ambiguity still in the third play
of the Oresteia at that moment when the Furies use the word
to indicate the duty of the Athenian jurymen to count the
votes they have cast in the trial of Orestes for matricide:
GKBdXAed'wg idxtaia reuxewv ndXoug,
oaous 6uKaaT(1jv tout ' eTieaiaAxaL tcXos.
Roll out the pebbles quickly from the jar,
You among the jury whose task this is.
Aeschylus
, Eumenides , 74 2-74 3
But by the time of Euripides, this word for "sacred service"
has begun to lose its religious connotations. In the mouth
of one of the mothers composing the chorus of suppliant
women at Eleusis, avnvLa Te'Xn mean the worrisome night-watches
which mothers sometimes must make over the beds of their
children
:
Tcou be Tidvog eycLv tgkvojv,
fioO AoxcuuctTojv xciP^ S ;
Tporpau T£ uotTpog OLvnva T'ouudTcov TcXn,
Kat puAuau TiooaSotAAau TtpoawTiajv
;
0, what distress!
VJhere have my pains for my children gone?
Where the maternal ministrations and sleepless vigils
And tender kisses cheek to cheek?
Euripides , The Suppliant VJomen
,
1135-1138
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Even so, this sense of .e.o. „as never completely secular-
ised; it always retained some of its original religious
connotation of duty or service to a god or some divinity,
in his last play, the constantly-secularizing Euripides
returns to the ritual source of the * tcX group: those mor-
tals who observe the TcAcTa.' established by the gods lead
a blessed and happy life:
ui ydxap, oaig eu6aopojv
leAetc^s SeSiv eL,6a)v
3ooTav GLyLOTevtL
. .
.
0 blessed one, whoever observes
The ordinances of the gods.
His spirit leads a consecrated life...
Euripides, Bacchae
,
72-74
In short, while leXos can sometimes mean the entire sacred
ceremony, or ritual - as in xe'Xos yayoto - the singular form
usually means a particular moment, specific element, or
defined phase in the larger and more comprehensive ceremony
which Greek usually designates in the plural as teAn or
All this linguistic data, however, if it proves any-
thing, may prove too much. The fact that two members of
the *TeX vocabulary actually mean "ritual," "festival,"
or "ceremony," and the fact that nearly all such festivals
in Greece displayed at least some phase where the general
Sa6uayadif ferentiated itself into a pattern of circular move-
ment around an altar, temple, or some other sacred object
- these two facts only suggest that in this case we are
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seeing an example of that common Ixnguistic process of meto-
nymy whereby a word for the part came to stand for the whole
mo. and xcAexn meaning sacred ceremony or festxval only
indicate how extensively the image had pervaded Greek reli-
gious thinking and practice. But what is needed, in addi-
tion, in order to pin down the abstract and various mean-
ings of TsAos in Homer are not only generalized data from
the history of Greek religion which merely point to the
diffusion of the image, but also specific data from that
history which point to the particular experience in the
conduct of a Greek ritual where the notions severally but
indiscriminately attached to xe'Aos in our modern lexica,
may be seen in their original association. Can we find,
then, any specific ceremony or rite - some historical leAog
or leAetn " where the image of circular, turning or rotating
movement is unmistakeably associated with the Homeric ideas
of "fated death," "doom," "divine authority," and "comple-
tion," "consummation," and "fulfillment"?
The very formulation of the question points to the
answer. The general type of Greek ceremony which combines
all these disparate senses of te'Aos is the primitive annual
rite of the expulsion and slaying of the consecrated (.ir^ouaxos
- the "scapegoat." The rite pervaded the societies of the
5 8ancient world, and was familiar, as anthropologists tell
59
us, to societies outside the Western world and even in
the agricultural districts - which means the vast majority
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of districts
- in early modern Europe. All the historical
manifestations of the practice share features which amount
to a virtual "structure" or "type" for such ceremonies.
An individual, usually a criminal or some other kind of
outcast or pariah, is chosen; then, the evils, sins, and
anxieties of the community are projected onto that indivi-
dual; finally, the individual is physically expelled from
the territory of the community, taking its evils, sins,
and anxieties with him. There are many variations on the
general pattern. The cpapyaMo's may be an inanimate object
or collection of objects, or it may be an animal, a plant,
or a human being, either male or female. The actual expul-
sion
-
the t^eXaoLZ or perhaps itoyun in its original primi-
62tive connotation
-
may display any number of spatial pat-
6 3terns of movement. And the scapegoat may suffer any one
of several "fates," of which the primitive one was certainly
death
•
For the purpose of this study the center of attention
must be the manifestations of this practice among the an-
cient Greeks and their neighbors , and the specific episode
of the general ritual in which a circular or turning pattern
of movement may be seen. To repeat our central question:
what is the human experience which manifests itself in vi-
sual patterns of circular or turning movement? In many
of the Greek states and at Rome as well the essential act
of consecration in the ritual of the (potDuctMo'c consisted of
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driving the victim round about the precincts of the village
or city, or perhaps around the outer walls of the city.
This species of Sa6caua within the ceremony as a whole may
have been, according to our theory, the very xeAos in the
TcXexA: that is to say, it was the driving of the cpappaxo's
around the districts of the village, town, or city, or a-
round their walls, or perhaps around the fields, temples
or altars of their territories so that the sins, evils,
and anxieties lurking in every corner of the community might
be collected in the body of the scapegoat which first sug-
gested to the mind of the observers the image of the "going
round" as central to the ceremony. Consequently, in order
to express this spatial pattern in a visual image, those
observers may well have chosen a word conveying the appro-
priate image. That word perhaps was teAos .
Moreover, the performance of this ritual goes a long
way toward explaining the far more abstract ideas of accom-
plishment, consummation, and fulfillment. We have already
seen ( supra at 119-122) in the simple case of the competi-
tors in a race, that leAos meaning "turnpost" led quite
naturally to the idea of leAos as "finish-line." The idea
was that the competitors must round the last turnpost before
they could finish the race. Just so in the ritual of the
coaopaHos . The ceremony of expiatory expulsion - the c^cAaaus
- was not complete - fulfilled - until the Tntpuaxos had been
forced to make the rounds of the village, town, or city,
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collecting all the sins of the community. The ceremony
was not consummated until the scapegoat, having had projec-
ted onto him every evil spirit lurking about, was at last
expelled from the territory of the society. when he had
crossed the last portion of the communal space, he was quite
literally pushed over the boundary. This was, if you will,
the "finish-line" of the expulsion ceremony, the end of
the xeAos in the TeAein.
In this ceremony too we have the explanation of liXoz
meaning "fated death" or what translators now render as
"doom." In many cases the last sacred act, the last leXos
in the TeAexn of expulsion, was the killing of the Tapyaxo's. At
the very moment when he was driven across the boundary of
the communal space, or when he had completed his circumvala-
tion of fields, altars, or temples, he was thrown from a
cliff or had his throat cut. This was the truly terminal
teXos / the primitive religious archetype behind the Homeric
teXos davdxouo.
Finally, the ceremony of the e^eXaat-s goes a long way
toward explaining why the leXos found in the extant Greek
literature usually connotes divine authority and power.
In the historical Greek states the oapyaxoj were conceived
as substitutes for their kings, and there is plenty of evi-
dence indicating that in archaic times the scapegoat had
been the king himself. Sometimes he was chosen to be
king precisely in order to fill that one communal function..^^
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The scapegoat was imagined to possess d.v.ne authority and
power because in him were collected a host of immortal spi-
rits
- admittedly evil and sinful, or baleful ones - whose
very presence made the cpapua.o's sacred - 6aupdvuos if not
exactly Upo,
.
indeed, the efficacy of the scapegoat in
fulfilling the function of the expiation makes sense only
if he is imagined as having become "filled" with spirit
that is, conceived as e^^eos with the immortal spirits
of the community. Some scholars even trace the origin of
the gods on Olympus to these very real ceremonies of expia-
tory expulsion.
CHAPTER VIII
SUMMATION: THE CONTRIBUTION OF GREEK EXPERIENCETO THE IDEA OF REVOLUTION
we have now completed our survey of the semantic fields
encompassed by the four Greek derivatives of the Indo-
European root *quel. Let us review the principal findings
in each of the four "quadrants" on our semantic compass
in order to appreciate better the major contributions of
these word groups to the idea of revolution in Western
culture
.
From ku'mXos comes the smallest and the best known con-
tribution. It had only just begun its career of intellec-
tual abstraction in the sixth century with the pre-socratic
philosophers and the Orphic cultists - both "dissenting"
minorities in Greek culture who were thought to be odd by
their own contemporaries. As abstractions, xu'kAos and its
relatives became popular only with the dramatists and poets
of the fifth century. Its original semantic fields com-
prised the principal communal activities of the archaic
Indo-European tribe - semi-nomadic and pastoral transhumance
,
military maneuvers, aristocratic hunting, and patriarchal
governance. The specific images involved in each of these
activities were the wheel (of carts and chariots), the band
of huntsmen with spears and nets surrounding a quarry, and
the circle of elders sitting in council. Between the time
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of Hesiod and Herodotus, and probably with a major influence
from Mesopotamian cosmology and astrology at the close of
the Persian Wars near mid-fifth century, these images based
on the xuKAos were projected up into heaven to describe the
movement of heavenly bodies, and from the further develop-
ment and elaboration of this astral imagery in the hands
of the Hellenistic astronomers and astrologists
, the seman-
tic field of kukAos entered the mainstream of what we call
"Western" culture, and bequeathed to the idea of revolu-
tion in modern times those peculiar connotations of celes-
tial
-
and even cosmic
- regularity and inevitability which
we find first in the Italian historians and in the still
semi-mystical calculations of Copernicus and Kepler.
From the Greek root *{f)zX comes a vocabulary with
considerably richer associations. its original semantic
fields are certainly narrower than mu'mXos : its vocabulary
center predominantly on the pastoral and martial aspects
of the early Greek communities; it has little to do with
hunting and nothing to do with governance. Its associations,
however, are much more vital - even frenetic - than the
xuhAos vocabulary. Whereas the image of the mumAos remains
remarkably static until the verb forms appear in the sixth
and fifth centuries, the image of the LAn is movement itself:
HuxAos merely presents a shape to our contemplation, a static
inscription in space; the cA vocabulary on the other
hand signifies the very movement which inscribed that space.
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The career of the underlying image in this word group from
Homer to Herodotus reveals, both morphologically as well
as semantically, how the discreet image of "revolving" en-
tered Hellenic, Hellenistic, and then Western culture.
Its career accounts precisely for the "revolution" in revo-
lution. Moreover, the regular association of the
*(f ) eX vo-
cabulary with military activity - an association which marked
an immense semantic field signifying the physical movements
whereby death and destruction were dealt out to enemies
in combat
-
goes a long way toward explaining why the later
and more abstract members of the word group, including our
own modern "revolution," always suggest the element of vio-
lence. If the modern mind has concluded that "a revolution
is not a dinner party," as Chairman Mao is reputed to have
said, we may safely trace the origin of this sanguinary
association to the bloody world of the Greek warrior-heroes.
From the third Greek root, * leA
, comes a vocabulary
which both combines the breadth of the semantic field of
ku'kAos with the semantic richness of the *(p)eA family, and
constitutes in sheer numbers a repertoire of words greater
than the kukAos and the *(^)eA families combined. The * TieA
root provided Greek with representatives in all the areas
of archaic Greek life covered by the humAos and the ^A
word groups, and in several other important areas besides.
The * TieA vocabulary extends to the fields of pastoralism,
nomadism, and transhumance generally; it extends to agricul-
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tare and viticulture; it extends to hunting and to warfare;
to nascent commerce and to the novel institutions of that
innovation the Greeks called the uo'A.,
; and finally, to that
area of human life which was considered by most Greeks to
be the most important of all - to ritual and religions.
Philologically speaking, the members of the HeX group are
generally characterized by that sense which Greek expresses
in the "middle voice." whereas mu'kAo, and its relatives
are nearly all static - "passive" in the non-technical mean-
ing of that term
- and convey their image independent of
the subject, whose relation to it is usually contemplative;
and whereas the M^)eA family is essentially active and
transitive, presupposing a subject who acts upon an object
by executing a revolving, circling, or rotary movement;
the * mX family occupies a "middle" ground, syntactically
and semantically speaking. That is to say, the activity
of the subject affects himself as much as, and indeed pre-
cisely to the extent that, he affects an object. It is
for this reason that so many of the nouns in the *ncX group
designate a living, animate agent as he moves or propels
himself in a turning, circling, or rotating pattern, and
why so many of the verbs are used most commonly in the mid-
dle voice. The career of the *TtEX group from Homer to Hero-
dotus - a career whose semantic catholicity is unrivalled
by any of the other Greek roots which convey images of cir-
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cular motion
- underscores the pervasiveness of "revolu-
tionary" images and metaphors in Greek life and thought.
Throughout the entire course of ancient Greek history,
and long after the assimilation and sublimation of these
words to the abstruse and esoteric ancient systems of cosmo-
logy, astrology, philosophy, and "science," which began
in earnest in the Hellenistic age, the members of the
* neX group retained their archaic connections with the more
down to earth human and communal activities of agriculture,
warfare, politics, and religion. This feature of pervasive-
ness of the * neX group in Greek explains why, at the level
of ideas and concepts if not of historical phenomena and
facts, it has been next to impossible in modern times even
to imagine, let alone to talk about, revolution in human
communities apart from "the social question."
Finally, from the Greek root *TeA comes a vocabulary
whose semantic field - although it is at once the narrowest
in linguistic "area" of the four quadrants on the compass
of the Indo-European *quel and yet within that area is also
the most diverse, complex and consequently the most resis-
tant to analysis - provides perhaps the profoundest insights
into how "the Greek mind" related its experiences in the
mundane activities of agriculture and military life to its
most abstract, mystical, and always religious notions of
death, fate, and authority. The underlying image of turning,
circling, or rotary movement in this word group expresses
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itself in its most concrete and specific forms in the image
of the boundary mark around which a Greek farmer turned
his team of oxen or mules when plowing, and in the image
of the turnpost around which the competitors in races run.
we may not conclude in this case, however, that these con-
crete expressions from agriculture and warfare constituted
the word group's original semantic field. Moreover, we
cannot reconstruct a linguistic career for the *TeA group
because the full range of that career confronts us already
in Homer fully developed and complete. The * teA group is
already teAneus at the dawn of Greek literature. The appear-
ances of members of the group in the extant literature from
Homer to Herodotus constitute
, philologically speaking,
a mere footnote
- though an admittedly important one - to
the already highly abstract and "philosophical" uses in
the epic tradition. Consequently, the most important fea-
ture of this word group for the history of the idea of revo-
lution in Western culture is its very antiquity. Its seman-
tic career reached its full maturity before Homer, and from
that simple fact we must conclude that the images and ideas
we find associated with it in the Iliad and the Odyssey
must have undergone a development lasting many centuries
during the Greek archaic period. During the course of that
shadowy pre-history we must assume that words like leAos,
tcAgoj
,
and TeAncts were imagined by these "proto-Greeks , " and
later by that indigenous "Pelasgian" population which they
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subdued, as appropriate expressions for those specific ele-
ments in religious ritual which presented to the observer
the image of circular motion; that the specific riXo, within
the larger religious ceremony or festival became the word
designating the rite as a whole or as a type of religious
performance; that this "type" of performance was originally
undertaken in connection with the most primitive chthonic
divinities who were the patrons of agriculture and the dead,
and not at first with the distant and aloof Olympians; that
the performer of these xeAn
, whose function was to placate,
propitiate, or otherwise pacify these dark spirits, was
at first the "leader" of the community, the chief elder,
the king
-
the BaaUcus ; that during times of crisis - of
warfare, plague, famine, or some other episode of natural
catastrophe the king himself acted as a (DaoMaxds
, a scapegoat,
who, because of his frequent spiritual intercourse with
the gods of the community during more normal times, contained
in his person sufficient divine authority, power, efficacy
or potency to ward off calamity by his offering of himself
as a sacrifice to propitiate the apparently offended commu-
nal deities; and finally, that his tc'Aoc;
, that is, his ri-
tual, fated death, became institutionalized in the religious
calendars of many Greek communities, was reenacted on a
regular and usually annual basis, the king as onpmnoz some-
times being ritually killed, other times killed only in
effigy, and sometimes killed only symbolically, as a kind
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of spiritual prophylactic against periodic disaster, and
at last became through time and many alterations and embel-
lishments in matters of detail an almost joyous observance
and commemoration of an antique ancestral custom whose pri-
mitive significance was only dimly remembered through the
reassuring mediation of literature and art, through the
combined influence, that is of etiological myths and the
vicariously enjoyed catastrophes of Dionysian tragedy.
These most peculiarly Greek associations of ideas de-
rived from one of their inherited images of turning, cir-
cling, or revolving motion are pregnant with analytical
possibilities for the student of modern ideas about revolu-
tion. If ever analysts of historical revolutions have
thrown up their hands in frustration over the effort to
understand certain recalcitrant psychological data in the
rhetoric of revolutions and revolutionaries - the endless
appeals to "the public good," or "the people"; the insis-
tence on the role of "the leader" or "the revolutionary
elite"; the decidedly mystical notion of "the martyrs of
the revolution"; or the conviction that the health of any
community requires "a revolution every twenty years" or
that "the tree of liberty is watered with the blood of ty-
rants" - if ever these ideas have defied even logical, let
6 7alone historical, analysis, perhaps students of modern
ideas concerning revolution could do no better than to turn
their attention to those historical moments when specific
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images of revolutionary movement, inherited through millenia
of linguistic usage whose ancient significations are recover
able by modern methods of linguistic analysis, are employed
by revolutionaries, or the observers of revolutions, to
characterize the nature and motives of the phenomenon at
hand. As long as revolutions continue to occur among pre-
dominantly agricultural societies, as were the American,
French, Russian and Chinese revolutions; as long as there
exists an essentially "pagan" or "heathen" substratum of
popular religious ideas and superstitions below the level
of the "official" religions and ideologies; and as long
as the rhetoric of revolution is formed from the Indo-Euro-
pean stock of inherited revolutionary imagery, then the
example of the development of revolutionary imagery in Greek
culture will continue to provide historical enlightenment.
NOTES
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Ih. r^'^^t ^1^^^°"^^^^°^
°f repetition, or recurrence, is perhacs
rSL? ^- Hofstadter's now famous
'^^^]'
^'fZ'J^^!'-- Gol<^en Braid (New York,ly/y). Taking its cue from Godei's discovery of the
iT.TnT mathematical systems, Hofstadter plays theIdea of recursive structures through a half-dozen fieldsof human activity, including art, music, philosophy, andcomputer science. For explicit discussion of models Sf
Of?erinS"%\ /4T7'''^^^ "Introduction: A Musico-Logicalfering at 2 -27; Chapter V, "Recursive Structures andProcesses" at 149-50; Chapter X, "Levels of DescrTptionfand Computer Systems" at 287-96; and Chapter XIII, "BlooPand FlooP and GlooP." oxoot-
2. C.G. Jung, Man and His Symbols (London, 1964) Theidea of the archetype, both as an alleged fact of psychic
economy and as a tool of psychic analysis, is lucidly pre-
sented in Jolan Jacobi, Complex/Archetype/Svmbol in thePsychology of C.G. Jung (New York & London,—19591
—
1971)Ralph Manheim, trans. The so-called "Jungian" approach
to human psychic life and development is recapitulated inErich Neumann, The Origins and History of Consciousness(New York & London, 1959; 1970) R.F.C. Hull, trans., and
the idea of the circle as a pre-conscious archetype in thehuman mind is presented in The Great Mother: An Analysis
of the Archetype (Princeton]^ 1955; 1963 ) Ralph Manheim,
trans, by the same author.
3. From the immense corpus of Jean Piaget, the essential
works on his idea of the "circular reaction" stage in the
development of the human infant are The Origin of Intelli-
gence in Children (New York, 1952 ) and Play, Dreams and
Imitation in Childhood (New York, 1962) C. Gattegno and
F.M. Hodgson, trans., especially Ch . I, "The First Three
Stages..." pp. 6-29. The corpus of commentary on Piaget 's
work is growing with his popularity. On the idea of the
"circular reaction" phenomenon see John H. Flavell, The
Developmental Psychology of Jean Piaget (Princeton, 1963T
especially Ch
. 2 "Basic Properties of Cognitive Functioning
...The Concept of Schema," pp. 52-58 and Ch. 3, "The Sensory-
Motor Period: General Developent ... Functional Variants and
the Primary Circular Reaction" pp. 92-94; "The Secondary
Circular Reaction," pp. 101-109; and Herbert Ginsberg and
Sylvia Opper, Piaget 's Theory of Intellectual Development
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1979) especially Ch. 2, "Infancy"
pp. 34-36; 43-36; 56-58.
4. Freud's notion that the study of the human capacity
for language would ultimately provide the link between indi-
vidual and group psychology was a by-product of the debate
with Jung over the status of symbols. In order to counter
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tvoef unempirical idealism of Jung's "arche-
oriai^s of an""
^°-P-ll-d to elaborate his view on the
group see Freud's "The Unconscious" (1915) SE XIV ^66
XV XVT
^il^^2ductor
^_ Lectures on Psvchoana 1 Lf' ^ ^5) Se"especially Lecture X. " Symbolism in Dreams " ofcourse, Freud's interest in the phenomenon of l^ngu^ge waf
^scllTrl' Of ^thf" " '^^"^^^^ contributed To h?aiscovery o he unconscious; psychoanalytic therapy isunimaginable without the "talking cure"; and his later st^-
of^lanauaal
presupposes a theory of the func^Jonla g ge The only adequate study of Freud's contribu-
Tnhn V
fashionably called "psycholinguistics"IS Jo Forrester, Language and the Origins o f Psychoana-lysis (New York, 1980), See also femile Benveniste, "Remark son the Function of Language in Freudian Theory" in MaryElizabeth Meek ed., Problems in General Linguistics (MiamJ
II .PP; .Kenneth Burke, "Freud and the Analysisof Poetry 45 American Journal of Sociology ( 1939-40 ) pp 391-417; Marshall Edelson, Language and Inte rpretation in Psy-
choanalysis (New Haven & London, 197 5); Juilius Laffal
,Freud s Theory of Language," 33 Psychoanalyti c Quarterly
pp. 157-75; Bonnie E. and Norman S. Litowitz, "The Influence
of Linguistic Theory on Psychoanalysis: A Critical, Histori-
cal Survey," 4 International Review of Psychoanalysis, pp419-448; Patrick J. Mahoney, "Freud in the Light of Classi-
cal Rhetoric," 10 Journal for the History of the Behavioral
Sciences (1974), 413-25; Jacques Lacan, The L^K^^e
of the Self; The Function of Language in Ps'ychoanalysi s(Baltimore, 1968) A. Wilden, trans.; and Paul Ricoeur, Freud
and Philosophy: An Essay on Interpretation (New Haven, 1970
)
D. Savage, trans.
5. See Appendix A: A Brief Comment with Select Biblio-
graphy on Linguistics, Psycholinguistics and Sociol inguis-
tics .
6. The idea of revolution cannot be understood without
a thorough acquaintance with the history of astrology and
the occult sciences. Not only the word "revolution" itself,
but many of its semantic associations - like the idea of
inevitability and regularity - were transmitted to Western
European culture through the medium of these popular super-
stitions. While the official culture of the late Roman
Empire was decaying, astrology and the occult sciences sur-
vived and even retained some of their ancient vitality.
The essential studies concerning the transmission of this
popular element into Western culture are Auguste Bouche-
LeClerq, Histoire de la divination dans I'antiquite (Paris,
1879-82 ) , 4 vols . ; Brian W. Copenha ven , Symphorien Champier
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and the Reception of the Occultist Tradition i n Renaissance|£anc| (Lawrence. Kan., 1972 ); Franz V.E. Cumont, Astrl^yand Religion Among the Greeks and Romans (New York & London/lyi^); and A. J. Festuguiere, La revel ation d'Hermes Tris-megiste: Vol. I: L'astrologie e t ies sciences occultes(Pans, ^nd ed., 1950 ). See also Don Cameron Allen, TheStar-crossed Renais sance: The Quarrel About Astrology iHdIts Influence m England (Durham. N.C Imzim. n...^^ i^m:in-i,Fatalisme et liberte dans I'antiquite grecgue (Louvain,
i^f^^! Frederick Henry Cramer, Astrology in Roman Law andPolitics (Philadelphia, 1954); Mark A. Graubard, Astrology
and Alchemy: Two Fossil Sciences (New York, 1953) ; HerbertLeventhal, In the Shadow of the Enlightenment: Occultism
and Renaissance Science in Eighteenth-Century Americ a (New
York, 1976); Charles A. Mercier, Astrology in Medicine (Lon-don, 1914); David Purgiee, "Astrology," Dictionary of the
History of Ideas
,
Vol. 1, pp. 118-26; Wayne Shumaker, TheOccult Sciences in the Renaissance: A Study in Intellectual
Patterns (Berkeley & London, 1972); Keith Thomas, ReligiHK
and the Decline of Magic (New York, 1971), especially chs.
10-12, "Astrology," pp. 283-385; Daniel P. Walker, Spiritual
and Demonic Magic; From Ficino to Campanella (London, 1958;
1969
; 1975 ) , especially Ch . 2 "Ficino" s Astrological Music"
pp. 12-24; and Theodore O. Wedel, The Medieval Attitude
Toward Astrology, Particularly in England (New Haven, 1920 )
.
7. For revolutio in Saint Augustine, see Lewis and Short,
full citation in Note #14.
8. For the use of rivoluzione in the Renaissance Italian
historians see Felix Gilbert, "Revolution," Dictionary of
the History of Ideas
,
Vol. 4 (New York, 1968, 1973).
9. See especially Thomas S. Kuhn, The Copernican Revolu -
tion: Planetary Astronomy in the Development of Western
Thought (Cambridge, Ma. & London, 1957). See also Herbert
Butterfield, The Origins of Modern Science, 1300-1800 (Lon-
don, 1949); A.C. Crombie, Augustine to Galileo (Cambridge,
Ma., 1952); J.L.E. Dreyer, A History of Astronomy from Thales
to Kepler (New York, 2nd ed . , 1953 ) ; Lynn Thorndike, A His -
tory of Magic and Experimental Science (New York, 1923-41);
and Frances Yates, Giordano Bruno and the Hermetic Tradition
(London, 1964 ) .
10. Thomas Hobbes, Behemoth; or an Epitome of the Civil
Wars of England, from 1640 to 1660 (London, 1969) F. Tonnies
ed., p. 214; Edward Hyde, Earl of Clarendon, The History
of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in England (Oxford, 1888)
Book XVI.
11. See for example, Hannah Arendt, On Revolution (New
York, 1963), Ch . 2, "The Meaning of Revolution"; Arthur
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• K
^ discussion of the history of historical linauis-tics IS based on Malcolm Crick's work on that subject Ixplorations in Language and Meaning; Toward a Semantic AnlS^"
^£i2Sy (New York, 19761: Si^-Tlso J . -C . Chevalier "Le s
Fri^drCrofe^-'pr^^'^r^^ historigue," I'n^MemorSiedrich Diez ; P oceedings of the Colloguium f^r~th^-RiJ=tory of Romance Studies (Amsterd.r., iq7.,
^^^^^M Hoen^gswald, "Intentions, Assumptions, and Contradictionsin Historical Linguistics," Current Issues in Linguls^Jc
British Social Anthropologists and Language (Oxford, 1974)Deli Hymes, ed.. Studies in the History of Linguistics'Traditions and
_Paradigms ( Bloomington
,
T^^dT, 1974 ); andLanguage in Culture and Society; A Reader in Linguisticsand Anthropology (New York, 1964), especi ally the two arti-cles by Paul Thieme; Alan R. Keller, ed., A Reader in Histo-rical and Comparative Linguistics (New York, 1972 ) • E F KKoerner, Ferdinand de Saussure: Origin and DevelopmenV 'nfHis Thought in Wes tern Studies of Language: A Cont ribution
12 the History of Linguistics (London, 1973 ) ; "1876 as aTurning Point in the History of Linguistics," 4 Journal
2| Indo-European Studies (1976)pp. 333-53 ; "The Importance
of Linguistic Historiography and the Place of History inLinguistic Science," 14 Foundations of Language (1976) pp. 541-
47; Wmfred P. Lehman, "id^ and trans., A Reader in Nine-teenth Century Historical Indo-European Linguistics (Bloom-ington, Ind., 1967), and "Saussure's Dichotomy Between Des-
criptive and Historical Linguistics," Directions for Histo -
rical Linguistics: A Symposium (AustirT;^ Texas, 1971 ) Yakov
Malkiel, ed., pp. 3-20; Maurice Leroy, Les grands courants
de la linguistique moderne (Brussels & Paris
, 1963 ) ; Antoine
Meillet, Linguistique historique et linguistique generale
(Paris, 2nd ed., 1926-1936); Robert Lee Miller, The Linguis -
tic Relativity Principle and Humboltian Ethno-Linguistics
:
A History and Appraisal (The Hague, 1968); Christine Mohrman
et al., eds.. Trends in European and American Linguistics,
1930-1960 (Utrecht, 1963 ) ; Herman Parret, ed.. History of
Linguistic Thought and Contemporary Linguistics (Berlin,
1976 ) ; Holger Pedersen, Linguistic Science in the~Nineteenth
Century; Methods and Results (Cambridge, Ma., 1931); Robert
H. Robins, A Short History of Linguistics (Utrecht, 1967);
and "History of Linguistics," 5 Anthropological Linguistics
(1963).
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13. The modern discipline of intellectual history is no-where near as homogeneous as the discussion above maj seem
tenlt'fentral'to °' ^° ^ "methodri'ogr et c l t intellectual history" rests on i-h(= wo^hal^-. The discipline has been divided since its establlsh-
Tn^erna'l 'and 'T' '"""^"^ practiced "^^inJyi terna those who practiced primarily external criti-
aid'th. .^^^V- . ^^^^ ^"^^^^ ^^^"^^^ •intertextuaUsJs"n t e contextualists
" has often been heated but neitherside has ever denied the intellectual legitimacy of theopposing method. The debate has been over the relative
^^^gj^^ t° be accorded each method and the proper balanceto be struck between them. Both sides have admitted thenecessity of both approaches in some degree or other tosound historical scholarship. For the history of this debate
see Robert Darnton in his "Intellectual and Cultural Historyin Michael Kammen, ed., The Past Before Us: Contemporary
Historical Writing in the United States ( Ithaca, 1980)
.
See also George Boas, The History of Ideas (New York, 1969)*
Thomas Bradsdorf
, "Lovejoy's Idea of Idea," 8 New Literary
History (1977) pp. 195-211; Charles F. Delzell, ed. , Conti-
nental Symposium on the Future of History (Nashville, Tenn.
,
1977), especially the article by Paul K. Conkin, "Intellec-
tual History: Past, Present and Future," pp. 111-33; John
Dunn, "The Identity of the History of Ideas," 43 Philosophy
(1968) pp. 85-104 ;Arthur A. Ekirch, American Intellectual
History: The Development of the Discipline (Washington,
D.C., 1973); Felix Gilbert and S.R. Graubard, eds
.
, Histori-
cal Studies Today (New York, 1972), especially the article
by Gilbert, "Intellectual History: Its Aims and Methods,"
pp. 141-58; Felix Gilbert, John Higham, and Leonard Krieger,
eds.. History: The Development of Historical Studies in
the United States (Englewood Cliffs, N. J. , 1965 ) ; John C.
Greene, "Objectives and Methods of Intellectual History,"
44 Mississippi Valley Historical Review (1957) pp. 58-74;
John Higham and Paul K. Conkin, eds., Wingspread Conference
on New Directions in American Intellectual History (Balti-
more, 1979); John Higham, "Beyond Consensus: The Historian
as Moral Critic," in Writing American History: Essays on
Modern Scholarship ( Bloomington
,
Ind., 1970); Quentin Skinner,
"Meaning and Understanding in the History of Ideas," 8 His-
tory and Theory (1969) pp. 3-53; Robert A. Skotheim, American
Intellectual Histories and Historians (Princeton, 1966);
and generally, Hayden V. White, "Tasks of Intellectual His-
tory," 53 The Monist (October, 1969) pp. 606-30.
14. Lewis & Short, E.A. Andrew's A New Latin Dictionary
(New York, 1879
, 1907); R.C. Palmer et al . , eds., Oxford
Latin Dictionary (Oxford, 1968) Fascicle VII, pp. 1649-50;
and A. Meillet et A. Ernout , Dictionnaire etymologique de
la langue latine: Histoire des mots (Paris, 1959).
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15. See Livy, Histories, Book 34.5; Horace, Epodes, 2,1,233
16. See Meillet and Ernout, Note 12 above, and Pierre
(r!!'!!?'i^:a°.'''^'°""^^^^
etymoloqique de la langue arecnu.
17. See the bibliographies in F.W. Walbank, A HistoricalCommentary on Polybius (Oxford, 1957-1979 ) 3 ~VSn
3 and especially in Paul Pedech, La methode histor'ique dePolybe (Pans, 1964 ) which contains many nineteenth century
works. ^
18. The best example of this type of approach to Polybius,in English, is G.W. Trompf, The Idea of Historic al Recurrencein Western Thought; From Antiquity to the Ref
o
rmatiorTTBiF^
& London, 1979 ), Ch . 1 "The Poiybian Anacyclosis
or Cycle of Governments," and Ch . 2 "Polybius and the Ele-
mentary Models of Historical Recurrence in the Classical
Tradition," pp. 4-115.
19. F.W. Walbank (see Note l7 ) has drawn the sensible
conclusion from this point. Rejecting the idea of any
direct influence from either Plato's Republic or Politics
or Aristotle's Ethics
,
or from any of the organized "schools"
of philosophy in the centuries immediately preceding his
own, Walbank speculates that the idea of avaMuxAojoLq Polybius
"probably took... over directly from the eclectic, philoso-
phical source of a popular culture..." p. 658. We need
not, however, go so far as Walbank when he concludes that
"in the form in which [Polybius] presents it, the cycle
has so many traditional elements that the immediate source
is probably past recovery," p. 644. We may concur in the
qualification "immediate," but the very nature of "tradi-
tional elements," especially when it comes to literature,
makes recovery eminently practicable. That is precisely
what philology and historical comparative linguistics are
all about. We may never know what texts Polybius studied
or was familiar with but we can certainly surmise the charac-
ter of the cultures he grew up and lived in by an analysis
of the languages he spoke. This is the great advantage
of Paul Pedech' s study (see Note 15); see also T.H. Cole,
"The Sources and Composition of Polybius VI," 13 Histor ia
(1964) pp. 440-44 ; J. A. Foucault, Recherches sur la langue
et le style de Polybe (Paris, 1972); Kurt von Fritz, T he
Theory of the Mixed Constitution in Antiquity: A Critical
Analysis of Polybius' Political Ideas (New York, 1954),
especially Ch . 4 "The Cycle of Constitutions and the Mixed
Constitutions" pp. 60-95; and F.W. Walbank, Polybius (Berke-
ley & London, 1972).
20. See especially Stuart Piggott, Ancient Europe, From
the Beginnings of Agriculture to Classical Antiquity: A
Survey (Edinburgh, 1965) pp. 93f f
.
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21. The best short account in Enqlish is w k r r.^^-u^•
(Boston, 1^95^0? Ch! * ^-ThfO^^S, "
Pol'- ! author Orpheus and GreekReli£ion (London, 1935). The scholarly literature on the
a^^^ -^-t. Among the mostccessible are William C. Greene, Moira: Fate
, Good, and
^i^^i^^^^^K^^^ (Cambridge, Ma., 1944, 19;3), especi-aiiy Ch. Ill Orthodoxy and Mysticism," pp. 47-88 • Pierre
fp^^-f'
culte des muses chez les philosophes grecgues
r^""^^:.}^^^^' ^' ^intorth, The Arts ot Orpheus (BerkP-ley, 1941); Louis Loulinier, Orphee et 1 ' orphi sme T~p-e nnnn^
^^^^g^q^^ (Pans, 1955 ); Herbert S. Long, A Study ^TMitfi^psychosis m Greece from Pythagoras to Plato (Diss.. Prinr^ -ton, 1948); Jane E. Harrison, Prolegomena to the Study ofGreek Religion (Cambridge, 1903 ), Chs. IX-XII, pp. 455-659-and Martin Nilsson, Opuscula (Lund, 1952) Vol. 2, pp. 628-83, "Early Orphism and Kindred Religious Movements."
22. Far and away the best discussion of this "sociological"
aspect of early Greek philosophy is Walter Burkert, Lore
and Science in Ancient P ythagoreani sm (Cambridge, 1972TE.L. Minar, Jr., trans. Burkert's work amounts to a (re)dis-
covery and reappraisal of the English "myth and ritual"interpreters of Greek literature - the so-called "Cambridge
School" including Jane E. Harrison, Gilbert Murray, A.B.
Cook and Francis M. Cornford. Burkert has acknowledged
this legacy, and has indeed brought his enormous Germanic
learning to its defense and elaboration, in his recent Struc-
ture and History in Greek Mythology and Ritual ( Berkeley
& London, 1979). In the earlier work, however, Burkert
is concerned with the intimate, confused relationship between
Greek religious mysticism and the growth of rational science
- a question which aligns him more with the interests of
Francis Cornford than with any of the other members of the
Cambridge School. Cornford 's From Religion to Philosophy:
A Study in the Origins of Western Speculation (Cambridge,
1912 ) may safely be considered the first important attempt
to gain insight into the origins and the content of Greek
philosophy by using the analytical techniques provided by
anthropology and sociology. See on Cornford, Geoffrey Mor-
rison, " Adyos jLyvoucvoz ; Francis Cornford' s Philosophical
Romance, From Religion to Philosophy" (unpublished). See
Francis M. Cornford, "Mysticism and Science in the Pythago-
rean Tradition," 16 Classical Quarterly (1922) pp. 137-50
and 17 ibid. (1923) pp. 1-12; Principium Sapientiae: The
Origins of Greek Philosophical Thought (Cambridge, 1952);
Werner Jaeger , The Theology of the Earfy Greek Philosophers
(Oxford, 1947); Charles H. Kahn, Anaximander and the Origins
of Greek Cosmology (New York, 1960); "Religion and Natural
Philosophy in Empedocles' Doctrine of the Soul," 42 Archi
v
fur Geschichte der Philosophie (1960) 180-87; G.S. Kirk
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and J.E. Raven, The Presocratic Philosophers: a CriticalHistory with a SeiecL.on ot Text. ^r.r.yZ..^^ I^-^T:^
t'
-n^t. °t Philosophical Cosmogony," Section5, Orphic Cosmogonies," pp. 37-48 ; E.L. Mmar, Early Pyt^a-gorean Politics in Practic e and Theory (Baltimore,"^ 1942 ) ;
^'aak, \ J"'
Pythagoras and Early Pythagoreani sm (Toronto,
t<aven, Pythagoreans and Eleatics (Cambridge,
r i^^K 1°""^.. ^l^stos, "Theology and Philosophy in EarlyGreek Thought," 2 Philosophical Quarterly (1952) pp. 97-123.
23. See Francis M. Cornford, Plato's Cosmology: The Timaeus
°^ Plato (New York & London, 1937), especially on "Circlesin the World Soul" (Timaeus, 36B-D) pp. 72-93.
24. See Appendix B: 'Cyclical' Time in Modern Historio-graphy
.
25. See his The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean Worldin the Age of Philip II (New York. 1972) Sian Reynolds,
trans «, Ch . 4 "Transhumance and Nomadism," pp. 85-102 .
26. Liddell-Scott-Jones; see Tre'Xaj
, niXouoLL .
27. Liddell-Scott-Jones ; see elAu
, etc.
28. See Appendix C: An Excursus on Greek Verbs Meaning
' To Be.
'
29. Liddell-Scott-Jones; see uAavaoj
,
uAdvos
,
ov
.
30. Liddell-Scott-Jones; see eynoAatds
,
ov
.
31. Liddell-Scott-Jones; see nwAeo)
,
eu^oAaw
, etc.
32. See for example the uses by Sophocles and Herodotus
of c^eynoAdu) ; Philoctetes 303
,
Antigone 1036
,
and Histories
II, 11; and the uses by Euripides and Xenophon of
otKeuTioAduj : Ion 131, Cyclops 257 , and Symposium 8.21.
33. See Chantraine, TtuAeoj . For the semantic field of
TiojAecj see also Emile Benveniste, Indo-European Language
and Society (London, 1973) E. Palmer, trans., pp. 108-12,
291; and for the fundamental notions of "give and take"
which underlay the ancient Indo-European sense of "purchase
and sale" see generally Section III, "Purchase." See also
Marcel Mauss, The Gift: Forms and Function of Exchange in
Archaic Societies (London & New York, 1954) I. Gunnison,
trans
.
34. Liddell-Scott-Jones, s.v. eyitdAnaos
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35. A.W. Verrall, ed., Medea (London, 1883, 1926) "Notes,"
pp .91 — 2. '
^'^'.o^^^^'
^"""^ trans., Trachiniae (Cambridge,layi) pp. 128-9. '
37. "The Women of Trachis," Michael Jameson, trans., inDavid Green and Richmond Lattimore
, eds
,
, The Complete GreekTragedies (Chicago, 1959) Vol. II, p. 309^
38. See Chantraine on TeAAopao
, xe'AAoj
, leAoucxL , and
teXos
, pp. 1101-03.
39. By far the most even-handed and judicious treatment
of the whole range of immensely complicated questions of
morphology and semantics presented by the Linear B texts
is L.R. Palmer's The Interpretation of Mycenaean Greek Texts
(Oxford, 1963 ) whose comprehensive bibliography
,
pp~. 381-
402
,
provides a sure guide to the history of the major con-
troversies and dilemmas in the field up to the book's date
of publication. The essential points of the Linear B prob-
lem are set out in John Chadwick and Michael Ventris, Docu-
ments in Mycenaean Greek: Three Hundred Selected Tablets
from Knossos, Pylos, and Mycenae (Cambridge, 1956 ) . Chad-
wick has written a brief account of the great linguistic
achievement of his colleague Michael Ventris in The Decipher
ment of Linear B (Cambridge, 2nd ed.
, 1967), and Saul Levin
has written a general critique of the Ventris-Chadwick
method in The Linear B Decipherment Controversy Re-examined
(New York, 1964). Palmer remains to this day, however,
the surest guide to the subject.
40. Again, see Chantraine on teAAoj and teAos . Liddell-
Scott-Jones is clearly inadequate on this entire problem.
All the entries under members of the * leA group need to
be re-written.
41. John Chadwick, The Mycenaean World (Cambridge, 1976),
p. 86.
42. On the morphological problems presented by leAoov see
Chantraine, p. 1103.
43. For the evidence contra see V. Pisani, "Sul valore
di telson ed oeka , " 18 Athenaeum N.S. (1940) 3-10.
44. The best account in English of the role of athletics
in Greek life, especially its religious aspect is E. Norman
Gardiner's Greek Athletic Sports and Festivals (London,
1910). See also his Athletics of the Ancient World (Oxford,
1930), especially Ch . Ill, "Athletics and Homer, "op. 18-27.
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Ch. IV "Athletics and Religion
, "pp. 2-8-52, Ch . IX, "The Sta-
FestivTl^. pp%2'2°2r^^^^ ^^^^ ^'^^etLr ai, p. 22 -29; and Harold A. Harric; rr-<=^c^v ^
and Athletics (London, 1964 ), espec fal ly 'ih .^X^^^aI^^^in the Epic Tradition," pp. 48-63 and Ch . 4 , "Th^ Events o^Greek Athletics - Running," pp. 64-77. f
^^^^ f^^^^'^l^^''^ ' sources cited therein.For the ullest recent discussion see Z. Philip Ambrose
"The Homeric Telos ," 43 Glotta (1965) pp. 38-61.
46. This was the line of argument pursued by M.A. Bayfieldm his article "On Some Derivatives of Telos" in 15 Classi-cal Review (1901) pp. 445-47. Bayfield ^Ti^-^ne of the firs tscholars to see that xeAos displayed some connection withthe Idea of "authority" and that accepted renderings ofits derivatives like teA£(l)os as "accomplishment" or "reli-gious rite" were insufficient.
47. See generally Marcel Detienne and Jean-Pierre Vernant,Cunning Intelligence in Greek Culture and Society (Sussex
Eng^^ 1979 ) , Ch~. r; "The Plots of Cunning .. .Antilochus
'
Race," pp. 11-27.
48. Richmond Lattimore, trans.. The Iliad of Homer (Chicago
& London, 1951), p. 460.
49. In fact, a member of the * tzX group has followed
precisely the same line of semantic development as
teXu) not TieXouau
. See ne'AESco in Liddel 1-Scott-Jones and
Chantraine
.
50. Liddell-Scott-Jones , s.v. eMaiouBn .
51. See Hugh G. Evelyn-White, ed. and trans., "Theogony,"
line 544 in Hesiod, The Homeric Hymns and Homerica (London
& New York, 1914, Loeb Classical Library), p. 97. Richmond
Lattimore is not only more sensible but provides a nearly
perfect compromise of meanings with his render ing ... "Ocean
the completely encircling river..." in his Hesiod (Ann Arbor,
Mich., 1965), p. 137.
52. See generally the entries under "Oceanus" in Robert
Graves, The Greek Myths ( Harmondsworth
,
1955) 2 vols., and
the ancient sources cited therein.
53. See H.G. Evelyn-White, ibid., p. 403.
54. Discussion of these fundamental features in the con-
duct of Greek religious rituals must begin with Fustel de
Coulanges, The Ancient City (1864; 1973), because he was
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or the r\'t'es'''seeT°'''^.'° '^'^ serxously the m.nutiae
Fire " Ch IV "tL n^^'^'t^^ ' "^^e Sacred
"Tt
' ; • ' ^'^^ Domestic Religion"; Book III ch tt
"New Religxous Beliefs," Ch
.
VI, "The Gods of the citj"Ch VII, "The Religion of the City," and Ch VIII "^hpRituals and the Annals." For detailed descriptions of' Greek
Cults ""oT^;"".'
generally Lewis Richard Farnell, ?heof the Greek States (Oxford, 1896-1909) and F. SokS?l°^ski, LOIS sacrees des cites grecaues (Paris, 1969).
55 Descriptions of the performances of the rites in thecults of Attica can be found in H.W. Parke, Festivals ofthe Athenians (Ithaca, 1977 ). For an account o f the cond^of the Eiresione see Ch
. 4, "Pyanepsion , " pp. 73-94 - theBouphonia Ch. 12 " Skirophor ion , " pp. 156-69, and the Diony-sia, Ch. 9, Elaphebolion," pp. 125-36. For the cruciiTTV^important Dionysia see also J. -P. Guepin, The Tragi c ParadoxMyth and Ritual in Greek Tragedy (Amsterdam, 1968), ChV, Animal Sacrifice and the Dionysia," pp. 16-18; FrancoisRobert, Thymele (Paris, 1939); A.W. Pickard-Cambr idge
, TheTheatre of Dionysus at Athens (Oxford, 1946) and The Draii^tic Festivals of Athens (Oxford, 1953). The view that a
circular 6a6Laya around the altar of a temple or sacred
spot constitutes the very act of consecration is rendered
conclusive by a report of the ancient commentator Euanthius
on the origins of drama:
Comoedia fere vetus ut ipsa quoque tragoedia
simplex carmen, quemadmodum iam diximus, fuit,
quod chorus circa aras fumantes nunc spatiatus,
nunc revolvens gyros, cum tibicine concinebat.
(in Guepin, The Tragic Paradox
, cited above)
Evidence for the cult pratices of other Greek states which
bears on this point may be found in Farnell and Sokolowski,
cited in Note 55. See also Arthur Bernard Cook, Zeus: A
Study in Ancient Religion (Cambridge, 1914-1940) 3 vols
.
;
John Boardman and D.C. Kurtz, Greek Burial Customs (New
York, 1971); Joseph Fontenrose, Python; A Study of Delphic
Myth and its Origins (Berkeley, 1959); Jane E. Harrison,
Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion (Cambridge, 1903)
especially Chs. 2 and 3; and Themis: A Study of the Social
Origins of Greek Religion (Cambridge, 1912, 1927), especially
Ch. 5, "Totemism, Sacrament and Sacrifice," and Ch . 6 "The
Dithyramb, The Spring Festival and the Hagia Triada Sarco-
phagos"; G. Van Hoorn, Eleusis and the Eleusinian Mysteries
(Princeton, 1961); Martin P. Nilsson, Greek Popular Religion
(New York, 1941), Ch . 2 "Rural Customs and Festivals"; and
R.F. Willets, Cretan Cults and Festivals (London, 1962).
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parallels
- sometimes amounting to analooues
- between Greek and Mediterranean and Near Eastern rn?^practices see especially Theodor Gaster, Thesp^s RitualMyth and Drama in the Ancient Nea r East ( Ni^^^nT"^^^^and W Warde Fowler, Roman Fe-jtl^FiTrTTSQQ ) and 'th. 1giou s Experience of the Roman People (London: 1 9 2 2 )'^^^^cllil-cuitural studies are notoriously 'dangerous because ?hevrequire expertise in all the areas in which comparisonsare to be made and logical rigor in the criteria definingdifferences and similarities. Few scholars succeed at bSJhTwo who have done better than most are Mircea Eliade andE 0. James. Although Eliade 's work covers a vast fieldof concerns, drawing data from many non-Western as wellas western cultures, and ancient as well as modern and con-temporary religions, his central interest is religiousthought, especially myth. His central work is The Myth
?u...i .
^^^^''''^^ Return; or Cosmos and History (Princeton,
i , .nV.\ ^^^2^' trans: See also Myth and Reality (NewYork, 1963) W.R. Trask, trans., and The Sacred and the Pro-fane; The Nature of Religion (New York^ 1957 ) W. R. Trasktrans. James' concern, on the other hand, is with religiouspractices, with rites, rituals and performances and the
similarities and differences between them. it is not too
much of an oversimplification to say that whereas Eliadeis a "functionalist" in his presentation of the "role" of
myth-making in the human mind, James is a "structuralist"
who is content to observe order and recurrent patterns in
the conduct of religious performances. In this case the
French and English intellectual proclivities are reversed.
James' major works are Sacrifice and Sacrament (London*
1962); The Origins of Sacrifice (London, 1933); and Seasonal
Festivals and Feasts (London, 1961). The twentieth-century
concern with comparative histories of religion, and the
particular methods such inquiries employ, would be unthink-
able without James G. Frazer's encyclopedic The Golden Bough
(Cambridge, 1890; 3rd ed., 1907-1913, 12 vols.). Whatever
methodological naivete Frazer's volumes may display, they
still constitute a gold mine of basic information and obser-
vation on certain large patterns of recurring religious
phenomena. Contemporary studies in the history of religion
would not be where they are without him. Nevertheless,
both his data and his methods have been often amended even
if not exactly superceded. On any question, of method or
substance, touching upon the comparative history of reli-
gions the intellectual historian must rely upon seven scho-
larly journals: they are Revue de I'Histoire des Religions,
the Archiv fiir Religionswissenschaf t , and its successor
Zeitschrift fiir Religions- und Gei stegeschichte (post-1948),
The Journal of Religion and its successor The Review of
Religion (post-1936), Numen: International Review for the
History of Religions and its supplementary series, the Inter -
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national Bibliography of the History of Religions
.
ll^.t!^oJ^':^^^^^^^ - Chadw.c.-Pal.er
58. The best short account of the evidence for scaoeanafceremonies in the ancient Greek world is Walter Bu?ke?fStructure and History in Greek Mythology and RUual (Berke^ley ^^^London. 1979) Ch
.
1
.
"Transformatlol^T^rmclp^go^t"
^-h. ^i'^^^t
anthropologists had for some time been informingthe educated European public about such phenomena as Jhe
cS??u?ef ri^TT so-called "primitiye" non-Westernultures scholarly reports of similar social practicesamong the pious ancient Jews and glorious Greeks
^
provokedshock, surprise, and embarrassment. Classical scholars
:oined the chorus of clerics in righteous indignation.The first such report, w. Robertson Smith's Lectures onthe Religion of the Semites (Edinburgh, 1889 ) convincedScottish university authorities that they had been justifiedfor their earlier dismissal of Smith from the University
of Edinburgh. Smith took refuge from the puritans in Cam-bridge, where it was fashionable to wink at apostasies fromChristianity which were politely presented, but where anybreach in the veneration of the sacred classical texts ofGreece and Rome was barely tolerated. The academic howl
which James G. Frazer, a friend and one-time disciple ofSmith's at Cambridge, set off when he published the first
edition of The Golden Bough in 1890 has only in the last
two decades died down to a grumble. There remains, even
in the 1980s, an antiquarian, f iliopietistic strain among
classicists
- and even within the minds of otherwise sensi-
ble individuals
- especially among those brought up at the
knee of German philosophical idealism or British imperial-
ism that cannot forgive anthropological debunking of "the
glory that was Greece and the grandeur that was Rome."
See generally, James G. Frazer, The Golden Bough
, Part IV,
"The Scapegoat" (London, 1913), especially Ch . 3, pp. 152-
54 and Ch
. 4; Jane Harrison, Prolegomena to the Study of
Greek Religion (Cambridge, 1903), Chs. 2 and 3 and Themis ;
A Study of the Social Origins of Greek Religion (Cambridge,
1912 ) especially Ch. 5 "Totemism, Sacrament and Sacrifice,"
pp. 118-57 and Ch . 7 "The Origin of the Olympic Games, a
Chapter Contributed by F.M. Cornford, " pp. 212-59; Gilbert
Murray, The Rise of the Greek Epic (Oxford, 1907), pp. 11-
15, 130-40 and Appendix A "The Pharmakoi and Human Sacrifice,"
pp. 317-21; Oliver R. Gurney, The Hittites ( Harmondsworth
,
1952) Ch. 7 "Religion," pp. 132-69; Max Pulver, "Jesus'
Round Dance and Crucifixion According to the Acts of St.
John," in Joseph Campbell, ed., Papers from the Eranos Year -
books (New York, 1956) Vol. 2, ppT 169-93 , especially at
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of Pollution a7d-^jh7^7w Tr..^ll^^^^^^^
proceedings ot the Xlth I nternational Conore... o f the Inter-
especil?i; on 47
Pollution and Rites of Purification "
f/ S ? M ^ f^' Jean-Pierre Vernant and Pierr4yidal-Naquet Myth et tragedie en .rece ancienn. (Paris?
nn 1^^ ^«
^^%sse et sacrifice dans I'Orestie d'Eschyle"pp. 33-58; and J. -P. Guepin, The Tragic Paradox: Myth andRitual in Greek Tragedy (Amsterdam, 1968 ).
On the general character of the scapegoat ceremony
a species of ritual sacrifice, see the now classic essayHenri Hubert and Marcel Mauss, Sacrifice: Its Nature
59
as
by
..^..^^ ..^^^^u iiu mdx i m
and Functions (Paris, 1898; London, 1964) W.D. Halls, trans
especially Ch
. 3 "The_ General Functions of the Sacrifice"', ^ ^^^^^j^ iui ^ux ^iii^ ui un b 1 1 ice
"
at p. 50, See also Rene Girard, Violence and the Sacred(Pans, 1972) P, Gregory, trans,
, ~Ch~. 1 "Sacrifice" andCh. 2 "The Sacrificial Victim," pp. 1-60; Mircea Eliade,From Primitives to Zen: A Thematic Sourcebook of the History
of Religions (New York, 1967), Ch . 3 "Man and the Sacred,"
Section C, "Types of Sacrifice," pp. 201-28 on Greece and
Rome; Jean Cazeneuve, Sociologie des rites, tabou, maqie,
sacre (Paris, 1971). ' ~
60. Wilhelm Mannhardt's Wald- und Feldkulte (Berlin, 1875-
77) 2 vols, and Mythologische Forsungen (Strasbourg, 1884)
remain the point of departure for any discussion of the
survivals of pagan religion in early modern Europe . For
the continuation of the scapegoat tradition despite the
official conversion to Christianity see Pierre Riche , La
quotidiennevie
Part IV, Ch. 1
pp . 215-26 and
Anglo-Saxon England
dans 1 'empire carolingien ( Paris
, 1973 )
,
"Les croyances et la tonal ite religieuse
,
William A. Chaney, The Cult of Kingship in
The Transition from Paganism to Chris-
tianity (Manchester, 1970), Ch. 3, "The Sacrificial King,"
pp - 86-12 0 , especially pp . 113-2 0 . The popularity of a
kind of "domesticated" or "tamed" scapegoat ritual in the
agricultural districts of Europe at least until the end
of the eighteenth century constitutes one of the ma j or dis-
coveries ( or perhaps " rediscoveries " ) of contemporary social
historians, especially in France, who are following in
the line of research on popular culture inaugurated by
Michelet and exemplified by Burckhardt . See Emmanuel LeRoy
Ladurie, The Peasants of Languedoc (Urbana, 111., 1974)
J. Day, trans.. Part II, Ch. 5, "V^itches, Sabbaths, and
Revolts , " pp . 20 3-10 ; Montaillon ; The Promised Land of Error
(New York, 1978) B. Bray, trans . , Ch . 19"^ "Religion in Prac-
tice," pp. 306-30; and Carnivals in Romans (New York, 1979)
M. Feeney
Burke
,
trans., Chs. 7 and 8, pp. 175-248; see also Peter
Popular Culture in Early Modern Europe (New York,
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62. J. Harrison follows the suggestion of R.A. Neil thata corrvmon root underlies the Greek uoynn and the Latin ponti-fex (from pons, etc) and that the latter is a relT?i^s
official who conducts loyuaiT ; Prolegomena to the Study
of Greek Religion, p. 152. More specifical ly the pontifexis the leader of the £Xaaus • But see Ernout-Meillet
Eons, pontis and Chantraine" s
.
v
. Tte'yiJ for"the etymologiilldifficulties involved with these words.
63. See generally Burkert and Harrison cited in Note 59.
64. See generally Frazer, Burkert and Harrison cited inNote 59, and the Cornford and Murray contributions to Harri-
son's Themis
.
65. Scholars have long realized that among all the possi-
ble functions of sacrifice in general the royal self-sacrifice
was a major, if not precisely the essential, function of
kingship in ancient and archaic communities. See Sydney
H. Hook, ed.
,
Myth, Ritual and Kingship: Essays on the Theory
and Practice of Kingship in the Ancient Near East and Israel
(Oxford, 1958) and Joseph Campbell, The Masks of God: Primi -
tive Mythology (New York, 1959) Ch . 4, "The Promise of the
Immolated Kings," pp. 151-69. See also I. Engnell, Studies
in Divine Kingship in the Ancient Near East (Uppsala") 194 5) ;
E.E. Evans-Pritchard, The Divine Kingship of the Shilluk
of the Nilotic Sudan (Cambridge, 1948); Henri Frankfort,
Kingship and the Gods (Chicago, 1948); A.R. Johnson, Sacral
Kingship in Ancient Israel (Cardiff, 1956); and the work
of E.G. James on sacrifice and sacrament generally.
66. See Harrison, cited in Note 59 and Francis M. Cornford
From Religion to Philosophy: A Study in the Origins of Wes -
tern Speculation (Cambridge, 1912). The thesis that the
religious beliefs and practices of archaic and ancient peo-
ples provided the images whose sublimated forms as metaphors
and symbols coalesced into the systems of divine mythology
and rational philosophy is the one enduring contribution
of the so-called "myth and ritual" school of classical philo-
logy. The methodology and the "program" of this school
has been formulated most systematically by the anthropologist
Clyde Kluckhorn in his "Myths and Rituals: A General Theory,"
XXXV Harvard Theological Review ( 1942 ) pp. 45-79. For a criti-
cal appraisal of the methodology and the program, at least
in the field of "classics," see Joseph Fontenrose, The Ritual
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like economics: see Moses I. Finley, The Use and ^Abus;of History (New York, 1971
, 1975 ) Ch—fi " ?
and the Classics," pp. 102-19. '
^"^hropology
67. See generally Michael Walzer, Regicide and Revolution-Speeches at the Trial of Louis XVI ( London, 1974 ).
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APPENDIX A
A BRIEF COMMENTARY WITH SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY
ON LINGUISTICS, PSYCHOLINGUISTICS AND SOCIOLINGUISTICS
Noam Chomsky's theory of the "cyclical application
of [grammatical] transformations," like many of the other
notions of this philosopher of language is now undergoing
intense review and criticism. The theory itself is presen-
ted in Language and Mind (New York, enlarged edition, 1972),
Essay 3: "Linguistics Contributions: Present," pp. 24-64.
See also Aspects of the Theory of Syntax (Cambridge, Ma.,
1965), Ch. 3 "Deep Structure and Grammatical Transformations,"
pp. 128-47; Topics in the Theory of Generative Grammar (The
Hague, 1966), Ch . 3 "The Theory of Transformational Genera-
tive Grammar," pp. 51-75; and Studies on Semantics in Gene -
rative Grammar (The Hague, 1972), Ch . 3 "Deep Structure,
Surface Structure, and Semantic Interpretation," pp. 62-
119. Chomsky himself cites John R. Ross, On the Cyclic
Nature of English Pronominalization (The Hague, 1967) as
both inspiration and confirmation of his own theory. A
general critique of the theory is offered by Gilbert Harman
in his review of Language and Mind reprinted in Harman,
ed., On Noam Chomsky: Critical Essays (New York, 1974),
pp. 201-18. See also Ian Robinson, The New Grammarians'
Funeral: A Critique of Noam Chomsky's Linguistics (Cambridge
& New York, 1975). For a powerful critique of the ration-
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alist strain in the discipline of linguistics as a whole
see Roy Harris, The Language Myth (New York, 1981).
An overview of the relatively new field of "psycho-
linguistics" is offered by Charles E. and Helen S. Cairns,
Psycholinguistics: A Cognitive View of Language (New York,
1976 ), especially Ch
. 5 "Psycholinguistics as a Psychologi-
cal Discipline," pp. 95-111; Eve V. and Herbert H. Clark,
Psychology and Language: An Introduction to Psycholinguis -
tics (New York, 1977), especially Ch. 14 "Language and
Thought"; Hans Hermann, Psycholinguistics: An Introduction
to Research and Theory (Berlin, 1971), H.H. Stern, trans.,
especially Ch. 8 "The Philosophical Background to Modern
Psycholinguistics," pp. 148-63 and Ch . 15 "The Influence
of Language on Man's View of the World"; Joseph H. Kess,
Psycholinguistics: Introductory Perspectives (New York &
London, 1976), especially Ch . 2 "Theoretical Foundations,"
pp. 11-45, and Ch . 5 "Language and Society," pp. 105-31;
Ch. 4 "Language, Culture, Thought, and Universality," pp.
81-103 contains a brief and lucid review of the central
debate over whether language is primarily determined by
culture (the so-called Sapir/Whorf hypothesis) or by genetics
( Piaget/Vygotsky theory of linguistic universals) - the
newest round in the ancient debate over "nature or nurture."
Sol Sapota and Jarvis R. Bastian, eds . , Psycholinguistics
:
A Book of Readings (New York, 1961); and Insup Taylor, Intro-
duction to Psycholinguistics (New York, 1976).
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There is very little consensus in the field of psycho-
linguistics because it contains all the ideological "fault
lines" inherited from its two parents who were, and remain
today, deeply divided over questions of method and aim.
Consequently, the character of any book in the field depends
immediately on the psychological and linguistic biases held
by the practitioner, and the answers to the great question
concerning the function of language to the human individual
and the human group are as various as the possible combina-
tions of schools of psychology and schools of linguistics.
The history of this subject is truly labyrinthine. See
Julia M. Penn, Linguistic Relativity Versus Innate Ideas:
The Origins of the Sapir-Whorf Hypotheses in German Thought
(The Hague, 1972); Rik Pinxter, ed., Universalism Versus
Relativism in Language and Thought: Proceedings of a Collo -
quium on the Sapir-Whorf Hypotheses (The Hague, 1976); Klaus
Riegel and George C. Rosenwald, eds
.
, Structure and Transfor-
mation: Developmental and Historical Aspects (New York,
1975), especially Ch . 1., K.F. Riegel, "Structure and Trans-
formation in Modern Intellectual History," pp. 3-24; Ch.
1, A.L. Blumenthal, "Psycholinguistics : Some Historical
Issues," pp. 135-52; Ch. 10, Wilbur A. Hass, "Pragmatic
Structure of Language: Historical, Formal and Developmental
Issues," pp. 193-214; James H. Starn, Inquiries into the
Origin of Language: The Fate of a Question (New York & Lon-
don, 1976); and Ch . 1 above. Note 8 with bibliography on
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the history of historical linguistics. With the modern
scholarly fad for specialization we now see emerging the
even newer sub-disciplines of "sociolinguistics" and "lin-
guistic anthropology." See M.A.K. Halliday, Language as
Social Semiotic: The Social Interpretation of Language and
Meaning (London, 1978), especially Ch . 1 "The Sociolinguis-
tic Perspective," pp. 3-59, and Ch . 2, "A Sociosemiotic
Interpretation of Language," pp. 60-100; R.A. Hudson, Socio -
linguistics (Cambridge & London, 1980), especially Ch . 3
"Language, Culture, Thought," pp. 73-105; Charles E. Osgood,
William H. May, and Murray S. Miron, Cross-Cultural Univer -
sals of Affective Meaning (Urbana, 111., 1975), especially
Ch. 7 "Issues in Method and Theory," pp. 335-414; Gillian
Sankoff, The Social Life of Languages (London, Eng., 1980);
E.W. Ardener, ed.. Social Anthropology and Language (London,
1971), especially Ardener, "Social Anthropology and the
Historicity of Historical Linguistics," pp. 209-41; B.N.
Colby, Ethnographic Semantics; A Preliminary Survey , 7 Cur-
rent Anthropology (1966), pp. 3-32; Malcolm Crick, Explora -
tions in Language and Meaning: Towards a Semantic Anthro -
pology (New York, 1976); Ernest Gellner, Words and Things
( Harmondsworth , 1968); J. Gumperz and Dell Hymes, eds . ,
Directions in Sociolinguistics: The Ethnography of Communi -
cation (New York, 1972); H. Henson, British Social Anthro -
pologists: A History of Separate Development (Oxford, 1974);
Dell Hymes, "Notes Toward a History of Anthropological
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Linguistics," 5 Anthropological Linguistics ( 1 9 6 3 ) pp. 59-103 ;
E.H. Lenneberg, ed.
,
New Directions in the Study of Language
(Cambridge, Ma., 1964); F.L. Lounsbury, "One Hundred Years
of Anthropological Linguistics," in J.O. Brew, ed.. One
Hundred Years of Anthropology (Cambridge, Ma., 19 68), pp.
153-264
.
APPENDIX B
•CYCLICAL' TIME IN MODERN HISTORIOGRAPHY
The only even close to adequate discussion of the scho-
larly debate on this subject is Arnoldo Momigliano, "Time in
Ancient Historiography," in his Essays in Ancient and Modern
Historiography (Middletown, Conn., 1977), pp. 179-204.
The debate began in earnest, as Momigliano points out, not
among historians properly speaking, but among twentieth-
century Christian theologians who were anxious to find es-
sential differences between the "mind of Israel" and the
"mind of Hellas" in an effort to establish the cultural
distinctiveness of the Bible and the biblical tradition
- even in its Greek New Testament. This intellectual pro-
gram of so-called neo-orthodox theologians attempted to
find fundamental differences in ideas between Greece and
Israel: the idea of time was just one of those ideas.
VJhat Momigliano does not appreciate, however, is why the
theologians so easily and quickly focused on time as a cen-
tral idea distinguishing Hebrews from Hellenes. The expla-
nation for that would require a special study on the anti-
quarian interest in ancient and medieval number mysticism,
and indeed in the mystic nature of mathematics generally
during those periods. The geometric circle remained, from
the dawn of mathematics to the dawn of modern astronomy
more a religious than a philosophical conception. The neo-
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orthodox Christian theologians were in the direct line of
intellectual descent from their Christian forebears whose
interest in astrology and the occult was, especially in
the period 1450-1750, intimately connected with their ortho-
dox and "official" mysticism. The twentieth century debate
is merely the latest round in that perennial fascination
Christians have felt for their one-time rivals and long-
time enemies, the pagan - and especially the classical pagan
- mystics. Among those works which assert the centrality
of "cyclical thinking" in the ancient pagan world see A.
Cornelius Benjamin, "Ideas of Time in the History of Philo-
sophy," in J.T. Frazer, ed.
, The Voices of Times (New York,
1966), pp. 8-15; Emile Brehier
,
"Quelques Traites de la
Philosophie de 1 ' Histoire dans 1 ' Antiquite Classique, " XIV
Revue d' Histoire et de Philosophie Religieuse ( Strasbourg,
1934) at p. 40; Frangois Chatelet, La Naissance de 1' Histoire
(Paris, 1962) ; Oscar Cullman, Christ and Time (Philadelphia,
1950) F.F. Filson, trans.; T. Soman, Hebrew Thought Compared
with Greek (London, 1960 ); Tom F. Driver, The Sense of His -
tory in Greek and Shakespearian Drama (New York, 1960)
,
especial ly Ch . 2 "Hellenic Historical Consciousness : The
Equilibrium of Nature pp. 19-38; Erich Frank , Philosophical
Understanding and Religious Truth (New York, 1945) especially
pp. 67ff.; Bernhard A. van Groningen, In the Grip of the
Past (Leiden, 1953); W.K.C. Guthrie, In the Beginning: Some
Greek Views of the Origins of Life and the Early State of
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Man (London, 1957), Ch
.
5 "Cycles of Existence," pp. 63-
79; Karl Lowith, Meaning in History: The Theological Impli -
cations of the Philosophy of History (Chicago, 1949), espe-
cially Ch. 9 on St. Augustine's rebuttal of (alleged) pagan
cyclical theory, pp. 160-73; Reinhold Neibuhr, Faith and
History (London, 1949); Henri-Claude Puech, "Gnosis and
Time," in Ralph Manheim, trans.. Papers from the Eranos
Yearbooks (New York, 1956) Vol. 2, pp. 38-84; Paul Tillich,
The Interpretation of History (New York, 1936); Stephen
E. Toulmin and June Goodfield, The Discovery of Time (London
1965); and Z. Zarwirski, L' Evolution de la Notion du Temps .
Besides Momigliano's essay cited above, the only other
scholar seriously to question the view that the ancients
possessed a generally cyclical conception of time is James
Barr in his Biblical Words for Time (London, 1962) especially
Ch. 2 "The Current Contrast of Greek and Hebrew Thought,"
pp. 8-20.
The present study necessarily but reluctantly supports
the majority opinion. Necessarily, because the ancient
Greeks (and Romans later) did in fact possess a cyclical
view of time - after the rise of philosophy and the renewed
contact with Mesopotamia which marked the beginning of the
Hellenistic Age. Cyclical views of time were clearly becom-
ing fashionable after the turn of the third century B.C.
Reluctantly, because the majority are simply wrong in their
account of how and when cyclical thinking became common
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among the Greeks. Such thinking was late in the classical
Greek world: it was still a novelty with Aeschylus as this
study shows. Thinking with circular or revolutionary images
was, however, virtually pre-historic ; and such imagery came
to pervade every area of Greek life before it was borrowed
by the philosophers for their cosmological purposes. in
short, time was the last conception in Greek thought to
be "taken over" by revolutionary or circular imagery. The
majority in the debate over the question of "cyclical think-
ing" about time is right - for the wrong reasons; the mino-
rity is wrong on the question, but right in its criticism
of the majority. From such paradoxes scholarly progress
is slowly made.
APPENDIX C
AN EXCURSUS ON GREEK VERBS MEANING 'TO BE'
One of the great unwritten chapters in the history
of Western thought is how our notion of "being," which in
its intellectual development is an elaboration of the Greek
euuu (sum) and the Latin esse, prevailed over other notions
of "being" in the ancient world. The fact is that the Greek
( sum ) is only one among at least four words which
we translate as "to be"; the others are neXeaOaL
,
Tpeuea-^aL , and leAeOeuv . What is crucial to that unwrit-
ten history is that only eivt (sum) does not possess an
image of turning or revolving in its base. For the vast
majority of Greeks before the rise of philosophy - and among
the uneducated for long after that - "being" was regularly
conceived as movement
,
and especially as movement of a rota-
ting or circular kind. The poets preserve the memory of
this way of thinking. HeXeaOau , tpeiiEodau , and xeXcSeov
were certainly linguistic archaisms in the classical fifth
and fourth centuries, appropriate only for drama and lyric
poetry, but just as with Shakespeare and Milton for modern
English speakers, what are quaint archaisms to contemporaries
were common usage in an earlier day. Euut (sum) has no
semantic priority in Homer or Hesiod, and is only slightly
more important than the other words meaning to be in later
poets. We must conclude that "archaic Greeks" conceived
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of "being" very differently from their descendants in the
fifth and later centuries. Why did c^yt (sum) prevail over
the other verbs? The answer lies of course in the birth
of philosophy in the sixth century and the rise of prose
writing in the fifth. Elul ( sum ) was chosen by Anaximander
and the later cosmological philosophers precisely because
it was the one verb which was void of any suggestion of
movement. The choice was dictated by the philosophical
project itself: the claim that there existed things (or
ideas) which are real because they are unchanging would
hardly prosper if the very word used to convey the claim
contained an image of movement. El-uu (sum) displaced the
more commonly used archaic TicXea%aL
,
TpeiteaOnu
, and leXeOcLv
because the philsophers were trying to purge language itself
- especially the philosophic language - of any words which
would connect "being" or "reality" with "movement" or
"change." Plato was, of course, the culmination of this
process; and all later philosophy, including political philo-
sophy, has found it next to impossible to imagine a sense
of being different from that inherited from Plato. And
it is certainly a tribute to Plato's success, and of the
intellectual power - I am tempted to say tyranny - of Western
philosophy generally that it has so regularly, generation
after generation, bewitched its practitioners that they
fail to see that the philosophical notion of "being" was
something of a novelty among the older conceptions; later it
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had usurped the role of the commoner "revolutionary" images
of "being .
"
Practitioners of philosophy may be forgiven their loy-
alty to the founder, but historians ought to have displayed
a more critical acumen. They have not. Histories of Western
thought talk about the pre-socratic philosophers
,
Plato,
and Aristotle as if they were representatives of the major-
ity of Greek thought. This has been one of the great, and
perennial, mistakes of modern Western historiography. These
philosophers were in a dissenting relationship to their
societies ; they were so far from being representative of
it that we may even claim the opposite: they were its sub-
verters
.
That is the core of truth behind all the lies
leveled against Socrates . The "tradition" from Pythagoras
to Plato is not a Greek tradition of thought: it is the
first "Western" tradition . In modern times only Nietzsche
has appreciated this fact about the relationship of Greek
philosophy to Greek culture. Historians in the last decade
of the twentieth century are j ust beginning to catch up
with him. See generally , The Birth of Tragedy from the
Spirit of Music (1872).
APPENDIX D
A BRIEF COMMENT ON THE CHADWICK-PALMER DEBATE
OVER THE MYCENAEAN TERETA
TcXos and TcXexn meaning "rite" or "sacred ceremony"
lead one to suspect that there may be a noun of agency
meaning "the man who conducts the te'Xos or TEXcTn , " or simply,
"priest." Such a word in fact exists: it is TcXeoins which
Liddell-Scott-Jones render, not surprisingly, as "initiating
priest," "initiator," or "priest." The problem with thus
connecting semantically xeXeins with leXos and TcXein is
that while the latter must be far older than Homer (supra
pp. 113-16) the former is both rare and late in its usages.
There is only one instance of its use before the Christian
era, on an Elean inscription of the sixth century B.C.,
and it is limited to the attending officials of the Eleusi-
nian Mysteries and the related cults of Dionysus. Such
xeXeaTaJ were among the favorite targets of the early Chris-
tian apologists. The etymological connection would appear,
then, strained at best.
Still, it has been made, and made by no less an autho-
rity than John Chadwick and in the context of a very impor-
tant philological issue. In Mycenaean Linear B there appears
the word te-re-ta which is morphologically equivalent to
the later Greek TcXeorns . Chadwick and Michael Ventris
had first rendered the word as "baron," but later, when
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that proved too misleading, Chadwick followed the suggestion
of W.E. Brown ("Land Tenure in Mycenaean Pylos," 5 Historia
[1956] pp. 385-400) and adopted the rendering of te-re-ta
as "initiating priest" ("Potnia," 5 Minos [1957] pp. 109-
11). The Brown-Chadwick rendering has been criticized by
L.R. Palmer who quite understandably wondered "if it is
legitimate to project so late and peculiar a usage of the
word TeAeaxHs into the second millenium B.C.," and reminding
his colleagues that "in the determination and identification
of this word we must ... insist upon [the] basic methodologi-
cal point that diagnosis through textual analysis must pre-
cede the ransacking of the lexicon for possible equivalents."
( The Interpretation of Mycenaean Texts [Oxford, 1963] pp.
193, 191).
Chadwick and Brown may indeed have committed a philo-
logical faux pas in their eagerness to find continuity be-
tween Linear B and later Greek, but Palmer himself confused
the matter further by offering an explanation of te-re-ta
which radically and unnecessarily isolates the word and
severs it from possible semantic connections with later
members of the Greek family of te'Xos • All agree that te-
re-ta must mean "the man of the xeAog (Palmer, pp. 192-
95), but Palmer proceeds to render it more specifically
as "the man of the (divine) service" and to connect that
elaboration with the postulated * reX ^ Indo-European root
which is supposed to produce the Greek root *TXan) and the
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infinitive leXAetv
. Thus Palmer semantically connects te-
J^g~ta to the idea of "to hold" or "to uphold" with the addi-
tional connotations of "to bear" and "to suffer." His ground
for making this suggestion is the context of te-re-ta in
the Mycenaean tablets. Since te-re-ta is apparently a type
of "lessee," usually of land but not necessarily, who enjoys
a status halfway between slaves, do-e-ro-i ("dedicated per-
sons") and the ranks of nobility, the various e-qe-ta-i,
Palmer concludes that te-re-ta designates someone who holds
a responsibility or obligation to members of the classes
both below and above him.
This explanation is at once ingenious, plausible, and
unnecessary. The present study of revolutionary imagery
in Greek, and the pages devoted to leXos in particular,
point to a more plausible explanation of te-re-ta which
both preserves Palmer's "sociological" insights from the
context of the tablets and dispenses with the need to con-
nect te-re-ta with the postulated * tcA2- Even if we grant
Palmer's sociological explanation of te-re-ta as a term
related to "tenant farming" and land holding, his rendering
makes the word far too abstract and sophisticated - even
legalistic - in light of the relatively simple and concrete
words in the Mycenaean vocabulary. It is doubtful at least
if any of the Mycenaean words is as intellectually sophis-
ticated as Palmer makes out te-re-ta to be. Given the
"orimitiveness" of these texts and their "shopping list"
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character, it is far more likely that te-re-ta is connected
with a simple and concrete image taken from daily life and
experience. Is it not more plausible that the word is con-
nected semantically with * tgA^ and means simply "the man
who goes round about " some business? Palmer himself insists
that the word is not confined in use to land tenure and
farming, although that usage is naturally dominant in an
agricultural society. We may conclude, then, that the Myce-
naean te-re-ta and the later Greek leXeoTnc; originally meant
"one who goes round about his business," whatever that busi-
ness may have been. It was a term of "occupational liveli-
hood" much like those designating the types and ranks of
tradesman in the European medieval guild system. (One imme-
diately recalls the large number of Greek compounds of
- uoAos I such as au'pi-udXos > which mean "to go round about
in service or attendance" (see supra, pp. 100-12). Further-
more, we may hazard the guess that the conspicuous semantic
differences between the members of the * neX - and the
* leX ~ word-groups in later Greek express an ancient under-
lying class distinction. Whereas nouns of agency in the
former group, like iutptudXos or SunudAos usually designate
someone in the slave or servant class, or in the case of
military and religious life in the position of attendants
or subordinates, the adjectives in the latter group (there
are no nouns of agency) generally describe someone in a
position of authority or power (see supra pp. 117-44).
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Let us now admit Palmer ' s "sociological" explanation of
the class status of the te-re-ta . Could it be that he was
in Mycenaean times a "freeman" engaged in his occupation,
while the later Greek aycounoXos or ^unuoXos was a slave
,
servant, or subordinate of some kind who was legally require
to attend upon the Greek equivalent of the te-re-ta-i and
the e-qe-ta-i ? Could it be that the Mycenaean word, te-
re-ta , has dropped out of the language of Homer's day under
the pressures of time and radically changing social circum-
stances? In any event, if, as Palmer maintains, the te -
re-ta is "the man of the tcXos /" who is engaged in some
( legally recognized) occupation, usually connected with
agriculture, we are led irresistibly to recall the agricul-
tural xeXaov of later Greek , and more specifically , the
scene on the shield of Achilles where the archaic Greek
farmers are portrayed as
:
OL S'oTidxe axpecljctVTec uKOLaxo xeXaov otoovjon^,
... XOL 6g axoetljaoKov ctv'oyyouq,
teiJGvoL veuoCo Ra^GLns xeXaov uxeodaL.
Iliad , Book XVIII, 549-51
Is not the free tenant farmer of the Homeric period the
descendant of the Mycenaean te-re-ta ?
In light of these hypotheses we may now propose to
locate a common semantic ground between Chadwick and Brown's
explanation of "the man of the xcXos " on the one hand and
Palmer's on the other. A te-re-ta and a xcXcaxn^ have this
in common: they both go round about in a physical space
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as they perform the tasks required by their respective occu-
pations. It is a distinct pattern of movement open to obser-
vation. Once again, it is the visible spatial image which
semantically unites these two members of the *TeA - group.
The tenant farmer went around his fields with his team of
oxen and plow; the much later TeAeains went round about the
TeXeaieCov when he initiated the TeXo(5iievob into the saving
knowledge of the sacred mysteries at Eleusis (cf. Plato,
Phaedrus , 249 c )
.

